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Aviation in Cornell University had its "beginning

early in March, 1917, when a body of seventy-five or one

hundred undergraduates met and requested that a course in

military aeronautics be given in the regular Reserve Officer

Training Corps of Cornell University in the same manner as

Engineering and Signalling, which ¥/ere taught to special

companies. The President of the University asked the Ad-

jutant General’s Office to detail an officer here for the

purpose, but was informed that there was at that time no

provision for detailing an aviation officer to Land Grant

Colleges.

Late in April, 1917, the President of the Univer-

sity received a communication from Professor II, P. Durand,

Chairman of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

asking if Cornell could undertake the instruction of about

One hundred cadets in the fundamentals of aviation. An

outline of instruction was forwarded shortly, and a com-

mittee consisting of Professors Bedell, Leland, and Ellen-

wood of Cornell University was sent to the Royal Plying

Corps Ground School at Toronto, Canada, to investigate its

methods, equipment, and curriculum.

This committee arranged a tentative curriculum and

schedule of hours for a sin week’s course based on the
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eight weeks’ course at Toronto, and recommended men on

the Cornell University staff to take charge of the teach-

ing, President Schurman of Gornell University appointed

Captain C. 3?. Thompson, U. S, A.
, Commandant of the Re-

serve Officers’ Training Corps of Cornell University^ to

assist this committee.

In the meantime, Professor Hiram Bingham of

eity # Major U, 3. R,
,
with the title of M 3uper~

vising Aeronautical Engineer 1
,’ was put in charge of the

Schools Division, A. S. S. C, He visited Toronto and

stopped at Ithaca on his way "back and consulted with the

committee of Cornell men who had been there, and with the

President. He left an official curriculum for an eight

week course and asked the University to provide for hous-

and feeding the cadets, and to provide a suitable co:

of instructors.

At that time no definite policy had been formed

in regard to payment to the University. The cadets were

to be given allowance for rations and a buiia.ing with

suitable heat, light, and janitor serviee was to be rented.

The University was asked to make arrangements to mess all

the cadets together. The Cornell University Athletic

Association offered the use of its Schoelkojof Hall as a

barracks and headquarters. The government was to furnish

cots, pillows, and mattresses.
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The University was then notified that on Monday,

May 21, 1917, the first class of twenty-five cadets would

arrive. Captain Thompson proceeded to organize a teach-

staff. In regard to the salaries of these instructors.

President Shuman wrote Captain Thompson, ’’The Par Depart-

ment, however, finds it impossible to attend to these de-

tails at the present time. The University consequently

will guarantee the salaries”.

The cadets expected did not all arrive on the 21st

of May, hut for those who did report military instruction

was started according to the curriculum. On May 28th,

1st It, Howard C. Davidson, A.S.S.C., arrived to take

charge of the School,

The cadets were marched together to mess in one

of the University Cafeterias. Buszers for wireless

practice were installed on tables in the basement of

Schoelkopf Hall. The cadets received their laboratory

instruction in engines in Hand Hall, their radio work in

Rockefeller Hall, and other classes and lectures in rooms

in Schoelkopf Hall, or in other University Buildings.

A miniature range was being constructed in the baseball

cage.

The teaching staff had been greatly added to by

June 15. Sibley College furnished instructors in Engines

under Professors Ellenwood and fierce; Professor Blaker
from Rockefeller Hall took charge of Theory of Plight,
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Meteorology, and Radio Work; Professor Lawrence, of the

College of Civil Engineering, took Map Heading and Recon-

naissance; and the Artillery Cooperation and miniature

range work was under 0. M. James, English A. S. C.

a rule the other men were recent graduates of Cornell who

had had good military and academic records. Lieut.

Davidson was the only commissioned officer on duty on

June 15th, Captain Thompson having been ordered to Camp

Syracuse. The Military instruction was under civilians

who had been officers in the Cornell R. 0. T.C.

The Schools 1 Division notified the Commandant

shortly after the first class arrived that it was impossible

to send twenty-five cadets per week, and appointed Lieut.

Davidson and 1st. Lt. 3. A. Mumford, M.S.C., a board to

examine and admit men to training for flying officers.

Lt. Mumford, who had been Medical Advisor to the

University, was ordered to active duty and took charge of

the Medical work of the School. Captain Schultz arrived

about June 1st, but requested transfer and left in a few

days.

The first equipment consisted of a Curtiss OX

motor, previously sent to Cornell University by the national

Advisory Committee on Aeronautics for experimental pur-

poses, various engine parts which were borrowed from the

Thomas-Morse Aircraft Corporation and an old Colt machine

gun owned by the Cornell R. 0. T.C. About May 25th an

old Curtiss Airplane |3p4B) was received. Other equip-





rnent, including motors, maps , -'blank forms, old fuselage,

etc.

,

"began to arrive shortly. The University furnished,

on order from the University Treasurer’ s
• Office

,
"buzzers,

desks, chalk, materials for the miniature range, and other

apparatus and supplies.

About June 1st, Major Bingham notified President
appoint

Shurman to/a "Committee on Studies" to arrange a schedule

of hours and act in an advisory capacity to the Commandant

in such matters as turning back and discharging cadets on

account of poor academic work, and designing foraas for re-

porting marks.

Professor W. IT. Barnard was appointed chairman

of this committee altho not otherwise connected with the

School, and Professors Bllenwood, Blaker and Lawrence were

members. On June 11th all except the chairman were

teaching in the School. As will appear later this com-

mittee did not appreciate or understand that it was to

have entire charge of the academic work of the school in

order to relieve the Commanding Officer of the detail of

it. At the time Captain Davidson (who had recently been

promoted) was Commanding Officer^ Acting Quartermaster,

and lecturer, and he had no one familiar with army paper

work to help him except Sergeant Moss, who had lad consid-

erable service in the Regular Army and proved to be a

very efficient man, but he too was ordered away, having

been promoted to 2nd. Lieut. Consequently Captain Davids





was swamped with paper work and -unnecessary routine duties

until he got an acting adjutant about August 1st, nd the

Academic Board took active control of its work about July 1

On June 15th., Captain IT, C. Page, Assistant Direc-

tor of Schools of Military Aeronautics, who visited the

Ground School at Cornell after visiting Toronto, wrote, : rx

xxx . . After a period of three weeks work gornell com-

pares very favorably indeed with the Plying School at

Toronto, and in some respects is well ahead of it."
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On July 12, Major ; Hiram Bingham visited the Ground

School at Cornell. He- severely criticised the Commandant

and Chairman of the Committee on Studies for failing to

send in reports if the proper kind and for not following

exactly certain instructions in regard to schedule. The

difficulty lay in the fact that it had not been made clear

to President Schurman and to the Chairman of the Committe

on Studies, Professor 17. II. Barnard, exactly

of the latter were to be, and consequently the Commandant

had been carrying his own work and the academic work at

the same time. Major Bingham also said that the teaching

staff was not large enough and especially criticised the in-

struction in the Military Department. The work of the

Committee on Studies, to be called thereafter, the "Academic

Board”, he outlined verbally as follows, fch 1 '7:

the Commandant of a great deal of work which he was not

really in a position to do efficiently:

This Committee is to act as an Academic
Board similar to the one at West Point and the chair-
man corresponds to the president of that board and is
substantially the dean of the School

He is expected to devote from ten to twelve
hours per day to the work.

It is one of his duties to obtain instructors
and recommend their appointments to the University; al-
so to recommend, the discharge of unsatisfactory instruc-
tors.
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He is to have complete charge of all instruc-
tion and is to attend the classes frequently to see
that the instruction is of the proper character.

He is to interview all students and, together
with the Commandant, is to decide as to the personal
efficiency of each man, a report of which is to he sent
to Washington.

All delinquent or backward students are to
appear before him and he is to recommend to the Com-
mandant the action which should be taken in each case.

He is to have charge of the records and fur-
nish the Commandant weekly reports which are to be for-
warded to Washinton.

He should have a good stenographer and a
copyist in his office.,' which should be adjacent to that
of the Commandant to permit frequent conferences.

The Commandant is the Government representative
and is to have complete charge of the men and their
military instruction. Also he is the Government repre-
sentative to judge if the University is living up to
the contract.

All communications from Washington to the
School come to the Commandant and he is the one to for-
ward all communications to the Governement.

Upon the request of the President of the
Academic Board the Commandant will order men to confer
with him.

The Commandant’s dealings with the instructors
will be through the President of the Board.

After a more careful investigation. Major Bingham

found that a great deal of excellent work was being done at

Cornell, and, in &£ite of the difficulties and misunder-

standings mentioned he was well pleased with the Schools’

efforts by the time he left.

The President of the Academic Board was immediately

made a regular member of the Staff of the School and entered

into the active duties of the office. The Board had already





devised forms for reporting marks, examination papers and

quiz sheets, and now proceeded to meet during the week, to

consider matters of importance regarding equipment and in-

struction and again af*ber the marks had all been turned in

at the end of the week to recommend men to be turned back

or discharged for failures in studies and efficiency. The

President of the Academic Board established headquarters

adjacent to the Commandant’s office in Schoelkopf Hall and

employed a secretary and recorder. Slight changes in

schedule were made to conform more exactly to the service

calls sent from Washington. Meetings of the faculty were

held and the work and purpose of the ground schools were

carefully explained to them. Within a week things were

moving much more smoothly and the Commandant had been re-

lieved of a great deal of the burden of reports which were

now presented to him in complete form. One of the in-

structors in military subjects, W, L. Saunders, received

his commission about this time and acted as Adjutant for

the Commandant, A retired sergeant of Signal Corps ar-

rived to help in the office, and clerks and accountants

were added to the staff.

The first curriculum sent

tt-CULUM to the School*May 19, 1918

simply gave an outline of the

number of hours for each subject and left it to the Com-

mandant to arrange in which week each was to be given.
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The subjects were not grouped into different department Sj

and included such subdivisions as "Mess Etiquette”, “'’form-

ation of Troops 5

’, ’’Sailmaking and Splicing”, "Tools", and

such general heads as "Gross Country and General Flying’/

"Theory of Flight”, which permitted duplication of the same

work under different instructors unless carefully supervised.

Engines and Machine Guns received more time than any other

subjects except the military. This schedule only provided

a total of 177 hours. A letter on June 1, outlined the

ground to be covered in the different subjects.

Discussion continued on Page 12
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3

9

18

12

Stationary Engines

Rotary Engines

Magneto

Instruments

Sailmafeing ^Splicing

Rigging & landing Gear

Machine Gun

Tools

Artillery Observation
and Miniature range
Bombs Sc Bombing' 2

Cross Country Sc General
Flying

Map Reading and Re-
connaissance

Meteorology

Astronomy

Moss Etiquette

Photography (Camera, use of)

Wireless and Signalling 14

Types of Machines

Theory of Flight

Formation of Troops

Military Brill

Physical Brill (Calisthenics)

Care of machines

Laboratory
Instruction Lectures

20 6

6 2

May 19, 1917-

Total Hours ,

26

8

1

9

20

2

18

4

2

8

9

1

1

1

20

1

2

4

20

20

2

177
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On June 11, 1917, a revised curriculum was re-

ceived. In this curriculum were included recommendations

of textbooks and references for instructors, and detailed

description of each course. The siibjects were combined

.into several "Examination Groups”, each group including

subjects of the same nature. This curriculum prescribed

what should be taught in the first three weeks of the

course, ” Junior Wing"
,

or in the last five weeks, "Senior

Wing", but did not prescribe any particular week for the

different subjects.

The Committee on Studies arranged a schedule of

hours to conform to this outline. It was impossible to

conform exactly to the service calls prescribed at first

until plans could be made for messing the cadets earlier

in the morning and more adequate lavatory facilities pro-

vided.

Discussion continued on Page 27





Revised June 11, 1917“

CURRICULUM FOR TEE SCHOOLS OF MILITARY AERONAUTICS.

Examination Subject
Group

1. EHGILES
H, Stationary engines
b. Rotary engines -—
c.Magneto theory-—

No, of hrs. No. of hrs. Total
Laboratory Lectures no. 0 :

or hours,
Recitation -

- -

-

20— ------ 6— — 26
-6——— — 8

- 1—

—

—~i

2. THEORY OR FLIGHT
X, History of Flying ——— —1——— -1
Y. Theory of Flight----------- -— --—----2--------2
a. Nomenclature of aeroplanes-4----- — -----^-4

b. Types of machines————— —--—------i---------l
c. Care of machines -— ------_ 2— -__-_.__..2

d. Repair of machines
(3&ilmaking and splicingS-— -— —

3

e 9 Rigging and landing gear

—

. 9-———— ----—-— -9
f . Tools-------- - _-2 ———

2

3. CROSS COURTRY and GENERAL FLYI1IG
a* Flying-————--------- -------——3—
b. Meteorology -------------- ----------—5-
e. Astronomy—-———----—— ----------

—

1 -

d. Photography—-—---------- -----

-

2 -.

e. Instruments and coppasses — -4-
f. Transportation by Motor--- ——— — -2~

4. AERIAL OBSERVATION
a. Artillery observation--— — ---5-
b. Miniature range -—

—

—-12—
c. Map Reading-— -------— ---
d 0 Reconnaissance --------- —— -• ~4-
e. Contact Patrol -----—— ——-------1-

5. GUNNERY
X. ^Machine Guns (elementary) 15--------— - -

a. Fighting in Air --------- . .-l-
b» Machine Guns (advanced) -14- — -

c. Bombs and bombing——

—

--2-— --—-—

—

2-

6. SIGNALLING' AND "TIRELESS
X.* Telegraphy ( elementary)—18--—

—

——— -

a. Radio —- 2-~— --3-
b 9 Telegraphy & Signalling—15 ~ -

7. MILITARY STUDIES
A.Military Policy of the TJ.S, -------—.1
®,military Hygiene© ----—— -- 1 -

C-Administration & Military Law ------3 .

D*Army regulations---------- ---—•——

-

2 -

E. Organization of modern Armies ----4-

Total

Subjects marked* are given in the Junior VJing ------

Senior V/ing
Total —2

•3

3
1
2
4
2

-i
12
—4
-4
-1

-15

1
,14

• 4

—18— 5
—15

— 1— 1

—4
183“

•50

111
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NOTE

- 14
SYLLABUS CP THE COUPEE OF STUDY
SCHOOLS OF MILITARY AERONAUTICS

TOPICS:
Engines

Stationary engines
Rotary engines
Magneto theory

Theory of flight
Theory of flight
Types of machines
Care of machines
Repair of machines (sailmaking and splicing)
Rigging and landing gear
Tools
Nomenclature of aeroplanes
History of flying

Cross-country and general flying
Meteorology
Astronomy
Photography
Instruments and compasses
Flying
Transportation by motor

Aerial Observation
Miniature range (Artillery Observation)
Map reading
Re c onna i s s an c e

Gunnery
Machine Guns (Elementary)
Machine Guns ( Advan c ed

)

Bombs and Bombing
Signalling and Radio

Radio
Signalling
Telegraphy (Elementary)

Military Studies
Military Policy of the U. S.

Military Hygiene
Administration and Military Law
*Army regulations
Organization of modern armies.

: Subjects marked * are given in the Junior Wing
Other subjects are given to the Senior Wing.





"At the completion of his course of study and before
graduation and recommendation for 'transfer to flying schools
or flying squadrons each student must pass written examinations
in (1) the operation and care of aeronautical engines : (2)

theory of flight , including the construction, care, and rigging
of eroplanes; 1*3) Cross-country and general flying including
meteorology, astronomy, photography, and instruments; (4) Aerial
Observation, including artillery observation, miniature range,
map reading, and reconnaissance; (5) Gunnery , including the
care and operation of machine gtms, homhs and bombing; (6)
Signalling and RadAo ; (7) Military Regulations

,

including the
formations of troops, customs of the service, and essential
features of armyy organization. The papers of these written
examinations will be set by a board of examiners appointed by
the Commandant of the School nd will include at least one com-
missioned officer. In setting these papers general and prac-
tical questions will he used. The chief object to he borne in
mind, when reading the papers should be to ascertain whether the
candidate has a good knowledge of the subject from a practical
standpoint,

"
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LIST OF ABREVIATIOHS FOR REFERENCE BOOZS.

A.A.G.- - - - -AucL©3^ -Automobile Guide
Aer ----- -1st Annual Report Fat. A&v. Com. on .Aeronautic!!
Aer. 2 - - - - 2nd "

Av. and Weath- The Aviator and the Weather Bureau (Carpe
Barh, - - - - -The Aeroplane Speaks (Barber)
B. G.5.- - - - -Fighting in the Air (British Gen. Staff)
Coop. A. A.- - Cooperation of Aircraft with Artillery

(2 pamphlets)
Ex. A, R. - - -Extracts from U. 3. Army Regulations
G. C. L. - - - Military Aeroplanes (Loening,)
H. A.B.- - - — Handbook of Aerial Bombs (British)
E.F.- - - - - -Hints for* Young Instructors (R.F.C. British)
L.A.R. - - - - Operation and Technical Use of the Lewis

Automatic Rifle.
L. W.R. - - - - Fighting in the Air (Rees)
M. 2A -v- - - -Manual Ho. 2A, 1914 (C.S.0>)
Mag. Comp. - —Magnetic Compass in Aircraft (Creagh- Osborne)
M. C.M. - - - - Manual for Courts Martial
M. -H. — - - - Military Hygiene (Zeefer)
Mil. U. S. - - Military Policy of the U. S. (Upton)
M.L.N. - — - -Manuscript Lecture Rotes (S. H. A.)
M. M. R. - - - Military Sketching and Map Reading ( Or i ewes)
N. 0. - - - - -Reprint from "Light Operation".
Horn. Aer. - - -Report Ho. 9 (Hat. idv. Com)
H.R.A. M. - - -Rotes on Rigging for Air Mechanics.
P. II.- - - - - Photographic Rotes (British)
Radio - - - - -Radio£elegraphy (U. S. Sign. Corps)
Rept. 8 - - - -Report No. 8 Rat. Adv. Com. on Aer.
Sig. A. A, - - Signals between Aeroplanes and Artillery
T. B. Aer. - - Text-book of Aerial Gunnery (British)
T. M. G. - - - Training of Aerial Machine Gunners (British)
T. M. R. F.1&2 Training Manual Royal Flying Corps.
T. N. - - - - -Technical Rotes Roypl Flying Corps.
U. S.G.D.- - - -U.S. Manual Interior Guard Duty.
U.S. Sig. Signal Book U. S. Army 1916

t
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ENGINES

(1) 3TATI ONARY ENGINES (SO hours Lab., 6 hrs. lecture -

total, 26 hrs,}

Curtis - Comparing points of difference in other
engines as time and circumstance permists. (1,11. pp.
10-23. M.L.N. "Curtis Engines*’)

M0T01 FUNDAIlISN TALS (References A.A.G. p. 27ff, 39.
T.M.R.F. Part 1 pp. 42-80)

Power - Explosion - Pour-stroke cycle
Detailed description of the working of a
gasoline motor.

VALVES (References A.A.G. pp 25ff, 30, 209ff, 366, 475)

Arrangement of the valves - Puppets - Springs,
Mechanically and utomatically operating valves
Valve settings - Valves in action

THE PISTON (References A. A. G. 23ff, 124, 240, 241, 464)

Described - Diameter in relation to cylinder -

Piston spring rings - Dumber

THE CARBURETER (References A, A. G, (69 - 124. Aeronautic
Report2,53, - 552)

System - Float chamber - Gasoline Supply
Diagram - Jot chamber.

THROTTLE AMD AIR VALVE (References A.A.G. 72,73,77,104,23

Regulation of mixture.
LUBEICATIOH (References A.A.G. 347 -362)

Oil film - Classes of oil used - Splash lub-
rication - Forced Lubrication - Pressure gauge.

MUFFLER (References A. A. G. 19, 42,244-5)

MAGNETO AND IGNITION (References A. A. G. 125 - 208)
Battery and coil ignition - Magneto ignition

Fundamental principle - Highttension wires - Coils -

Distributor - Make and break - Spark plugs - Tests -

Easily recognizable defects - Backfiring - Tools and
equipment for overhauling magnetos - Parts Ordering -

Care -> Overhauling records.





COOLING (References A., A. G. 43 - 53)

Effects of overheating - Water - Air)

EFFICIENCY OR Eli GINES (References A. A. G. 36, 1E4)
How expressed - Heat dissipation « Maximum of

Efficiency - Mixture - Large ratio of expansion - Spark

-

Temperature - Failure to start - Faulty mixture - Compression.

(2) ROTARY ENGINES (6 hrs Lao., 2hrs . Lect. - Total, 3 hrs.
Gnome - Ilo'nosoupapa. (References,

r

^. N. 10-34 -MM.
("Gnome engines")

(3) MAGNETO THEORY (1 hr, lecture - total~l hr. ) (A. A. G. 145-176)

THEORY OF FLIGHT

*THECRY OF FLIGHT. (2 hrs. loot.- tatal 2 hrs,.)

(References, Barb. 55-7.0, G. G. L. 25-105, Aer
25-100 (Technical) Aer. 2, 555-627, M.L.N.

"Landon - Theory of Flight" "LaGrange-
Theory of Flight")

TYPES OF MACHINES (l hr. lect. - total 1 hr. )

(References, Barb. 145ff, T. N.
,
Plates

1-39 G. G. L. 13 - 25)

CARE CF MACHINES AND AEROPLAN HANGARS (2hrs. lect. 2 hrs. -

tatal (References T. M. R. Part 1, 5-7, M. L. IT. "Manual
of Aeroplane Care" "Care and Maintenance of Machines."

Care of fabric, woods, internal bracing wires,
turnbuckMs

,
engines, propellers ,; bolts

,
and nuts. Seeping

records.
Care of aeroplane hangars, cleanliness -no smoking-

floors-hemehes-tool boxes - tools - stands - clothing -

spare parts - protestion against fire and moisture- keeping
of bulletin boards.

REPAIR OS AEROPLANES AND ORGANISATION OF WORKSHOPS (3 hrs. Lab.
tatal 3 hrs.)

(References T.M.R.F. Part 1, 10-17)

Personnel - Examining and dismantling of aeroplanes -

Care of damaged parts - Periodical inspection - Repair work
(a) engines, (b) fuselages (c) £ i - Care of machinery -Stores
and spare parts - Provision for sioare parts - Condemned parts -

Storage of spare planes - General- organization- Gf workshops.

RIG J AND LANDING GEAR (9 hrs. Lab. - Total 9 hrs. )

References Barb. - 114,. N.R.A.M. M.L.N. "Rigging"
T.M.R.F. Part 1 17, - 42 G. G. L. 121 - 138)

selection
, wood fabric -





pai piano wire - stretching cables -

greasing pulleys and tubing ~ fitting pipes.

TOOLS (2 hrs. lect. - total 2 hrs.)
(References T. LA R. S’. IS, 14, M.L.U. ’’Manual of

Aeroplane Care" pp. 6 - S)

lature of an Air Mechanic’s Tools Care of tools.

II OMAR CLATLAH OS’ AH^OPLAIIES (4 hrs recitation - total 4 hrs)
(References Barb. 133 - 144. Aer, 2 31 - 37. Rom.
Aer.

)

Definitions of the following:

Aerofoil, Aileron, aircraft
,
aeroplane, airspeed

meter, altimeter, anemometer, angle, aspect ration, axis of
aircraft, ballomet, balloon, bank, banking, rudder, barograph
biplane, body of airplane, cabre, camber, capacity, center, c

cord, controls, critical angle, decalage, developed area of
.propeller, dirigible, disc area of a propeller, diving rudder,
dope, drag, drift, elevator, engine, enteriang edge, fins,
flight path, float, fuselage, gap, glide, glide-., gliding-
angle, guy, head resistance, helicopter, inclinometer ,

heel
plane area, kite, kite balloon, landing gear, lateral stability,
leading edge, leeway, lift, lift bracing, lifting capacity,
load.1 (full), , loading, longitudinal stability, metacenter,
monoplane, motor, nacelle, Natural stability, nose dive,
ornithopter, pitot tube, propeller, pusher, pylon, race of
a propeller, rib, right, rigid, dirigible, rudder, side slip-
ping, skidding, skids, slip, soaring machine, spread, stability,
stabilizer, stagger, stalling, s tat os cope, stay, step, stream
line flow, stream line shape, strut, sweep back, tail, tail
fin, thrust deduction, tractor, trailing edge, triplane,
truss, volometer, volplique, volplane, 'make gain, warp, vinggi

,

wing loading, wing rib, wing spar, gcaw.

*HISTORY OR ELYI1IC (l hr. lect. - total 1 hr.)
(Reference M.L.U. "History of Aviation")

QRCBw~oou ml mi,. :;

*P1YIH Gr *(3 hrs, lect. - Total 3 hrs.)
(Deferences T.M.R.3?. Part 1 100 - 113. H. F. Barb. 38-54
M.L.U. "Gross - Country flying')

Maps - Selection of Objects, etc., as guides - towns,
railroads, water, steep heights, forced landings, wind, time
height.

METEOROLOGY (3 hrs. lect. - total 3 hrs.)
References T.M.R, M» 113 - 126 M. L. R. "Air

Currents". "The Aviator and the leather Bureau" Aer 52-75)

tm. AWMY UBSAKV
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Atmospheric changes - Atmospheric pressure -

Differences of pressure with increasing height - Isobars -

Wind - 'lustiness of wind - forecasting - The cyclone, fea-
tures, altering temperature, symptoms

,
squalls, anticyclone,

secondary depression wedge - line squalls barometric rise -

fog - Conditions of atmosphere affecting aviation, - how
ascertain, small balloon, clouds, weather map, known surface wind

ASTRONOMY ( lhr. lecture - Total 1 hr.)

Conpicuous stars
" constellations.
" Planets.

Photography ( 2 hrs. lect. - Total 2 hrs.)
("References M.L.N. "Book Automatic Camera",
Elementary Photography". T. I, 3-4 P. H.

)

The camera, - lenses, shutter, stops, films, dark-
room, cycle of operations, developing, fixing bath, washing,
drying, printing, - Causes of non-success and correction -

Automatic Aero Camera - Description of lens, shutter, film.

INSTRUMENTS A1JD COMPASSES (4 hrs. lecture - Total 4 hrs.
(References T. M. R.f. 80-100
Map Comp.

M, L.N. "Rotes on the Compass
1 & 2". Aer. 2 25-28, Kept., 8)

Mercurial barometer, - errors, corrections, temperature,
imperfect vacuum - Aneroids and barographs, - errors - Watch-
Tachometer - Inclinometer - Map board or case - The Magnetic
Compass,- Magnetic Meridaian, deviation of the needle in the
aeroplane, placing the compass, magnetic compass in aircraft,
deviation error - Military Aeroplane Compass, - composition
of liquid in bowl, suspension of compass card.

TRANSPORTATION BY MOTOR (Shrs. Lect, - Total 2 hrs.)
(References T.M.R.f. 125 - 144)

Engines,- Bearings examined, piston rings, grinding
valves, variable ignition - Routine examination of car or truck,
before use, daily, weekly,- Care of grease and oil caps - Care
of clutch, gears, differential gears and chains, brakes,

-

‘leaning and washing cars - care of tires, -cuts, pumped full,
spare wheels, alignment of wheels, brakes applied gently.

AERIAL OBSERVATION _

ARTILLERY OBSERVATION (5 hrs. lect. - Total 5 hrs.
(References T.M.R.P. Part 2, 46-49 Sig.A.A.
Coop A. A. 2 Pamphlets)
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Cooperation of aeroplanes with artillery-Signals

to artillery - location of enemy battery-Observation of fire -

Location of targets - Duties of artillery patrol - Deports.

Contract Patrol ( 1 hr. Set. Total 1 hr.)

Object - Information sent to Art iliery-lie thods of
communication' between infantry and airplanes-lle thods of com-
munication between aeroplanes and headquarters of Corps or
Divisions - Signals between .aeroplanes and Infantry.

MINIATURE RADGE ( 12 hrs lab. - Total 12 hrs.)
(References LT.L.D. "Specifications & Dotes
on Miniature 'Range". "Use of the Clock Code")

Practical test - ability to hit mark in five tries or less.

U&f READIDG (4 hrs. lect. - Total 4 hrs.)
(References M.M.R. 19-27, 28-35, 62-76.)

1. Map Reading.

Orienting the map,- True' and magnetic meridians,-
scaling distances, Magnetic and true aximuth-Protract or ~

Practical problems. Conventional signs as, - canal or ditch,
aqueduct, canal lock, wagon reads (metalled, good, poor, or
private, on small scale maps), trail or path, railroad (rail-
road of any kind or single track, double track, j ition of
electric, in street or wagon r oad ,

s t eam , electric), tunne 1

,

railroad station of any kind, telegraph line Symbol, along
road, along raod on small scale maps, along trail) electric
power transmission lines, bridges (general symbol, draw-bridges,
truss, foot suspension, arch, pontoon) ferries, fords, (general
symbol, infantry and cavalry, cavalry)

, dam, good landing
place for aeroplanes, possible landing place for aeroplanes,
buildings In general, ruins, church, hospital, shoolhouse,
postoffice, telegraph office, waterworks, windmill, city, town
or village, city town or village, city town of village general-
ized, same on small scale maps, fencing (fence of any kind or
board fence, stone, worm-wire hedge), streams in general, inter-
mittent streams in general, intermittent streams, lake or pond
in general, salt pond, intermittent lake or pond, sand dunes,
levees, grass land, regimental headquarters, brigadeheadquarters
division headquarters, corps headquarters, infantry in line,
infantry In column, cavalry in line, cavalry in column, mounted
infantry, artillery, sentry, vidette, pickett cavalry and in-
fantry, support cavalry and infantry, wagon trains, adjutant
general, quartermaster, commissary, medical corps, ordinance,
signal corps, gun battery, mortar battery, fort, redoubt, camp,
battle, trench, abettis, wire entanglement, palisades, contact
mines, controlled mines, demolitions,mine craters, mine craters
fortified, ditch.', ditch filled with water.





G. C. L.
REGONNAISSAUCE (4 hrs. lect. - Total 4 hrs.)

(References T.M.R.E. Part E, 29-46.
171-175

,
S.;4. S . 17-18 )

(LI. L. IT. "Reconnaissance" )

Stratigical and tactical methods of accomplishment-
orders - Pilots end observers J Reports 4

GUITR :~Y

RIGHTING IN THE AIR (1 hr. lect. total 1 hr. B. 1. S. 1-22,
L.A.R. 1 - 17 T. M.R. E. Part 2 46-50. M.L.N. "Notes on
Agroplane Righting in Single seater scouts", "fighting in
Air".) Necessity of fighting-necessary of offense-factors
of Success - Surprise - Power of Manouevres - Effective use
of weapons-Choice of Objectives -formation flying - Prin-
ciples - offensive patrols - Armanent - Siglting the enemy
Target- Estimating speeds - Ranges - Importance of Gunnery
Engagement - Tracer bullets - fighting tactics - fire
Tactics - Bomb, raids - formation.

MACHINE GUNS ("Elementary, 15 hrs. lab. - fatal 15 hours. j)
(Advanced, 15 hours. Lab. - Total, 15 hrs.
(Refernece T.LI. C, T. B. Aer. )

THE LEWIS GUN (Based on "Operation and tactical use of the
Lewis automatic rifle")

1. Mechanism and drill.
Chief features - few parts, operation by trapping

gasss, air cooling, radiator, velocity, recoil, portability,
buttstocks, feed by magazines.

Parts of gun-barrel group, barrel, mouthpiece, rad-
iator, radiator casing, rear mounting, band, clamp rigg,
gas fittings, barrelband and gas chamber, gas regulator,
cylinder, receiver groups, belt way, magazine post, cartridge
guide spring, ejector opening, hand
casing, working parts, piston rod, bolt, feed operating arm
stud, feed arm, stop and rebound pa Is, spring* 1

charging handle, safety slide, butt stocks, magazine* shell
deflector.

Operation of the gun-unloading, forward movemei
,

backward movement
,
action of gases and spring, ejection,

feeding.
Stripping and assembling gun.
Tension of mainspring-gas pressure balanced, weighing

the tension, Increase, decrease.
Gas Regulator.
Before firing-bore, mainspring, cleaning and oiling

magazines

,

After firing-unloading , cleaning, oiling.
Luring firing-what cleaning possible.

BOMBS AND BOMBING (4 hrs. lect. - Total :4 hrs.)
(Reference: "Handbook of Aerial Bombs"
Chaps. 1 & 2)





1. Explosives - Trinitroluene - stalls, no deterior
ation with age, impervious to frost and damp, not highly
sensitive. Tetryl Ammonium D itrate - affected by damp -

Incendiary mixtures - Detonator - Intermediate exploder -

Main charge - Duse giving delay in detonation.

2. Fuses, exploders and detonators - plunger - 'deton-
ator needle - vane - preparation for flight - action - rota-
tion of vane - descent of needle - pressure plate - impact -

delay compositions - two methods of exploder action - deto-
nators quickly affected hy damp.

S I ClALLIn C ADD LADIC

SADIG (2 hrs, lab. 3 hrs. lect. ~ Total 5 hrS.
(Deference T. II. 4-7 Radio.

Difference between direct and alternating current -

an oscillation amplitude of oscillation - damping - a
period - resonance of two electrical circuits - a trans-
former - closely coupled circuit- loosely coupled circuit -

directly connected circuit - inductively connected circuit -

function of the gap - two types of spark gap now in use -

factors on which the capacity of a condenser depend -parts
of closed or oscillating circuit-parts of the open or rad-
iating circuit - functions of the detector - two types of de-
tector now in use - wave meter - Use of hot wire ammeter - con-
ventional diagrams of connections of wireless set - method of
charging batteries.

TELEGRAPHY ADD SIGDALLIDG fElementary 18 hrs. lab. - Total
18 hrs.

)

(Advanced 15 hrs lab.- Total 15 hrs.)
(Deference U.S, Sig. 7-19, 23-88, 12-62, Sig. A. A. )

General instructions for signalling- International
Morse and General Service code - visual signalling - Ardois
system - Letter codes - Conventional and preconcerted signals -

Infantry company signal flags - Signals between artillery and
aircraft.

DOTE: necessity for daijy practice in sending and receiving
International Morse Code.

MILI^.k STUDL.^ .

*UILITARY POLICY OP THE EDITED STATES (1 hr. lect. - Total 1 hr)
(Deference Mil. U.S.A.D.Y. Times Current Hist. March,

April, Hay)

General Military policy. Policy since 1914.
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TiiLiTAEY EYOIHSI (1 hr. lect.
,

- Total 1 hr.)
(Reference M. H. M. 1. I. " General Sanitary Rules”)

General rules - location and sanitation of camns -
prevention and treatment af disease - personal hygiene.

*ADMII ISTEATIOH AID MILITARY LAV/ (3hrs. lect.- Total 3 hrs )

(References 1.0. 1-56. MC.M. )

Military governement - Martial law at home - Martial
law applied to the Army, Military Law - Minds, conduct and
functions of courts martial - misdemeanors and arrests -
Judge advocate, duties - Gathering information - Testimony -
Practical example of general court martial.

*ARMY REGULATION'S (as lectures 5 & 6 of Junior Ring)
(References Ex. A. R. U.S.G.D.

)~

Discipline - Command - Appointment and promotion of
commissioned officers - Transfer or exchange of officers -
Leaves of absence to officers - Retirement and resignation
of officers -Furloughs to soldiers - Transfer of enlisted men
Deserters - Discharges and certificates of disability - Re-
giments and battalions Troops, batteries and companies- Funds

-

Honors, courtesies and' ceremonies - Property - Articles of War
and their meaning - Interior guard duty.

*ORGAII3AT 101 OF ARMIES (4 hrs. lect. - Total, 4 hrs.)
(References M.L.I. "War Organisation",
"Formation of the German Army"

, "French
Flying Corps." "Royal Flying Corns in the
Field")

FR AI bed: AMERICA!

,
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Office of the Chief Signal Officer

The following service calls will he observed at the
Schools of Military Aeronautics and are prescribed for the
Senior Wing. This schedule supersedes all former orders.

Daily Sat. Sun.
Reveille, first Call , , . . . . .5:30 5:30 7:30

Assembly . . , , . 5:40 7:40
Calisthenics

. , . . . .5:50 5:50
Mess Call # .... 6:10 6:10 8:00
Inspection of quarters Sc equipment 7:00
School Call ...... 0 . . . . 7:00

Assembly ...... « . . . . .7:05
School Call ...... 8:00

Assembly 8:05
School Call. ..... . ... .9:00 $:00

Assembly. ...... a .... 9:05 S :05
School Call ...... . . . .10:00 10:00

Assembly. ...... . . . ,10:05 10:05
School Call

. . . . 2.1:00 11:00
Assembly . . . . 11:05 11:05

Be call ....... . . ... 11:55 11:55
Mess Call ...... . . . . 12:00 12:00 12:30
School call ...... . . o 2:00

Assembly ..... * . . . . .2:05
School Call ......

Assembly. .... 3:05
Drill Call ...... . . . . .4:00

Assembly ..... . . . .,,.4:05
Be call ........ , . . . ,5:00
Be treat, Hirst Call . . , .... 5:55 5:55 5:55

Assembly ..... . , . . .6:00 6:00 6:00
Mess Call ...... .... 6:15 • 6:15 6:15
School Call

. . . . .7:55
Recall 8:55 -

Tattoo 10:00 9910
Taps, lights out, . . « * • * - . 9:30 11:00 9 : 30

By authority of the Chief Signal Officer

( s igne

d

!f Hiram Bingham
? f

A, S , ,
S. C. u. S.R

O.I.C. Schools Division.





Daily Sat. Sun.
Reveille, first Call , , . . . . ,5:50, 9 a . 5:30 .7:30

Assembly
. 5:40 . 7:40

Calisthenics .... * • * * .5:50* # ,5:50
Ivless Call ......... , . . . 6:10'.

9 .6:10 8:00
Inspection, first Call. . .... 7:00 .

Assembly . ... 7:06 .

Inspection of Quarters & Equipment . . . a • .7:00
Drill Call. ....... .... 7:30 . ,7:30

Assembly. ... . . . .... 7:35 . 9 . 7:35
School Call . . .... 2:00 . • ,9:00

Assembly . . . . .9:05 . • ,9:05
School Call ....... . . . .10:00 . 10:00

Assembly
. ... 10:05 . • ,10:05

Drill Call. .11.1.. . . . .11:00 . 11:00
Assembly ...... . . . . 11:05 . 11:05

Recall . . . . . 11:55 & ,11:55
Mess Call ........ .... 12:00. .12:00 12; SO
School Call. ...... . . . . .2:00 . o . . • • a #

Assembly ....... . . . . .2:05 . # . & m ..

Infantry Drill, 1st Call. .... 3:00
Assembly. .... 3:05

Recall. .... . . . ..5:00
Retreat, first Call. . . . . . . .5:55 . * ,5:55 5:55

Assembly. ...... . . . . 6:00. .

*

,6:00 6:00
Mess Call ....... . , . . .6:15. . . 6:15 1:15
Buzzer Practice , 7:55 . . 0

Recall .... 8:55
Tittoo ......... 9:10 »

*10:00 -9:10
Taps, lights out. . . . . 9:50 . 11:00 9:50

By order of the- Chief Signal Officer





Barnard

:

,T -If more men are needed on the staff, or

anything else is needed to make the School efficient, I

should he glad to have yoi inform me at once.

is to make this School of Aviation first-class in every

respect, and, if possible, the best in the country”. --

A suggestion from Major Bingham on August 23, 1917

resulted in the formation of a voluntary class in French,

but the pressure of regular work and duties prevented its

continuation for a very long period.

The work now proceeded under the Schedule of June

11, 1917. In the early part of September the "Examination

Groups" were each considered to form a Department of Ins true

tion and a Head of Department was designed for each group.

This materially increased the efficiency of the instruction

almost at once.

On September 18, 1917, the Commandant received the

following letter from the office of the Chief Signal Officer

From : Office of Chief Signal Officer, Schools Division

To: Commandant S.M.A.
,
Ithaca, i. X.

Subject: Report of inspection.





1. The following extract from the report of an
inspector is forwarded for yonr information and guidance.

2. MAt Cornell the instructors are trery good and
in most cases have tackled their work ?/ith splendid spirit
The Commandant has both force and tact and has the office
work so well in hand that he is able to spare time for
lectures. The University co-operates to a surprising de-
gree.”

.By direction of the Chief Signal Officer.

Hiram Bingham
Mai or, A.S.S.C., U.S.R.
O.I.C, Schools Division,

The next change in the curriculum was dated

Sept. 26, 1917 to conform to Stencil #57 Sept. 21, 1917,

revising the course of study. This stencil gave a more

concise outline of the courses. The work was arranged

with a view toward eliminating the cadets of poor men-

tality in the Junior ding, and those without technical

ability in the fifth and sixth weeks; the object, being

to prevent such cadets from reaching the more advanced

work in military aeronautics, a great deal of which was

confidential, and then being discharged at the end of the

eight weeks.

The amount of work for each v/eek was outlined in

the stencil and the Academic Board prepared a schedule of

classes to conform. The class entering October 13, 1917

started on this new schedule.





Before the entire school could he placed on this

schedule, a second revision of the curriculum arrived,

dated November 1, 1917. It contained only slight changes

in the arrangement of hours, these, with some modifications

and additions to certain courses being made after consul-

tation with flying officers. It was found that the entire

school could be put on the new schedule on November 26, 1917,

without interfering materially with the instruction, and

this was done.

Discussion continued on Page -37





CURRICULUM FOR THE U.S. SCHOOLS OR MILITARY AERONAUTICS

Examination

Revised September 26, 1917,

Subject Total Honrs per Week
Croup Hours 1 2 5 4 5 6 7 8

1. Military Practical _____ 88 21 21 21 5 5 5 5 5
Studies Theoretical - 20 8 8 4 - - - - -
1±U hrs. Examination - 2 - - 2 - - - - ~

2. Signalling Practical Signalling- 29 5 5 4 3 3 3 3 3
and Radio (at leastl/2 hr. daily)

40 hrs. Field work -- 5 5
Radio _______ 3 3 -

Examinations — - 3 - - 1 - - - - 2

Uunnery
42 hrs.

4. Aids to
Flight
25 hrs,

Airplanes

Practical 32
(at least hr. daily)
Aerial Tactics ----- •— 3
Bomhs and Bombing 4
Examinations 3

Theory of flight 4
Cross country flying-— 3
Map Reading --- 8
Meteorology 3
Right flying 2
Instruments & compasses 3
Examination ---------— 2

Types of machines—— 2
nomenclature 2
Rigging ----- 12
Care of machines ----- 1
Repair of machines —- 6
Examination 2

55433336

1 - -

- 2 2

-22
-11
- - 1
- 2 --44
- - 1-22

6 . Engines
42 hrs.

Principles of internal
combustion engines,car-
buretion, ignition -— 8
Laboratory work ------ 28
Care of engines & tools 2
Types of engines 1
"Trouble shooting"--— - 1
Examination ----- 2

4 4
9 10
2 -
- 1

7. Aerial Cooperation with artil-
Observaticn lery ---------— 4
24 hrs. Practical miniature

range — -

Reconnaissance —-----
C ooperat ion with infantry -

Photography
Examination — -—-

TOTAL —

12
2

1
3
2

308 39 39 37 39 39 39 38 38

I
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September 21) 1917. Stencil No. 37*

31WAR 'DEPARTMENT
Office of the Chief Signal Officer

WASHINGTON
Air Division

Schools Section

COURSF OF STUDY PRESCRIBED FOR
UNITED STATES SCHOOLS OF MILITARY AERONAUTICS

* Revised September 21, 1917.

1 » Military Studies

t

(a) Practical: Infantry drill through the school of the

company, ceremonies, guard duty, physical training
and first aid.

(b) Theoretical: Lectures, demonstrations and the study
of texts, (l) Military courtesy, esprit de corps
and morale, (2) Organization ana administration of

the U.,S. and Modern European Armies, (3) Army regu-

lations, orders, army paper work'and use of forms,

(4) Military Law, both substantive and administrative,

(5) Military hygiene#

2 . Signalling and Radio:

(a) Signalling: Students are required to send and receive

at least 8 words per minute* Buzzing and Visual sig-

nalling. Practice on miniature ground shutier; rate
of 4 words per minute.

(b) Radio: Elementary principles of Radio discussed and

students required to know the parts of a simple wire-
less instrument* Demonstration of the sane. Practical
points on use and cabe of airplane wireless apparatus.

"
3 (junnery:

(a) Student is required to know the nomenclature of the gun
thoroughly and tests in stripping, etc., ate required.
Sighting practice. Shooting on 25-yard ranges. Various
types of machine guns discussed and studied.

(b) Fighting in the Air: A discussion of Aerial tactics.

(c) Bombs and Bombing: Fuses and detonators, various types
of 'bombs', bomb-sights, bomb dropping, formation of a
bombing raid, etc.





Stencil No* 37 « Fage
2 *

4 * Aids t o Flight:

(a) Theory of Flight: A brief outline of the History
of Flying with especial emphasis on the development
of the airplane « The fundamental principles of

aerodynamics taught graphically without the use
of formulae®

(b) Cross-country Flying: Elementary lectures; instruc-
tions for cross-country flight* action on a forced
landing, reports*

(c) Map Reading: Conventional signs, orientation, etc*

0
Discussion of maps used at the front* Map inter-
pretation emphasized, students go on field trips

•- and are shown how to use maps.

,(d) Meteorology: Fundamental principles only-
pressure, cloud formations, v/eather predictions,
reasons for "bumps" and when to expect them.

(e) Night Flying: One lecture and a night observation in

astronomy - aiming to give a knowledge of a few of the

conspicuous Northern constellations and planets. Land-

ing grounds, flares, etc.

(f) Instruments and Compasses: Brief description of

various instruments used on an airplane » Calculation

,
of compass courses.

5 - Airplanes

:

(a) Types of Machines: A lecture aiming to give the

pupil an idea of some service machines, their

characteristics and purposes. Lecture on the prop-

erties and uses of woods, metals and fabric in air-

plane manufacture *

(b) Nomenclature of Airplanes: The student is required

to be able to give and thoroughly to understand all

definitions included in the list given in "Report

No. 9 of the National Advisory Committee for Aero-

nautics

(c) Rigging: How to align- a machine. Practice in assem-

bling a.nd disassembling*

(d) Care of Machine: The aim of this lecture is to impress

upon 'the student 'necessity for the proper treatment of

machines. Rules for proper care of a hangar.

CO
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(d) Repair of Machines; Practical work in making wire
1

mtfir v^'P®1 ht.-i- ^g. torn wings , mending
broken longerons, and soldering* . Proper use of tools*

6 « Engines :

(a) The principles of internal combustion engines, two-
cycle and four-cycle principle, carburetion, ignition,
etc* Rotary and stationary aeronautical motors.

(b) Labratory work; Sketching Of parts* Students assem-
ble, disassemble ovefliaui and clean airplane engines, .

(c) Care of engines and tools: Proper care of engines with
especial emphasis on the proper use and care of tools*

(d) Types of engines

,

(e) "Trouble shooting"

7 * Aerial Ob s e

r

~rat i cn

:

(a) Lectures on co-operation of aircraft with artillery*
Discussion of map-squaring, clock-code and code signals*

(b) Practical Application of the above on miniature ranges
where students are placed in gallery above a map painted

to represent the ground as it looks from six to eight
thousand feet. .Lights arranged to simulate gun flashes*

(c) Reconnaissance; Discussion of the various types of

reconnaissance, how conducted and the duties of a

reconnaissance pilot.

(d) Lectures on co-operation of aircraft with infantry,
methods of signalling.

(e) Photography: How to make photographs from the ,

types of cameras, interpretation of trench photograpJls

«
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8 * General Remarks;

The course of study ordinarily lasts eight weeks
and is divided into a Junior Wing of three weeks
and Senior Wing of five weeks « The work of the
Junior Wing consists of intensive training in Mili-
tary discipline and drill, accompanied by a daily
lecture on some military topic, daily instruction
in the use of the machine gun and daily instruc-
tion in wireless telegraphy*

The work of the Senior Wing includes theoretical
and practical instruction in military aeronautics
as set forth in the course of study

»

9 * Examinations

:

No candidate will be sent to a flying school who
has ret passed all final examinations in the ground
school* Candidates who fail 'but have an excellent
record for conduct and diligence may at the option
of the Commandant be permitted to repeat examina-
tions.: Those who fail to pass or whose record for

conduct and diligence is not creditable will be

recommended for discharge. Successful candidates
are marked -as having passed, or passed with honor,

and ere given certificates of graduation issued by
the Chief Signal Officer on the recommendation of

the Commandant of the School*

10 * Organization:

The organisation of a School of Military Aeronautics

includes, a Commandant, who is an Army officer selected

by the Chief Signal Officer to be the commanding offi-

cer of the Post at which the school is located. Assis-

ting him is an Adjutant and a Supply officer and a

President of the Academic Board appointed by the Pres-

ident of the University or technical school which is

under contract with the War Department to give the tui-

tion called for in the prescribed curriculm for U*S.

Schools of Military Aeronautics.

CO
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For the purposes of administrative drill and disci-
pline the candidates at the Schools of Military
Aeronautics are organized as a Regiment of two

Wings, divided into three and five Squadrons respec-
tively Each squadron consists of the members of

one class divided into three Flights, Acting Regi-
mental, Wing, Squadron and Flight officers and non-
commissioned officers, are temporarily appointed
from the candidates* Candidates are quartered in
barracks, and. eat at a regular mess.

The System of discipline follows that of the Mili-
tary Academy at West Point so far as practicable*
Calisthenics and infantry drill are required d&ily
in addition to the course of technical study.

11 * The objects of the Sch o ols of Military Aeronautics are:

1. To teach candidates their military duties and

develop soldierly qualities.
2- To eliminate those who are mentally or morally
unfitted to become flying officers.
3« To give' the necessary preliminary training in

military aeronautics.

By direction of the Chief Signal Officer.

Hiram Bingham,

Mia j or
, A.S.y S.C., U.S.R,

'Dir. Sch» Mil’. Aeronautics.

CO

<>
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CURRICULUM PCR THE IT. 5. SCHOOLS OH HITJ?R?E/.M:?:0! AUTXCS ° ; '

Revised November 1, 1917.

Examination Subje ct
Group

Total Hoars per week
liours 12345678

1. Military Practical -------— -—

-

85 20 20 20 5 5 5 5 5

Studies Theoretical -— •— 20 8 8 4 - - - - -

115 hrs." Saturday Inspection --- 8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Examination — 2 - - 2 - - - - -

2 . Signalling Practical Signalling —
(at least yZ hr. daily)

Radio-lectures-non tech-
nical ---—

30 5 5 5 3 3 3 3 3
and Radio
35 hrs.

3 3
Examination 2 - - 1 - - - - 1

3. Gunnery Practical 40 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5

50 hrs. (at least 3/2 hr. daily)
Aerial Tactics — — 3 1 2
Bombs' and bombing — --- 4 2 2

Examination — 3 - - 1 - - - - 2

4. Aids to Theory of flight — 4
flight Cross country flying -- 2
24 hrs. Map reading — 8

Meteorology 3

Night Plying --------- 2

Instruments & compasses 3
Examination -—

—

2

--- 22 --------- 2 -
- - - - 2 2 2 2

------ 1
- - - - - 1 1

5. Airplanes Types of machines --— - 1
24 hrs. Nomenclature 2

Rigging 12
Care of machines 1
Repair of machines —— 6

Examination 2

- 1 - -

2 - - -

4 4 4 -

- 1 - -

2 2 2 -
- - 2 -

6. Engines Principles of internal-
39 hrs. combustion engines, car-

buret ion, ignition 8
Laboratory work — 25
Care of engines & tools 2

Types of engines — 1
" Trouble shooting" 1
Examination — 2

4 4 - -

9 8 8 -

2
- 1 - -

- - 1 -
- - 2 -

7. Aerial Cooperation with artillery4
Observation Practical miniature
25 hrs . range -— ------— 12

Reconnaissance -— — 2
Cooperation with infan-
try ----— — 1
Lhotography 4
Examination .2

TOTAL 312

------ 4

------ 6
- - - - - - 2

------ 1

39 39 39 39 39 39 39 39

Note:- A week of 39 hrs. means 4hrs .

A

-M, ; and 3 hrs P.M.

,

except Saturday
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The University was then

STUDENT OPPICEK Dll GINEERS ashed to prepare a four

weeks' course for Student

Officer Engineers, A class of 50 was to arrive December

15th and instruction started December 17th, 1917. The

course was to train them for engineer officers in aero

squadrons* Their work consisted of thirty-five hours of

military work, including paper work and Saturday inspection;

twenty-five hours in Gunnery and Bombs and Bombing; seven

hours in Airplanes, and fifty-six hours in Engines, includ-

ing principles, types, and care of engines, "trouble shooting”

and care of tools.

The mixing of officers with enlisted cadets was

detrimental to discipline and efficiency in instruction

and so after three weeks of instruction the officers were

transferred to the Massachusetts Institute of Technnology.

SCHOOL OF AERIAL In November 1917 the Schools
PHOTOGHAPHY

Division arranged with the

University to send two squadrons of thirty men each for in-

struction in photogrpahy, one squadron to arrive about Dec-

ember 1, 1917 and the other about January 1, 1918, The

Government was to furnish the instructors and the University

was to allow the cadets to use its photographic laboratory

facilities. On December £4,1917 the first photographic

cadets, about fifth in number, reported to the Commandant
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of the United States Army School of Military Aeronautics,

and the School of Aerial Photography continued in operation

from that time until after the closing of the School of

Military Aeronautics. At first the Photographic Cadets

were quartered in the same "barracks as the Plying Cadets;

but as this was not a satisfactory arrangement they were

removed later to new quarters in Schoelkopf Hall.

At times the number of Photographic Cadets exceeded

two hundred. Originalljr the school gave elementary instruc-

tion in photography but later was made an advanced school in

photographic interpretation.

The next revision of the curriculum for the

School of Military Aeronautics was dated March 1, 1918 and

increased the course to twelve weeks. This fifty per cent

increase in time devoted to groimd school instruction be-

came desirable now because the ground schools had been

turning out graduates faster than the flying schools could

train them, and also because experience had shown that this

additional time was needed to do the essential work.

"The keynote of thd longer course is to be the

inculcation of discipline and a proper military ideal in

the Plying Cadets," said the Memorandum explaining the

change. The idea was not so. much to increase quantitatively

the subjects taught as to insure a greater thoroughness in

those already being given. The course provided for fre-

quent periods of supervised recreation and sports. Wednes-

day afternoons and Saturday mornings were set aside for this
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purpose. The class entering March 11, 1917, started on

the twelve week course.

The classes had hardly started on the curriculum

of-llarch 1, 1917, when another revision dated April 1, 1917

was received*. The Memorandum accompanying it stated, "In

accorance with instructions received from the Chief of the

Training Section on March 15, the following subjects then

given in the Plying Schools, Military Subjects seventy-

one hours. Airplanes thirty-six hours, Engines twenty-nine

hours, Artillery Observation Range sixteen hours, total

one hundred fifty-two hours, are to be taken over as far

as possible by the ground Schools, leaving to the Plying

Schools only practical work with such necessary periodic

qualification tests as will insure the cadets 1 proficiency.

total increase over the curriculum of November 1, 1917,

was one hundred twenty-eight hours. To allow for the in-

crease in Airplanes and Engines, the courses in Pursuit,

Bombing, Co -operaison with Infantry, Reconnaissance and

Photography were omitted. It was intended to cover these

subjects in general lectures from time to time.

Discussion continued on Page 72





CURRICULUM FOR THE U.3. SCHOOLS OR MILITARY ROUAUTICS
Revised March 1, 1918.

12 weeks course.
T 1 2

r± 4 “5“
6 7 8 9 10 11 it T

(1) Military Sub.
Practical* 135 22>22>12j£l2/tl2v 7£ 7£ 7<t 7£ 7i

rjy
1 4s

Theoretical 40 6 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
Weekly Inspection 12 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Examination 3 1 2 190

(2) SIGNALLING
Practical 40 5 5 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
Radio Apparatus 2 2
Examination 2 1 1 44

(3) GUMERY
Practical 50 _ - 4 5 5 6 4 5 5 6 5 5
Examination 2 1 1 52

(4) AIRPLAIES
Theory of Flight 6 - 2 2 1 1 - - - - - - -

Meteorology 3 - - 1 1 1 - - - - - - ~

Rigging 22 2 2 4 4 4 2 2 - - - 2 -

Repair of Machines 8 2 2 - 2 o -

Instruments 4 _ - - - - - _ 2 2 _ _ -

Types of Machines 2 2
Examinati on 2 2 - 47

(5) Engines
Principles 8 - - 2 2 2 2 - - - _ _ _
Laboratory 42 - - 4 2 4 8 6 6 _ 2 2 8
Care of Engines 2 - - - - - 1 1 - - - - _

Types of Engines 1
Examination 2 55

(6) AERIAL TACTICS
Pursuit 1 _ _ _ _ „ _ 1 _ ...

Bombing 2 - - - .. „ - 1 1 _ -

Reconnaissance 2 1 1 _
Coop. Infantry 1 - - - - - - - - 1
Map Reading 14 2 4 2 4 2 _•

Coop. Artillery 4 - - - - - _ _ _ 4 - _ _
Artillery Obs. Range14 - 6 6 2 -
Photography
Examination 46

TOTALS-434 3 6*36fc36*36£36£36i36V36i365 3|4 35 \ 33^434

(7) Supervised Recreation and Organized Sports--2 hrs, daily , includ-
-ing (1) Inter®squadron contests in football

t soccer , basketball, track
athletics, or hockey, according to season. (2)Informal Sports: track

athletics, tennis, boxing, wrestling, fencing, gymnastics , rowing

,

swimming, etc.
, according to season and facilities

f (3)Trap shoot-
ing, or target practice with rifle or pistol.
*0ne-half hour each day devoted to Ceremonies such as Guard Mount,
Parade

, Review, Retreat , etc . Each cadet to perform at least one
complete tour of guard duty. Calisthenics at least one-half hour,
preferably in the morning, taken, from the drill . ueriod.





CURRICULUM FOR THE U.S. SCHOOLS OF MILITARY AERONAUTICS
Revised April 1, 1918,

Subjects T 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 1n
—

T
TT) MILITARY SUBS.
Practical* 135^22^17 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 7 1/2 73/2
Theoretical 41 6 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 - -

Inspection 12 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Examination 2 - - - - - - - - 2 - - 190

( 2JBIGNALLING
Practical 39 5 4 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
Radio Apparatus 2 2
Examination O& 2 43

(3) GUNNERY
Practical 50 - 4 5 5 6 4 5 5 6 5 5
Examination 2 2 52

(4) AIRPLANES
Theory of Plight 6 - 2 2 1 1 - - - - - - -

Meteorology 3 - 1 1 1 - - - - - - -

Rigging 26 2 4 6 4 6 2 2 - - - - -

Repair of Machines 12 2 4 2 2 2 -

Instruments 4 - - - - 2 2 ~ - - - -

Types of Machines 2 2

Examination 2
9 - 55

(5) ENGINES
Principles 9 - 2 2 2 1 - 2 - - - -

Types of Engines 2 - - - 1 1 - - - - - -

Laboratory 46 - 2 4 6 4 6 4 6 4 - 6 4
Examination 2 2 59

(6) OBSERVATION
Map Reading 16 4 4 2 4 2

Coop. Artillery 5 3 2 - -

Artillery Obs. Range 16 6 6 4
Examination 2 2 39

438 £ 37 37 37 36 37 36 37 36X> 54^, 438

(7) Supervised Recreation and Organized Sports - 5 hours a week, in
eluding (1) Inter-squadron contests in football, soccer, basketball,
baseball, track athletics or hockey, according to season: (2) Inform
al sports: track athletics, tennis, boxing, wrestling, fencing, gym
nasties, rowing, swimming, etc., according to season and facilities
(3) Trap shooting, or target practice with rifle or pistol.

*Qne-half hour each day devoted to Ceremonies such as Guard Mount,
Parade, Review, Retreat, etc. Each cadet to perform at least one
complete tour of guard duty. Calisthenics at least one-half hour,
preferably in the morning, taken from the drill period.





Stencil No. 15.7

SYLLABUS FOR MILITARY SUBJECTS IS UNITED STATES
SCHOOLS OF MILITARY AERONAUTICS

.

April 1, 1918.

1. MILITARY SUBJECTS 190 hours.

1. Practical Course 135 hours.

a. Daily Infantry Drill through the School of the
Company, Ceremonies and Guard Duty.

The purpose of this is primarily disciplinary hut also
aims to give that knowledge of the drill regulations which
every officer should have to enable him to take command of
a small body of troops or to participate in ceremonial form-
ations. The first ten days, drill should be under the per-
sonal supervision of the most competent officer available.
After the first ten days, every cadet -should be given fre-
quent opportunity to command a squadron at drill and his
performance should be carefully noted and marked by a com-
petent officer. A great deal of attention should be paid
to the ceremonial side of military life. One-half hour
eadh day should be devoted to ceremonies such as Formal
Guard Mount, Parade, Retreat, etc. Each squadron in turn
should hold a formal guard mount, witnessed by the other
squadrons, and each cadet should have at least one complete
tour of guard duty.

Each cadet should be taught the Manual of Arms provid-
ed the necessary arms are available. Ag there will prob-
ably not be sufficient for the entire command, this should
be taught to men individually or in Squad when they enter
the School. Arms will be used in guard duty, if available.
As the supply of arms will be greatly limited the Command-
ants will have to use their best judgment in apportioning
the time for instruction.

b. Physical Training.
This training should be sufficient to keep the men in

good physical condition and should also be treated as a dis-
ciplinary exercise. There should be a period of calisthen-
ics of one -half hour each day, preferably before noon.
This exercise should be most carefully supervised. It is
even more important for purposes of discipline than as phys-
ical exercise. The student officers of the School gi ould
not be depended upon to conduct these exercises. Either
an officer or a non-commissioned officer should conduct
them. The work of individual cadets should be carefully
noted with respect to their spirit and efficiency. (Use
and follow carefully Manual of Physical Training, U. S.Army.)

c. First Aid.
There should be enough first aid drill or demonstra-

tion to give the cadet a fair amount of efficiency in the

practical application of the matters covered in the lectures
on Military Hygiene : e.g. , bandaging, applying splints, etc.





43

Hot more than four of the hours set aside for drill should
he devoted to this, the remaining time being taken from
the study hours, the amount to he optional with the Com-
mandants. Cadet officers who show proficiency in this
work may he utilized in instructing others. It is sug-
gested that this instruction he given in small groups, un-
der the direction of the Medical Officer.

2. theoretical Course 41 hours.

a. Military Discipline and Esprit de Corps 1 hr.

References: U. S. Army Regulations, Article 1;
Manual of Military training (Moss), Paragraphs 12,
13, 910-916; Officers 1 Manual, (Moss), Chapters
XXII and XXIII; A Manual for Courts-Martial, par.
333; Infantry Drill Regulations, U. S. Army, par. 6;
An Officer's Dotes (Parker), Chapter II,p.49; The
Plattshurg Manual (Ellis and Carey) ,pp. 17 , 216;
fundamentals of Military Service (Andrews), Chap-
ters II,III, and V. the reasons for discipline
and the results of the lack of it are matters of
the highest importance. In the Air Service, its
importance should he continually reiterated
throughout the course.

It must he remembered that the Schools are not train-
ing "aerial chauffeurs" or "exhibition flyers" hut officers
of the army on whose sound judgment and mental alertness

~

lives of thousands of men will depend. Military aviators
should he men of the highest character, well educated and
of good physique. Emphasize the fact that the course of
study is intended to he very difficult and a test of unus-
ual ability. This and the following lecture should he
given by the Commandant.

h. Military Courtesy and Ideals of the Service. 1 hr.

References: Army Regulations, Article 1, par.IY and Article
XL will he the basis for this lecture; Officers' Manual (Moss),
Chapter II; see also references for preceding lecture. It
is considered of the utmost importance that at the . beginning
of his course a student should gain not only a thorough
knov/ledge of discipline hut also a facility in its outward
expression, as exemplified by the observance of prescribed
military "courtesy" and conduct. Matters such as "mess
etiquette" should he gone into. Every R.M.A. is expected
to he both an "officer" and a "gnetleman".

c. Manual of Interior Guard Duty 2 Hrs.

Jhis course will he the foundation for the practical work
^uard’ Duty as outlined in 1 (a)
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&. Administration of the United States Army 1 Hr.

References: U. S.Army Regulations, Articles LVII, LYIII,
LIX, LXVII, LXVTI I, LXXVIII, LXXIV, LOT, LOTI, LXXVII;
Rational Defanse Act of June 3, 1916, Sections 1, 5-17,
81; Staff Manual of United States Army.

The duties and powers of President, Secretary of War,
Chief of Staff and various Staff departments.

e. Organization of the United States Army 2 Hrs.

References: Rational Defense Act of June 3, 1916; Tables
of Organization, January, 1918; Stencil 135. Por the Air
Service, Stencils 649A, 969.

These two hours should be devoted to the division of
the army into various branches, including the Air Service,
and the composition of the different units of these branch-
es .

f. Military Hygiene and Sanitation 3 Hrs.

Refernces: Elements of Military Hygiene (Ashburn)
; Moss’

Manual of Military Training, Part V, Chapters I. II, andlll;
Fundamentals of Military Service (Andrews) Chapter XXIV;
What a Soldier Should ICnow (Bolles , Jones, etc.) Chapter X,
Hirst Aid; and especially Lectures on Military Sanitation
and Management of Sanitary Service—Army Service Schools.

This course is to include: 1. Personal Hygiene, in-
cluding orthopedic instruction; 2. Military Sanitation
and Management of Sanitary Service; and w3. Hirst Aid-
wounds of soft parts, fractures, poisons, asphyxia, and
other emergencies. This course is to be given by the
Medical Officer.

g. Paper YTork
.

10 Hrs.

References: Army Paper Work (Moss); Company Administra-
tion (Waldron); Harms furnished by A.G.O.; Engineer Train-
ing Manual, Appendix Ro. 2; Army Paper Work Pamphlet -

Perrin-Smith Printing Co., Saint Louis; Company Adminis-
tration (Grieves).

Instructions should be given in the following: Morn-
ing Report, Daily Sick Report, Duty Roster, Muster Roll,
Officers’ Pay Voucher and Mileage Voucher, Ration Return,
Company Return, Discharges, Certificate of Disability,
Service Record, Pinal Statement, Survey Report, Inventory
and Inspection Report, Individual Equipment Record, Corres-
pondence. Great stress should be laid on correspondence.
The cadet should have constant drill in the actual use of
the forms, This can be done by conferences In which forms
are distributed to be filled out or to be corrected by the
cadets. Por this purpose each school should supply it-sel± with large quantities of the forms mentioned". * This
will probably have to be done by mimeographed copies as
the actual forms cannot be procured in large quantities
from the A.G.O.





Engineer Training Manual, Appendix No, 2 should he
used as basis for the work,

h. Army Regulations 7 Hrs.

References: A. R. II , III , IY(Pars. 13, 14 , 16 , ) ,
V, VIII, IX.,

(49,50,51,52, 54, 55, 56, 57, 63, 64), X, XI, XII, XIII 183),
XVII, XVIII (14), XIX (116, 117, 118, 120, 129, 130, 131,132),
XX, XXI, XXII, XXIII, XXVIII, (215), XXX (270-277, 283-295,
296,327, 379-3921/2, 406, 407), III, LIII (657-670, 693),
IV (825, 846-877), LXXIII (1024, 1025, 1036, 1044, 1050,
1057, 1062, 1110-1134,1146-1178, 1184, 1187, 1202-1223,1256,
1269, 1275, 1276, 1279, 1280)*

These references should be divided into two broad div-
isions - one treating of the enlisted man, the other of the
officer. Article XXVIII should be read. In dealing with
the sections of Army Regulations covering the general sub-
ject of Practical Company Administration, the scope of the
work should go beyond the Army Regulations in matters of
organizing, equipping, clothing, and messing and should also
take up the matter of prescribed uniforms, clothing and
equipment both in this contry and for foreign service. The
subject of Responsibility and Accountability in the drawing
of equipment should be stressed. For this the best refer-
ence is "Quartermaster and Ordnance Supply" (University
of Chicago Press) Chapter III, For uniform regulations -

Special Regulations No. 42, Stencil #494, Bulletin No. 2,
Jan. 25, 1918, War Department, Table of Fundamental allow-
ances of Quartermaster Supplies (1917).

i. Military Law 6 Hrs.

References: Articles of War, A Manual for Courst Martial,
especially Chapters I-XI; Military-Law (Davis); Military
Lav; and Procedure (Winthrop)

;
U.3. Army Regulations, pars,

922-942; Digest of Opinions of the Judge Advocate General.
This should include an indication of the material that

should be studies, a study of the Articles of War, Manual
for Courts -Martial , and a brief study of the relation of
Civil and Military Law including Rights and Obligations of
soldiers. The instruction in this course be bj?- means of
conferences and practical problems solved during the con-
ferences and the solutions discussed. There should be a
practical illustration of the workings of a general court-
martial.

j. Methods of Modern Warfare 7 Hrs.

1. An outline of the methods used by the armies
of today in combat, covering extended order, tranch warfare
and modes of attack now in use on European battle fronts.
Care should be taken to correlate this course on general
methods with the course in Observation which is devoted es-
pecially to the duties of the Air Service. A brief outline





of the organization of the British, French, and German armies
may also he included. The basis for this course will he
Colonel Paul Asan’ s "War of Posit i ons" and the following War
College Publications already sent to the Schools:

1. Ilotes on Recent Operations ho. 1 and Ro.2.
2. Rotes on Employment of Artillery in Trench Fighting.
3. Instructions on the Offensive Conduct of Small Units,
4. Rotes on the Methods- of attach and defense to meet

conditions of modern warfare.
5. Liaison Instructions for All Arms.
6. Rotes on Grenade Warfare,
7. Rotes on the use of Machine Guns in trench warfare.

4- hours.

2. Gas Defense.

The material for this course will be found in
• the following Army War College publications.

(1) Memorandum on Gas Poisoning in Warfare
with notes on the pathology and treat-
ment.

(2) Gas Warfare.
Part I. German Methods of Offense.
Part II. Methods of Defense Against Gas

Attacks

.

Part III. Methods of Training in Defensive
Measures.

These three hours are to be dovoted to lectures on
the Use of Gas in Warfare - The Cloud Gas Attack, Gas Shells,
Minds of Gases used and effects, General Precautionary Meas-
ures, First Aid. This theoretical work will be supplemented
by four or five hours in drill, (taken from the practical
course in Infantry Drill) with the gas mask as outlined in
Gas Warfare, Part III. Since the cadets in the Ground Schools
are to be officer, their instrnc tion should be such that in
emergencies they could instruct recruits or civilians. 3 Hrs.

k. Morale 1 Hr.

References: Fundamentals of Military Service (Andrews
) pp.

10-11, 35-36,44, 79-80, and references in (a) and (b)

.

This lecture should be fiven towards the end of the course.
Emphasis on the supreme importance of the Air Service.

l. Weekly Inspection 12 Hrs.

m. Examination 2 Hrs.

Explain fully that the candidate may be discharged at any
time during his course of training by reason of failure to
pass tests or^ examinations, by giving evidence to his command-
ing officer that he is unfitted either mentally, morally, or

physically for the duties of a flying officer, or for any other
reason which shall in the opinion of the examining board, and





subject to such approval as is necessary, render his ser-
vices "no longer desired. The actual mental and physical
requirements for a flying officer are so great, his ability
to do several things at once and do them all accurately is
30 essential

,

1hat discharge is not necessarily any reflection
on the man T s character, loyalty or devotion to duty. There
is room only for the very best.

The references given under each course are simply sug-
gestive and not to be regarded as exhaustive. The method
of instruction in these courses should not be confined to
lectures. There should be a combination of recitations,
conferences, and lectures. In Army Paper ./orlo. Army Regu-
lations, and Military Law, the instruction should be al-
most exclusively by means of recitations, conferences, and
practical problems. Further references will be supplied
from time to time.





Stencil iio 157.

SYLLABUS FOR SIGNALLING
IN

UNITED STALLS SCHOOLS OF MILITARY AERONAUTICS.
April 1,1518.

II. Signalling 45 Hours.

1. The course in Practical Signalling will occupy
39 hours, about 53 of which are to he devoted to Buzzer
Work, 3 hours to Lamp Signalling, and 3 hours to the
Panneau. In addition to this, 2 lectures on the Use
of Radio Apparatus are to he given, and a further 2 hours
allotted to the examination. IT o field work is required
and no lectures on Theory of Radio.

2. The whole aim of the teaching should concentrate
on the practical training necessary for efficient signal-
ling from an airplane; every phase of telegraphy not es-
sential for pilots should he strictly eliminated. (For
type of signals used see Stencil #294 pp. 22-25,31-32.)

3. This means that the emphasis of the course is to
he upon accuracy rather than upon speed, since for air-
plane signalling a moderate speed is quite sufficient
hut accuracy is absolutely necessary, not only as regards
the letters and figures, hut also the spacing of groups.

4. It is important that at first the instruction
should he entirely from the sound and not the sight of
the code. Nothing printed or written should he used
until the cadet is fairly familiar with the sound groups.
It is a training of the ear that is desired.

5. Later in the. course work with the silenced key
should he stressed for the sake of training the touch
independent of the ear. In signalling from an airplane
the pilot has to rely on touch altogether.

6. Man above average proficiency are not to he held
hack. One group in a class may he working at better
speed than the rest. Man of previous experience may he
used to send to others. •

7. The fast division of each Squadron will he sgiven
"passing out" tests at the end of each week at the rate
of ten words per minute, the other requirements for pass-
ing the final examination remaining the same. A cadet
who "passes out" passes the course provided he attends
the classes in visual signalling and radio, and practices
buzzer as required at least fifteen minutes each day. He
will he tested in this practice at the end of each week,
and a record of the tests will he kept. If the record
shows that his work is falling off, more than fifteen
minutes practice may he required.
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8. Opportunity will tie given to groups of two or more
students to practice buzzer work by themselves, if they care
to, in any free time.

9. Outline of work:

a. Morse code taught by ear . Alphabet, including
"ch”(- - - -) ,

numerals, symbols for' "break" (-...-), for cor-
rection ( ), and for end of message ( ).

ho other symbols needed. Common mistakes in forming letters.
Spacing of words. Proper method of holding key, position of
arm and wrist. (See ^tencil 584 "ARTILLERY C00PEBATI01I ROTES
ho. 7

,t

;
also Bulletin 198.)

b. Practice in sending and receiving with buzzer and
Morse Recorder at least a half hour every day. Two or, three
days of plain English. All of the rest of the work in code.
Letters and figures interpersed. Spacing of groups to be
emphasized. Cadet will be taught to write all messages in
block (printed capital) letters. 3ero is to be distinguished
from the letter 0 by a dot in the center (©)

;

figure 1 will
be written with a short upstroke (1) to distinguish it from
the letter 1.

c. Luring the IS weeks’ course cadets are to devel-
op their practice in both sending and receiving to at least
10 and not more' than IS words per minute, though this rul-
ing need not apply to cadets who have ‘'passed out” . It is
a good plan several times In the course suddenly to increase
the speed of receiving for a short period to keep the men
alert, and to give them a standard. by which to judge their
own development; e.g.

,

jump from 5 words a minute to 8, for
part of an hour, and then go back to 5 or 6.

d. Work with the Lamp and the Miniature Panneau
should not begin until the seventh week, when men have attained
considerable proficiency with the buzzer. A total of 6 hours
is to be devoted to visual signalling. At first, single
letters to be received and written down; then, groups of three
or more symbols. Requirement 4 words a minute. (Eor descrip-
tion of panneau see Bulletin Ho. £7- (Oct. 11) and Photograph
#140.)

e. Two lectures on Use of Radio Apparatus in the
sixth week. Parts and connections of apparatus in the sixth
v/eek. Parts and connections of apparatus. Importance of
directional sending. Safety plug. Rinding out and in of
aerial. (See Stencil IIo. 580, pp, 5 if. and ”3.3.151", pp.
38-43.

)

10. Pinal Mxamination.





a. Receiving: Each cadet receives "buzzer code
for two minutes at the rate of 8 words a minute, 5 letters to
a word. A minute T s practice, not counted, may precede the
test. Men who receive 6 symbols wrong are graded at the
passing mark, 60$. More than 6 wrong count as failure.

b. Sending; Morse Recorder used. Men to be
given list of signals in code. Signals spaced and divided
into groups, with figures in different color from letters,
as an aid to following with the eye. A minute's practice
not counted may precede the test. Each man sends for two
minutes at the rate of 8 words a minute, 5 letters to a
word. Each letter of the alphabet and each figure to oc-
cur at least once on the examination. A cadet making more
than 5 mistakes fails.

c. In both sending and receiving tests intervals
should occur irregularly "and not uniformly at the end of
five symbols. An interval omitted or misplaced should count
as an error.

d. There is to be no examination on visual signal-
ling or on the radio lectures.



;
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SYLLABUS FOR GUNNERY 111 THE UNITED STATES
SCHOOLS OE MILITARY AERONAUTICS .

April 1, 1918

111. GUNNERY
Subjects of Instruction

The course in Gunnery at the United States Schools
of Military Aeronautics will he conducted upon the basis of
this syllabus and upon the instructional notes issued by the
Department of Gunnery, as follows:

1. Lewis Gun: 2. Marlin Gun: 3. Ring Sights.

The time allotted by subjects is as follows:

Lewis Gun: Time allotted

(a) General description. 2 hours.
fb) Mechanism (Notes to be given in

full from stencil) 3 n

(c) Stripping 3
(d) Drill 3 it

(e) Stoppages and immediate action. 3 it

(Indoor Work)
(f) Care and cleaning (Rotes to be

given in full
from stencil) O a

(g) Aiming.
(To be carefully explained
and thorourghly understood) 1 ty

(h) Points before and after- firing on
range 2 it

( i

)

testing magazines, ammunition, etc .2 it

Marlin Gun:

(a) General description 2 it

(b) Mechanism 3 it

(c) Stripping 3 it

fd) Drill (Loading and unloading) 2 tt

(e) Stoppages and immediate action. 3 a

(f) Care and cleaning E rt

(g) Points before and after firing on
range o it

Ring Sights as per Stencil: 2 it

Review, Lewis Gun 5
it

Review, Marlin Gun 5 ft

Examination 2 It

52 hours.
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The time alloted by weeks is as follows:
5%

"T""
' "2"

" 15 -T"TS~-r -'8 1

YS~ T

Practical 50 - -455 6 455 6 55
Examination - - - 2 52

There will he no instruction in Gunnery during
the first two weeks. The third, fourth, fifth and sixth
weeks will he devoted to instruction on the Lewis gun. The
seventh, eighth, ninth and tenth weeks will he devoted to
instruction on the Marlin gun. The eleventh week will he
given to review work upon the Lewis gun and the twelfth
week to review work upon the Marlin gun. Luring the twelfth
week a final examination will he given.

The character of the review work of the eleventh
and twelfth weeks will he determined hy the instructors in
the Lepartment of Gunnery, who will adapt their instruction
to the individual needs of the cadets in the subject.

As soon as possible, instruction in synchronizing
gears will he introduced in the U. S. Schools of Military
Aeronautics. This instruction will occur in, the eleventh
and twelfth weeks and will partly or wholly take the place
of the two weeks review work on the Lewis and Marlin guns.



,
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SYLLABUS FOR C OURSB III AIRPLANES
UNITED STAIRS SCHOOLS OR MILITARY AERONAUTICS.

April 1, 1918 55 hours,

IY. AIRPLANES

GENERAL REFERENCES: Signal Corps Training Manual Part I,

Aviation Section of the Signal Corps; Training Manual of
the Royal Flying Corps, Yol. I; Air Service Handbook
(Lt. Col. L. 1. B. Rees), in course of publication.

1. Types of Machines .

References: Notes on the Identification of Aeroplanes;
Silhouettes d* Avions ;

Brief Technical Description of
Various Airplanes (Stencil 876).

The object of this course is (l) to give detailed
instruction on a few machines which are to be used bj^

the American Expeditionary Force (see Bulletin No. 173
for all Schools); (2) to familiarize the cadets with
the general characteristics of French, British and
German machines. To aid in accomplishing the latter
purpose, part of the second hour should be spent on a
test, using silhouette cards of a few of the most im-
portant types. (See Bulletins 100 and 110)

2. Theory of Flight .

References: The Aeroplane Speaks (II. Barber); Aviation
(Algeron C. Berriman)

;
Aerial Navigation (Albert Zahm)

;

Learning to Fly in the U. S. Army ( E. N, Fales); The
Eyes of the Army and Navy (Albert H. Munday)

;
Acquiring

Wings (William B. Stout).

More technical, for instructors: First Annual Report
of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, pp
25-110; Second Annual Report of the Foregoing, pp 13-
14, 555-627; Military Aeroplanes and Monoplanes and
biplanes- (Grover . Loening)

;
The Mechanics of the

Aeroplane ( Capt. ~ Buchene, translated by J, H. Ledeboer) ;

The Aeroplane ( A.Fage); The Design of Aeroplanes (A...
Judge); Aerodynamics and -^erodoneties (F. W. Lanchester) ;

Course in Aerodynamics and Airplane Design (Alexander
ICLemin and T, H. Huff, published August 1916-August 1917
in ’’Aviation 11

).

Instructors are also advised to familiarize them-
selves with the following works, which constitute the
most accessible printed ’’sources” of knowledge on the
siibject :

3. P. i»angler Aeroa5rnamic8"
•





1891, and "Researches and Experiments in Aerial
Navigation", Gov’t. Printing Office, 1908.

Otto Lilienthal, "Birdflight as the Basis of Aviation"
translated by A. W. Isenthal. Longmans Green, 1911

A. G. Eiffel, "The Resistance of the Air, and other
Experiments Conducted at the Champs de Mars lab-
oratory", translated hy Jerome C. Hunsaker.
Houghton Mifflin, 1913.

Octave Chanute, "Progress in Plying Machines", M. 1.
Porney, N. Y.

, 1908, and "Recent Progress in
Aviation", Annual Smithsonian Report, 1910. •

Wilbur Wright, " Experiments and Observations in
Soaring Plight" ' 1903

Clear, untechnical instruction on the cardinal
principles and conditions of flight. As has been previously
stated, especial emphasis should be laid on the various
kinds of stability and the methods used for obtaining them,
in order to give the cadet condicence in his machine.
Formulae and mathematics will be avoided. Under these re-
strictions, instructors will follow their own methods in
teaching the subject. Below is a list of the chief points
to be covered:

1. Primary forces - lift, drift, gravity, thrust.
2. Secondary factors - incidence, camber, stagger,

streamline, aspect ratio, etc.
3. Conditions necessary for flight; for speed; for

climb.
4. Balancing of forces; gliding angle, flying angles,etc.
5. Lift-drift ratio, and the factors affecting it.
6. Stability; various kinds and how secured.
7. Control.

nomenclature

:

This subject will not be taught separately, as here-
tofore, but in connection with Riggirg and Theory of Plight.
For the parts of the airplane a labelled machine should be
used. instructors will make it their object to teach things
rather than names, so that mention of them will bring to the
cadet’s mind a whole chain of purposes and interrelations and
not merely a barren verbal definition. For further guidance
on this subject consult Bulletin for all schools, Ho. 144.

History of Plying.
Instruction, on this subject will be limited to one

hour and will have as its object the tracing of the develop-
ment of the airplane of today. The significance of each step
may be most clearly explained by some such method as a black-
board sketch of a contemporary machine with the authors of





KK
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the various features marked on it; e.g. , "Camber, Lilienthal"

;

"Biplane truss, Chanute"; "Stabilizing devices, the Wright
Brothers"; "Fuselage, Bleriot and Bieuport". A few minutes
may be devoted. to the development of balloons.

3. Bigging

References: The Aeroplane Speaks, pp. 90-114; Notes on
Rigging for Air Mechanics (entire); Manuscript lecture Notes,
S, 1.1, A. (entire); Training Manual Royal Flying Corps, Vol.l;
Military Aeroplanes (G. C. Loaning), pp. 121-138; method of
Aligning the Curtiss JN4B.

PRACTICAL

Introduction (first week)

Nomenclature and construction of an airplane.
Functions of the various parts; of controls. Class gathered
round a labelled machine. Brief outling of the content and
purpose of Rigging; its importance to pilots. At this, time
it may be well to give a few general instructions on the
use of tools; which to use and not to use for certain pur-
poses; e. g. pliers on tumbuckles. Futher instruction on
tools to be given when their uses are considered.

Assembly and Alignment

A few hours should be devoted to practice on assembly
' and disassembly of wings center section, wmpennage and land-
ing gear, in order to get the order firmly in mind. When
this has been done, practice on alignment may begin. This
should include alignment of the landing gear, fuselage, tail
surfaces, center section and control surfaces: setting and
checking lateral dihedral, stagger, incidence,., wash-in and
wash-out; over -all measurements; "vetting 1

,
1 -^very cadet

should assist in making all these alignments at least once,
and if circumstance's permit, several times. Especial attention
to be given to the alignment of wings and control surfaces.

1BCIIAM3

A1 ignment
Its importance in field work; necessity of pilot

being able to detect faulty rigging and correct it. Effects
on flight of the most common faults in alignment; why a ma-
chine flies one wing low, nose-heavy, tail-heavy, etc.

Materials and Stresses .

Woods"; different varieties used in airplane construc-
tion;





comparative strength-weight ratios of various woods.
Comparison with metals, showing why wood and not metal is chief
ly used in airplane construction. Factors affecting the
desirability of woods for various parts; grain, seasoning,
position in tree. Metals; steel, aluminum, copper. Brief
outline of the different kinds of st&el; importance of get-
ting the right kind for various purposes. Stresses; tension
compression, torsion, bending, shearing; where found in an

airplane. Factors of safety of various members.

hires and Fittings.
kinds of wire ;

solid wire, aircraft strand, air-
craft cord; qualities and used of each; comparative strength.
Streamline wire. Sittings, turnbuckles, looking devices.

Brief description of terminal splices (practical work under
Care and Repair of Machines); comparative efficiency.

Propellers
Explanation of pitch, pitch angle, slip (as un~

technical as possible). Why two-blade propellers are best
for light motors, four blade ones on large motors. Construc-
tion and nomenclature. Use of balancing ways and checking
table.

Fabric and Dopes .

Qualifications of an ideal fabric; of those actually
used, linen and cotton. Strength and lightness. Process
of covering. Pupposes of dope; explanation of nitrate and
acetate dopes; methods of application; inflammability. Use
of varnish.

The lectures should be distributed through the
practical work, in the order above given. The lecture on
alignment should serve as an introduction to practical work
in that subject. So far as possible the course will be
divided into two - hour periods, in order to avoid interrup-
tion of a task before completion.

Care and Repair of Machines,
References; Training Manual Royal Flying Corps,

Vol. I, pp, 10-17; Signal Corps Training Manual Part I,
Chap. Ill; Manuscript Lecture Dotes; Inspection Manual,
Signal Corps, U. S. A.

Inspection
This part of the course will consist of actual

inspection of an airplane, exclusive of the power plant,
by the cadet, using the inspection forms. Instructors
will explain in detail what constitutes cause for rejec-
tion, esnecially in wires and in the faulty grain of wooden
members."

Care of Machines (lectures)
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1 hour.
Directions for packing and unpacking; loading

on trucks, and unloading. Rules for daily care of air-
planes and hangars. Methods of inspection; parts subject
to daily and weekly inspection.

Patching. Mending; and Doping . 3 hours
Actual practice in mending tears and applying

patches to fabric. Practice in the application of dope
and varnish. If time allows, cadets may cover a small
surface such as an aileron or rudder, sewing cloth at
open end and around ribs.

Splicing and Soldering. 4 hours
Explanation of how to make Drench, American run-

ning and eye splices; relative efficiency, laboratory work;
each cadet will make a loop of some sort. Soldering; ad-
vantages; brazing, welding, hard and soft soldering pro-
cesses. Purpose and use of fluxes. Things to be avoided;
over-heating, grease, air bubbles, etc. Demonstration of
some soldering process, complete, by the instructor, and
if possible actual practice by the cadets. If they have
made American of running splices, they may complete the job
by soldering.

Mend 1ng Longerons , etc . 2 hours
Method of mending a longeron, cutting of joint,

glue, bolts, wrapping, varnishing, practical work if pos-
sible; if not, demonstration by instructor. How to mend
a rib web, a cap strip, how. to repair the leading and trail-
ing edge of a wing.

5. Meteorology 3 hours

References: Meteorology ( W. I. Milham)
;

The Principles of
Aerography (Alexander McAdie)

;
Holes in the Air (W. J. Hum-

phreys, Gov't. Printing Office, 1913); Charts of the Atmos-
phere for Aeronauts and Aviators ( A. I. Rothh and Andre?/
H. Palmer); Aerial navigation ( Albert Zahm) , Part III;
The Aviator and the Weather Bureau (F» A, Carpenter)

;
Meteo-

rology and War Flying (R. De0, Ward) Stencil 552.

A brief outline of elementary meteorology, as sim-
ple and practical as possible, with the main emphasis on
its relation to flying. Matters ?/hich are essential to an
understanding of the subject but have no direct bearing, on
aviation, such as planetary winds or the mercurial barometer,
will be explained with the utmost possible brevity. Es-
pecial care should be taken to prevent the cadets from re-
ceiving false impressions concerning "holes in the air" and
kindred phenomena. It should be explained that to the modern
high-powered machine these present little dager or even
difficulty, and the proper course of action in each event
should be given. Follmving is an outling of the main points
to be covered:
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1 . The importance of meteorological knowledge - to

aviators.
Weather forecasting; action under various con-
ditions.

2. Causes of climate; the sun, the rotation of the
earth, the temperatures, pressure areas and winds.

3. Pressure, the keynote of weather. Methods of
measuring; relation to cyclonic and anti-cyclonic
systems; application to everyday weather.

4. The atmosphere: properties of upper as disting-
uished from surface air. Temperature and wind
gradients. All common phenomena - cascades,
fountains, other convectional currents; layers;
waves; influence of surface irregularities.

5. Clouds: Minds , heights ,
meanings. Thunderstorms.

6. Weather forecasting: Governement maps, American,
British, Brench. Untechnical rules of thumb.
Interpretation from the ground of conditions at
altitudes.

6. Instruments and Compasses 4 hours.
References: Signal Corps Training Manual Part I.

Chapters VI,. VII; Training Manual Royal Plying Corps, Vol. I

pp. 80-100; The Byes of the Army and Davy f A. H. Munday)
Chap. X; General Specifications, pp, 25-28, Second Annual
Report, Rational Advisory Committee for Aeronautics; Stencils
565, 662, Manuscript Lecture Rotes,

Purpose and mechanism of the altimeter, barograph,
air speed indicator, tachometer, oil and gas pressure gauges,
gasoline gauge, drift meter, inclinometer; methods of use,
setting. Errors- and corrections.

Compass: Gimbal-swung, nautical and aerial types.
Explanation of true north and causes of variation and devia-
tion. Lubber line. Deviation card, uses. Examples of con-
verting compass bearing to magnetic bearing end vice versa.
Variation, plus or minus, and conversion of true to magnetic
bearing, and vice versa. Course setting, with wind allowance.
Brief explanation of adjusting compass to deviation in an
airplane.

7 . Examination
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SYLLABUS LOS COUSSL III ENGINES III

UNITED STATES SCHOOLS OP MILITARY
AERONAUTICS .

April . ,
1918

V. ENGINES .

59 hours.

Introduction.

The course in Engines will occupy 59 hours, of
which 11 are given to lectures, 46 are spent in the labor-
atory, and 2 are reserved for an examination, V/hen pos-
sible laboratory period should be two hours in length to
avoid interruption in the performance of a definite piece
of work.

The aim of the theoretical work will be able to
establish fundamental principles, (l) so that a cadet will
understand the parts of his engine in their working relation
with especial view to the prevention of trouble, and (2) so
that a cader changing from one motor to another will not be
confronted with something wholly new but rather with something
familiar in essentials and new only in certain details.

The
The aim of the laboratory work will be first, to

give clearer meaning to the lectures since the engine parts
referred to are seen and handled and put in relation by the
cadets themselves, and second, to give a cadet the technical
skill required by practical problems in the field.

General References :

Signal Corps Training Manual Part I. (Aviation
Section, Signal Corps)

Airplane Motors - Geo. E. A. Hallett.
Aviation Engines - Captain Victor W. Page,
Chart for Location of Airplane Power Plant Troubles -

Captain Victor Y/.Page
Dyke’s Encyclopedia
Mechanical Engineers 1 .Handbook
American Machinist's handbook.

Special References:

Instruction books of various manufacturers

PRINCIPLES - 9 hours.

!• Engine Action (Stationary Engine)

PiDWer - velocity - R.P.M. - source of power - heat -
pressure - transmission of power - piston - connecting rod -

p i
n ”, cra^ Pin (throw) - crank web - crank shaft - in-take and exhaust valves - location of valves.



0



S’our Stroke Cycle
1. Intake stroke - post ion of valves - suction - charge -

intake manifold,
2. Compression stroke - positon of valves - compression -

low compression - piston rings - cast iron - heat -

pre-ignition,
3. Power stroke -pposition of valves - combustion chamber -

heat loss - back - kick - misfiring- exhaust valve
lead.

4. Exhaust stroke - position of valves - heat loss - back
firing.

Valve Timing - (l) meaning; (2) purpose; (3) method; check
by fl) crankshaft disc; (2) piston travel.

Multi- cylinder engine - working strokes - smooth torque -

arrangement of cylinders (l) vertical; (2) Vee; - Firing
order.

Cam - cam shaft - cam follower - tappet rod - rocker arm -

gears - gaskets - bushings - bearings - bearing clearance
shims - thrust bearings.

II. Carburet ion .

Gas coline - gas - requirements of a good carbureter -

principle of single jet carbureter - float feed - Venturi tube
choke valve - throttle - mixing chamber - rich mixture - lean
mixture - difficulties in use of single jet carbureter ~ aux-
iliary air valve - Zenith carbureter - main jet - compensating
jet - priming tube - well - principle of Claudel carbureter.

Effect of altitude on carburetion.

HI Ignition

Electricity - voltage - current - resistance - mag-
netism. Units of electricity - ampere -ohm - volt - watt.
Lines of force - conductor - electrical impulse.

Magneto
Sotating armature - alternating current. High tension mag-
neto - primary circuit - primary winding - collector ring -

interrupter - short circuit - swithh - ground - condenser.
Secondary circuit - secondary winding - induced current -

safety gay - distributer - spark plug - electrode - air gap -

two spark ignition - timing the magneto (10) meaning: (2) pur-
pose; (3) method. Sequence of firing. Advancing the spark-
retarding the spark - when used.
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Complete instruction on Berling and Dixie magnetos (or equi-
valent).
Complete instruction on Deco Battery Ignition.

IV. Lubrication

Importance of lubrication. Oil film - fluid friction. Re-
quirements of lubricant - body, fluidity - conductor of heat,
etc. Must not vaporize from heat or coagulate or leave
injurious deposits, etc.

hinds of lubricant - petroleum - castor oil - carbon deposits.

Pumps (plunger) (gear) . Gauge - pressure relief valve -

filter . screen - sump - reclamation.

Systems of lubrication (force feed, full force feed).

V. Cooling

Water cooling - radiator - water jacket - pump ( gear, cen-
trifugal) - Thermo-sypjion principle. Anti-freezing mixtures.

Air cooling - advantages and disadvantages.

VI. Inspection and Trouble Shooting.

Causes of noisy action - misfiring - overheating - loss of
power - failure to start - failure to stop - failure to throt-
tle down - back firning. Logical search for trouble - general
troubles - local troubles.
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' TYPES OP EIIGIUES ~ 2 hours.

Cnome Monos oupape 1 hour.

Rotary engines - arrangement of cylinders - crankshaft
center - crank pin center - rotation of cylinders - rotation
of pistons - transmission of power - length of stroke - odd
number of cylinders - firing order - cycle of operations -

carburetion - valves and cams - timing of valves and magne-
to - lubrication - cooling - materials - advantages and dis-
advantages.

Hispano Suiza 1 hour.

According to Instruction Book.

LABORATORY - 46 hours

.

I. As s embly
Assembling and disassembling two motors, with at-

ttention to valve timing, clearances, lubrication system,
cooling system, materials and specifications of each.
Careful alignment of parts. Instruction in tools in con-
nections with their use.

II. Repair

Cooling System - 2 hours.
Soldering cracked water jacket, soldering radiator,

testing for leaks, water pump repairs. Repairs of pipes
and connections. Have each cadet take pump apart.

Oiling System - 2 hours.
Explain setting oil pressure relief valve, removing

and cleaning oil filter screen, taking down oil pump, clean-
ing oil pipes with compressed air, examination of pump for
indication of bearing condition, tests of oil; have cadets
do all work mentioned.

Carburetion System - 2 hours.
Have all cadets take down Zenith carburetor, remove

and clean jets, set float level and adjust carburetor on
motor. Show cadets how to make good pipe joints, solder
leaky tank, etc.

Ign i t i on Sy s tem - 2 hours.
Each cadet should &ake a magneto apart completely,

reass entile and test. Each cadet should be given instruction
on cleaning and adjusting spark plugs, making wire terminals,
adjusting magneto breaker points, cleaning distributor re-
placing brushes, etc.
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Cylinders - 2 hours
° '

Each cadet should he made to clean carbon out of
combustion chamber, solder water jacket on Curtiss engine,
clean and ream valve seats and show how to detect worn or
scored cylinders, worn guides, etc.

Valves - 2 hours.
Gadets should be taught how to remove valves,

clean off stems, examine for shoulders, warped ‘ heads,
scored or pitted seats. Each cadet should grind in two
valves to good seating and test seating with prussian blue.
Importance of using proper abrasive and grinding pressure
should be emphasized.

Pistons - E hours.
Each cadet should be made to clean offf carbon and

polish piston with mineral wood in and out after rings are
removed. Outline importance of cleaning spaces back of
rings, having proper elasticity to rings and not too much
side play in grooves. Show method of removing and installing
rings without breaking. Have cadet fit oversized ring to
groove. Explain necessary gap at ring for expansion.

Bearings - 6 hours.
Connecting Rod Bearings - Explain to each cadet how

bearing linings wear in service. Have each cadet remove worn
lining and replace with new brasses. Show method of lining
with reamer and fixture, and method of fitting by scraping.
Show tests for bearing parallelism and proper bearing.

Main Bearing Fitting - Show cadet how bearings are
aligned with line reamer and fitted with hand scraping process.

Work by cadets on connecting rod bearing scraping.
Show how to test, with blue, sharpen scraper on oil stone
and emphasize care to be taken. Each cadet should have an
opportunity to handle bearing scraper.

Work by cadets in fitting crankcase main bearings
by hand scraping and alignment bar. Use discarded crank-
case and straight shaft.

Crankshaft - 2 hours.
Each cadet should be taught how to swing crankshaft

in lathe and test for truth and roundness of crankpins and
main jounals with dial indicator. Roughened bearings should
be smoothed down with lap or emery paper and oil. All points
on crankshaft needing inspection should be pointed out.

HI. trouble Shooting .





8 hours.

Cadets must he able to locate arid correct faults
in carburetion and ignition systems of motor on test block,
set oil pressure relief valve, find cause of overheating,
etc.

A motor should be assembled with various faults
such as one piston without wings, loose bearing, poor valves
in one cylinder, imperfect valve timing, loose pins in rocker
arms, etc., and installed on test stand. Cadets should be
made to find and correct troubles and have engine running
quietly, smoothly and at proper number of R. P. M. with
standard propeller or brake installed.

Examination
2 hours





SYLLABUS BOR COURSE IN GABLE A 10 1 ON IN
UNITED STATES SCHOOLS OF MILITARY AERONAUTICS.

April 1, 1918 39 hours.

OBSERVATION

Map Reading

References: Military ^ap Reading (Capt. C. O e Sherrill);
Notes on Training Field Artillery Retails (Danford & Moretti )

pp. 1-20; Instructions Concerning Battle Iviaps - Annexes
(W. D. Document No. 598) pp. 42-43; Maps and Artillery Boards
(W. D. Cocuraent No. 587).

The aim of this course is to give the cadet such
map knowledge as will enable him to visualize the area re-
presented with reference both to the relief and the natural
and artificial features upon the surface, to the end that
he may be able, first, to find his way about over the ter-
ritory, and second, to locate and describe points of military
importance. It is of primary importance that an aviator
should not get lost . This point is so obvious that it is
apt to be neglected, but it should be kept in mind continually
throughout the course. Since little sketching is required of
an aviator, practice in map sketching will be given only for
the purpose of assisting the student in map interpretation.
The main part of the work in pinpointing is to be done on
the Artillery Observation Range. The practice on the rotary
map is intended to correct for the confusing effect of the
rotary motion experienced in turning about with the airplane
at great heights. As to accuracy required, see suggestions
under Artillery Observation Range and make proper allowance
for difference in scale.

One hour is to be devoted to each of the following
paragraphs

:

I. Importance of map knowledge to a military aviator,
kinds of maps used in military operations, conventional signs
and abbreviations, meaning of scales and method of represent-
ation, scales of French and English maps, problems in reading
ground distances in metric units by use of scales. (The
meyer and kilometer must become familiar units of measure.
The meter stick should be handled by the students. One
hundred meters, then one kilometer should be measured .off on
a straight road or street familiar to the students in order
to fix these values in their minds. Practice in estimating
distances should be given when out of doors.)

II,
map distance 9 T

°
T
n
£°Yrs » vertical or contour interval (V, I.)Ui.m.), guides in making and reading contour maps





profiles, exercise in sketching contoiirs with reference to
hills, valleys, saddles, cliffs, gentle and rugged slopes,
etc. Review conventional signs and abbreviate ons , Review
scales.

III, Orientation: definition, orientation by stars,
by watch, by known points, and by compass; true north and
magnetic north, azimuth, problems on variation and deviation.
Finding one’s position on the map; resection; intersection.
Sketching equipment.

IV. French and English systems of squaring maps ex-
plained. Pinpointing demonstrated and practiced on hand maps.

mV. Problems on scales, converting French scales into
English and vice versa; determining scale from points of
known distance; converting R. F. into scale of inches per mile
or miles per inch, etc.

VI. Problems in plotting courses having given dis-
tances and bearings, and problems in finding distances and
bearings having the course defined by points to be covered.

VII So VIII. Photographic interpretation. Lectures
with slides.

IX. Pin pointing on rotary map.

X. Designate two points on floor map, then by use
of hand map calculate distance and true or magnetic bearing.
Distance should be oomputed in metric units.

XI. Give the cadet the bearing and length of a
course starting from a given point on the floor map. Require
the finishingppoint of the flight.

XII. Plot a course covering three, four, or five
points marked on floor map. Require the cadets to compute
the distances and bearings of each part of course.

XIII. The airplane is assumed to be flying along
a course designated on the floor map. At a certain point
along the course it is decided the pilot will turn towards
the airdrome. Require how many degrees the machine will
turn to fly in new direction and distance to airdrome from
point of tunning.

XIV to XVI. inc. Working Scales and sketching out
of doors. The out-door sketching may precede the work on
the rotary map at the discretion of the instructor.
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Cooperation with Artillery .

References for Cooperation with Artillery and Artillery
Observation Range; Field Artillery Rotes Ho. 1; Instructions
for the Employment of Aerial Observation in liaison with
Artillery (Stencil 294; indentical with Chapter VII of the
foregoing)

;
Rotes on Training Field Artillery Details

(Danford and Ivloretti)
;
Duties of the Air Service (Stencil

827); French Artillery Observation (Stencil 841); Artillery
Rotes for Observers (Stencil 765); French Artillery and Air
Organization (Stencil 828); Instructional Rotes Ro. 20; Use
of artillery in Battle (Stencil 895)

;
Speciamen Shoot, Instrue-

ional Rotes Ro. 25; French Artillery zone and battle maps.

I. Types of Artillery. Field guns, light howitzers;
long range guns, heavy howitzers, trench mortars; calibres
and uses of each type. Stencil 765, Instructional Rotes Ro.
20). Types of ammunition; high explosives, shrapnel and high
explosive shrapnel. Types of burst, graze, etc. Barrage,
counter battery, siege.

II. Organization of French artillery; allottment of
front. Organization of Flying Corps ( French Artillery and
Air Organization, French Artillery Observation, artillery
zone maps. 1; 50000).

III. Methods of Fire. (F. A. Rotes Ro. 1, Chap. III.)
Fire for adjustment, fire for effect; destruction, neutrali-
zation. Prearranged and impromptu shoots, zone maps.
(French. Artillery Observation)

IV. Methods of Fire, continued. Explanation of range,
deflection, bracket, salvo, bracketing salvo, center of impact,
causes of error, sheaf of fire, 50$ zone, 100$ zone, time of
flight. Reporting of observations. (Signal Cards.).

V. Procedure of a shoot. (French Artillery Observation).
What to do before, during and after a shoot, reports. Out-
line of different methods of procedure in cooperation with
heavy and light artillery. (Stencil 294)

Artillery Observation Range . 16 hours

I. Explanation of range and French Milometer grid. Use
coordinates.

1 hour
II. Pre liminary practice in pin-pointing, oral or

written; all the class observing.
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1 hour “ 6-8

III. Reporting of points ("bursts) by buzzer*. Half class
may act as observers and half as wireless officers, the latter
receiving the reports of the former, writing them down and
handing them in to the instructor. Class changes places
every half hour. If this is impossible, some other arrange-
ments may be made, with the purpose always in view of giving
every man the longest possible time at the key.

2 hours.
IV. Explanation of French system of corrections with

reference to the battery-target line. Rough methods of judg-
ing distances on the range. Practice with single shots in
reference to a target; same system as before, single bursts .

2 hours
V. Conduct of prearranged and impromptu shoots, with

ground strips, (There is in the French system no ”Zone Call”
in the English sense, as the observer takes up with him a
map showing districts covered by light and heavy batteries,
with approximate position of the latter.) All firing by
single bursts.

% hours.
VI. Further practice in procedure, with single shots.

VII. Explanation of salvo fire; speed of shots, time of
flight; system of judging with reference to the right gun
of the hostile battery; deflection error taken from right
hand burst of saltro, range from mean point of impact.
Practice in shoots, as before.

VIII. Further practice in salvo ^ire. Review. 2 hours

IX. Examination (To be given in twelfth week).
5 pin-points, 5 corrections on the BT line,

single shots, by buzzer.
Part of a prearranged shoot (single shots
mainly or wholly) with ground strips; at
least 5 corrections.

X. System of grading. The final mark on the whole
course will be computed as follows :

50$ on written examination, covering Map Reading
and Cooperation with Artillery.

50fo on artiller2/ observation range work.
The marks on range work will be computed as follows:

50$ on examination.
50$ on class work, based on grades for three

short tests of recitations, by buzzer, of
a minimum of five pinpoints or corrections
each.

The passing mark will be 60. Allowable margin of
error, 5 centimeters ( 2 inches ) on the range, or 50 meters
on the ground, in both directions. (It is assumed that the
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range is on a scale of, 1:1000 and that the observer’s gal-
lery is approximately 15 feet above it; margin may be altered
at discretion of instructor to meet other conditions.)

Any class work given in the courses covered by the
written examination will not be. included in the final grade.

(llote. .fhe above apportionment of time to subject
matter will be followed as closely as possible, but instruc-
tors are at liberty to alter details of instruction to suit
the exigencies of the ranges. As will be seen from the mater-
ial sent out, the work of this course does not cover the
whole ground. The instruction will be continued at the
flying Schools.)

Examination in .Map Heading and Cooperation with Artilleyy
2 hours
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OUTLINE POE SUPERVISED IISGEEATI OH ADD ORGANIZED SPORTS"'
UNITED STATES' B ECCDS OP LIIIITATY AEROEAUTl'CS..

April 1, 1918 5 hours a week.

VII. SUPERVISED REGREAT IOR ADD ORGANIZED,. SPORTS

Time for recreation is provided in the afternoon,
early or late according to season. It will include the fol-
lowing:

1. Inter-squadron contests in football, baseball, soccer,
basketbll, track athletics or hockey, according
to season.

S, Informal sports: track athletics, gymnastics,
tennis, boxing, wrestling, fending, rowing
swimming, etc. according to season and
facilities.

5. Trap shooting, or target practice with the Army
rifle or pistol.

The object is to provide:

(a) Recreation from more formal duties.

(b) Physical fitness.

(c) A more lively sense of esprit de corps.

Por the last-named reason, as many cadets as pos-
sible should be encouraged to take part in inter-squadron
sports. The Schools will furnish the necessary athletic
equipment and the Commandant will appoint an athletic di-
rector, or committee, to make the necessary arrangements.
The cadets themselves may be consulted on details. Cham-
pionship series may be organized and trophies offered to
the winning teams with the object of inspiring the greatest
possible interest. Due precaution, however, should be taken
against diverting the cadets’ chief attention from their
studies. It should also be made plain to them that the time
devoted to recreation is a part of the curriculum, and is
included in it for the purpose of making them better and
healthier officers.

Cadets may., if they choose, be allowed to participate
in less formal sports, in which tournaments of tham con-
tests may be arranged. Trap shooting and target practice
should be freely developed.

By direction of the Chief Signal Officer:
fe.

Geo. A. Washington,
Eaptain, Signal Corps.

0. I. C. Schools Branch,
•lraining Seet.ion.





SERVICE CALLS

First Call
Reveille
Assembly
Mess
Assembly
Sick
Church
Fatigue
Drill
Assembly
Recall
1st Sergeants
School
Assembly
School
Assembly
School
Assembly
School
Assembly
Recall
Mess
Assembly
School
Assembly
School
Assembly-
Re call
Drill
Assembly
1st. Sergeants
G-uard Mounting
Adjutant’s $all
Recall
Adjutant’s Call (for retreat)
Adjutant’s Call
Mess
Assembly
School
Assembly
Tattoo
Call to Quarters

July 1, 1918

AILY SATURDAY SURDA'

:00 6:00 7:00
: 05 6:05 '7:05
: 10 6:10 7L10
: 35 6:35 7:25
:40 6:40 7:30
:00 7:00 9:00

9:00
: 10 7:10
: 30 7:30
: 35 7:35
:55

7:45
:55
: 00
: 55
:00
: 55
:00
: 55
:00
:00 12:00
: 15 12:15 12:25
: 20 12:20 12 : 30
: 25
: 30
: 25
: 30
: 30
: 35
:40
:40
:40 3:40 3:40
:45 3:45 3:45
: 20
: 30
: 35
: 55 5 ; 55 5:55
:00 6:00 6:00
: 25 8:25
: 30 8:30
: 30 10:30 9:30
: 40 10:40 9:40

D^

6

6

6

6

7

7
7

7

7

7

8
8
9

9

10
10
11
12
12
12
1

1

2

3
5
3
3
3
3
5
5
5

5

6
8
8
9

9





On April 23, the Commandant was given authority

to put into effect the curriculum of April 1, for squadrons

‘working in the curriculum of March 1, This was accomplished

without difficulty.

In order to have a class graduate each week, so

that there would not he a gap between the time the last

class on the eight weeks course and the first class on the

twelve weeks course graduated, the classes were divided up

according to scholarship. Of the classes of April 27, the

first third was graduated on April 27, the second third on

May 4, and the last third. on May 11. Of the class of .June

1, the first third in scholarship was graduated on May 18,

Without final examination, the second third Hay 25, and the

last third on June^L. Special schedules for the irregular

cadets were arranged by the Academic Board.

From time to time memoranda, were received making

slight changes in arrangements and in instructional material,

but in general there was little change until the final cur-

riculum dated October 14, 1918. This curriculum provided

for instruction of Bombers ,
Pilots , one! Observers in separate

groups after the fourth week. Until that time the three

groups received the same instruction . Under the new
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curriculum the Bombers had a total of eight weeks, the

Observers nine, and the Pilots twelve. They were separated

at the end of the fourth week according to confidential

instructions received from Washington.

The class entering October 21, started on this

curriculum.

Discussion continued on Page - 107





CURRICULUM FOR THE U. 3. SCHOOLS OF MILITARY AERONAUTICS
74

Course for Pilots,
Revised October 14, 1S18.

SUBJECT T 1 3 5 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 I

1. MILITARY subjects
Drills 132 29 10110 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 8
Theoretical 29 5 11 5 53

Examinations, 3 (2) (1)
Gas Defense 8 4 4

Examination 1 (1)

5

173

II. SIGNALLING
Practical 25 5 10 5
Radio Apparatus. 2

Examination 2 (1)

2

(X) 29

III. GUNNERY
Machine Guns 50
Traps 10

Examination 2

10 7& 7* 12^ 12 A
2 A. 2'A 2 'A 2'6.

(2) 62

IV. AIRPLANES
Principles, Theory

of Flight. 6

Rigging 25
Instructions 2
Types 2
Penguins 12

Examination 3

V. ENGINES
Principles 12
Types 4
Shopwork 32
Engines Running 18

Examination 3

4 2
4 6 6 6 3
2

a
6 6

(1) (2) 61

4 4 4
2 2

5 6 6 5 7 3
8 10

(X) (2) 69

VI. OBSERVATION
Maps 18 8 6 4

Examinati on 1 ( ^

)

Navigation 15
Meteorology 8

Examination 1
in Nav. & Meteo

Coop. Art’l - 5
Lecture - Range,

4

Ph0 at 1 on X
|

10 5
2

( 1 )

4 1
4

10
(2) 66

39 39 39 39 38 38 37 38 39 38 460
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CURRICULUM EOR THE U, S. SCHOOLS OH MILITARY
AERONAUTICS

Course for Bombers,
Revised, Oct. 14, 1918.

SUBJECT T_ T '

2
.

3*
~_4 5 5 7 8 Totals

I. MILITARY SUBJECTS
Drills* 99 29 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
Theoretical 29 5 11 5 5 3

Examination 3 (2) (1)
Gas Defense 8 4 4

Examination 1 (1) 140

II. SIGNALLING
Practical 30 5 10 5 5 5
Radio - Apparatus 2 2

Examination 2 (1) (1) 34

III. GUNNERY
Machine Guns. 30 5 10 1'A 7 ^
Traps 5 Z% 2 ^

Examination 2 (2) 37

IV. AIRPLANES
Principles 6 4
Rigging 10 4 6
Repair 3 3
Instruments 2 2
Types 2 2 24

Examination 1 (1)

V. ENGINES
Principles 4 4
Shop Work 5 5

Examination 1 (1) 10

VI. OBSERVATION
Maps 16 8 6 4

Examination 1 (1)
Navigation 15 10 5

Examination 1 ( ll
Photo , Interpretat ion 18 10 8

Examination 2 (2)
Bombing 9 3 4 2

Examinati on. 1 (1) 65

39 39 39 39 39 38 39 38 310
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CURRICULUM : OR I • CHO'. OR MILITARY ASROLAUTIC:
Course for Observers, Corps & T Arms e

.

Revised October 14, 1918

E i s j e c t 2 5 4 5

1. MILITARY
Drills 109 29
Theoretical 29 5

Examination 3
Cas Defense 8

Examination i

10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
11

<•>
5

(i)
4 4

(1) 150

II. SI G-1IALLIDG-

Practical
Radio- Apparatus

.

Examination

III. GUMERY
Machine Guns
Traps

Examinati on

30
2
2

30
10
2

5 10 5

( 1 )

£

( 1 )

10 V/z
2

7'/>

(2)

34

IV. AIRPLANES
Principles
Rigging
Repair,
Instruments
Types

Examination

b

10
3
2
2

1

, 2
6

3

2

( 1 )

V « EL' GILES
Principles
S$op Work

Examinat ion

4
5

( 1 ) 10

VI. 0B8ERVATI OL
Maps . 18

Examinat ion 1
Davig;ation 15

Examination 1
Coop, Art’ 1 - Lectures5

£ Range 4
Examination 1

Photo. Interpretation38
~*x, aminati on 2

4
(1)

10 o

(1)
4

4
( 1 )

6 15 17
( 2 ) 85

39 39 39 37 37 34539 3V





VII. Supervised Recreation and Sports - Three and one-half
(5 l/2) hours Wednesday afternoon - Contests football,
soccer, basketball, track, etc., - 'Two (2) hours Saturday
mornings, boxing, wrestling, gymnastic and bayonet fencing.

VIII. Saturday afternoons and evenings and Sundays, until
7:00 P. M.

, release from quarters.

Twenty (20) minutes Calisthenics immediately after reveille,
dail3

?- except Saturdays, Sundays and holidays.
Mondays, Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Fridays, -- Escort to Colors,

Parade
,

Review of Formal Suard Mount.
Saturday mornings, -- Pommal inspection preceded by Revie?;.

NOTE

The curriculum herein contained is to be adhered to
literally in the following respects:

1. Time allotted to each subject.
2. Division of time by weeks.
3. Subject matter.

It is believed that the details of the curriculum
as outlined present a successful solution of the teaching
administration of the various subjects, both as to analysis,
and as to the order in which the subdivisions of the subjects
are introduced, and that the assignment of time to the sub-
divisions is reasonable and. practicable. It is realized,
however, that discretion must be allowed to the individual
instructors, under the supervision of the heads of depart-
ments, to revise the curriculum as there suggested so far
as these details are concerned, if in their opinion such re-
vision is required to obtain the best results in teaching.

The field of military aeronautics is developing so
fast that it is not easy for any individual or institution
to keep abreast of it. The instructional staffs of the
schools must therefore make every effort, bj^ means of the
bulletins sent out by the Iround Schools Branch, by reading
the latest publications, by conversation with practical
aviators at every opportunity, to keep their knowledge up
to date. If at any time they thus obtain new material for
their courses it will* be to the advantage of all concerned.
II 0 serious change in any course must be made, however, with-
out authority "from the Training Section,' "feeunci' Schools
TV jfwk.





SYLLABUS FOR COURSE III MILITARY SUBJECTS IN
UNITED STATI. SCHOOLS OF MILITARY AERONAUTICS.

Revised October 14, 1918

I. MILITARY .SUBJECTS 140-173 hours.

1 . Practical course .

a. Daily infantry drill, including the Schools of the
Soldier, Squad and Company, Ceremonies and Guard Duty.

Uhile the purpose of this drill is primarily dis-
ciplinary, every cadet should he given sufficient training
to enable him to take command of a small body of troops or
to participate in ceremonial formations. To this end every
cadet should be given frequent opportunity to command a
squadron at drill and his performance should be carefully
noted and marked by a competent officer. All cadets should
be taught the Manual of Arms. One half an hour on Mondays
Tuesdays, Thursdays and Fridays should be devoted to ceremon-
ies, such as Parade, Review, Retreat and Formal G-uasd Mount.
On Saturday mornings there will be Formal Inspection, pro-
ceded by Review. Cadets should be thoroughly in strueted
in Interior Guard Duty; each cadet should perform actual
guard duty several times during his course. The hours al-
lotted to drill are intended to ' Include the time necessary
for instruction in Infantyy Drill Regulations and Interior
Guard Duty by the tactical officers.

b. Physical Training.

A twenty minute period should be' devoted immediately
after reveille, daily except Saturdays, Sundays and Holi-
days, to Calisthenics. This exercise should be most care-
fully supervised, as it Is to be regarded, aside from the
physical exercise which it affords, as an important dis-
ciplinary exercise. The conduct of this work should not
be left to the student officers; it should be carried on
by an officer or a non-commissioned officer.

c. First Aid.

Hot more than three hours should be devoted to demon-
stration and drill in first aid measures under the super-
vision of the medical officer, and in accordance with lec-
tures given on the subject.

Throughout the work outlined above, the work of the
individual cadets is to be carefully noted with respect to
their spirit and efficiency.





•Theoretical Course Lectures ,

(For references see Stencil no, 157)
29 hours.

a. Discipline, Military Courtesy, ^deals of the
Service. 1 hour

Every effort should "be made to make this lecture
inspiring and impressive. It should be the first lecture
of the course and, when possible, should be. given by the
Commandant. It is of the utmost importance that the
vital necessity^ of discipline should be impressed upon
the cadet at the beginning of his course. The intimate
relation between military courtesy and discipline should
be stressed. It should also be made very clear to the
cadets that they are expected to become flying officers and
not mere aerial chauffeurs, ^t cannot be too strongly
impressed upon the cadets that they must conform to the
standards of "an officer and a gentleman?

b. Hygiene and Sanitation. 3 hours

This course should include: (1) Personal Hygiene; (2^
First Aid: (3) Sanitation in Barracks and Camps. These
lectures will be given in the fifth or sixth week.

c. Organization of the United States Army. 1 hour

This lecture should be a general survey of the ad-
ministrative organization of the army, Including the re-
lations of the President, Secretary of far, and Chief of
Staff, and the functions of the various staff corps and
departments. The general administrative organization of
the Air Service should be especially emphasized. No
attempt should be made to teach details,

d. Methods of Modern Warfare. 7 hours.

An outline should be given of the methods used by
the armies of today on the European battle fronts, covering
modes of attack and defense, including trench v/arfare.
The special point to be brought out is the place of the
airplane in modern military operations. The various types
of air service — scout, observation, artillery co-operation
infantry co-operat&nn, bombing, combat and independent --
should be described in connection with these various oper-
ations, It will be noted that the time given to this
subject has been increased from four to seven hours and
the course should be made correspondingly more serious.
These lectures will be given before the two-hour examination

e. Army Regulations and Paper Work. 12 hours.
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The aim of this instruction should not he to com-
pel the cadet to memorise detailed points in ’’Army Regula-
tions” or the details of Army Paper fork. The instructor
should not follow the text of "Army Regulations" hut
should cover the topics as such, pointing out where the
regulations are to he found. Matters covered in "Special
Regulations" or "General Orders "should not he slighted.
As at the end of the course the cadet should have mastered
the fundamental rules as to authorities, procedure, pay and
allowances, etc., in the army, and know where to look for
the rest. The subjects of rank and .grade and uniform and
insignia may well he taken up first. These should he
followed hy regulations primarily affecting enlisted men,
such as promotions, transfer, furloughs, discharges, deser-
tion, pay and allowances and compulsory allotments. Then
should come regulations affecting officers such as commissions
promotions, transfers, leaves, of absence, travel, pay and
allowances, resignation and dismissal. Accountability and
responsibility should he explained thoroughly. Essential
points in squadron administration, such as squadron funds
and mess funds, should also he taken up.

In the study of paper work only the most essential
forms, such as are used daily or frequently in connection
with squadron administration, should he discussed. The
following should he covered: Servie Record, Individual
Equipment Record, Morning Report, Sich Report, Duty Raster,
Ration Return, Discharge Certificates, Pinal Statement. De-
linquency Record, Memorandum Receipt, Report of Survey and
Statement of Charges. It is not intended that there shall
he any hard and fast line drawn betY/een hours devoted to
Army Regulations and those devoted to Paper Work. The best
results can he obtained hy merging the treatment of the two
at times. It is expected that printed forms shall he dis-
tributed among the cadets to he filled in hy them, and that
these forms shall he corrected and given hack to the cadets.
Each cadet should have a copy of the Engineer Training Manual
Appendix Do. 2, in his possession throughout the course in
Paper Work. As much time as possible should he devoted
to the subject of Military Correspondence. The cadet should
he required to write at least two letters, with indorsement?;
these should he corrected and returned.

Examination.

A two period written examination will he given at
the end of the third week, following 21 hours of instruction-
This examination will he final on thes subjects covered in
the first three weeks.

f. Military Law. 4 hours.





This course should cover the essentials of Mil-
itary i*aw, including types of jurisdiction and tribunals,
persons subject to military law, relations between civil
and military courts, reciprocal rights and duties of of-
ficers and enlisted men, preferring of charges, appoint-
ment and jurisdiction of courts-martial and court procedure
with especial reference to the rights of the accused. The
Manual of Courts-Martial should be brought to attention as
a reference book only. The expenditure of a relatively
large proportion of the time on general court-martial pro-
cedure should be avoided.

g. Morale and Esprit de Corps. 1 hour

This lecture, like the first, should be delivered
by the Commandant. It should come near the end of the
course and should emphasize the importance of the Air
Service In itself, and of high ideals and morale in this
Service. The cadets hhould draw from it an inspiration
which they will carry with them to their own great good
and the good of the Servie into flying field, camp, and
actual service at the front.

Examination. 1 hour

This examination will be final on the subjects
covered in the fifth and sixth weteks.

3. ^as Defense

a. Lectures. 3 hours.

The time allotted to this subject has not been
changed, and the work will be governed |jy Stencil Do. 157
and subsequent bulletins.

b. Practical Drill. 5 hours.

The time allotted to drill In Gas Defense will not
be taken from the time allotted to Infantry Drill as has
been heretofore the practice; this subject will come in the
fifth and sixth weeks of the course as provided in this cur
riculum.

Examination
1 hour

A special, practical examination in Gas Defense





Ill SIGI U - IISYLLABUS FOE COURSE
III

UNITED STATES SCHOOLS OF MILITARY AERONAUTICS
Revised Oct, 14, 1918

II. 'SIGNALLING 29-34 hours.

1. The course in Practical Signalling will vary
in length for pi Jots, "bombers, and observers, as indicated
on page 1-5 . Practical Signalling will man buzzer work,
occupying 25 hours for pilots, 30 for bombers, and 30 for
observers, with two hours Lamp Signalling and two Radio
Apparatus are to be" given, and a further two hours all oted
to the examination in each case. No field is required and
no lectures on the theory of Radio.

2. The whole aim of the teaching should concentrate
on the practical training necessary for efficient signalling
from an airplane

;
every phase of telegraphy not essential

for pilots or observers should be strictly eliminated,
(For type of signals used see Stnecil #294, pp. 22 - 25 ,

31-32.

)

3. The emphasis of the course must be upon accuracay
rather. than upon speed, since for airplane signalling a
moderate speed is quite sufficient but accuracy is absolute-
ly necessary, not only as regards the letters and figures,
but also the spacing of groups. In other words, the de-
sire is to find the highest speed at which cadets can send,
meeting the requirements as to accuracy and quality. Ac-
curacy will be determined according to the methods of test-
ing laid down in Form 6 G.

4 The necessary requirements for graduation will be
to send 8 words per minute on the buzzer and to receive 6
words per minute. In all cases, the expression "words per
minute" will mean code words of five letters sent with an
accuracy of ninety-five per cent (95$) or better. Although
tje gradiatopm reqiore,emt wo;; be as stated above it is
adviseable at times, during the twelve week’s course, to
increase the practice speed to 10 or 12 ?/ords per minute.
In order to keep the men alert and to give them a standard
by which to judge their developement , the speed may be in-
creased and decreased for short periods, jumping from 6 word
per minute to 8 or 10 for part of an hour, and then returnin
to a lower speed,

5. It is important that at first the instruction
be entirely from the sound and not the sight of the code.
Nothing printed or written should be used until the cadet
is fairly familiar with the sound groups. It is a train-
ing of the ear that is desired.
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6. Later in the course work with the silenced
key should he stressed for the sake of training the touol
independent of the ear. In signalling from an airplane the
pilot has to rely on touch altogether.

7. Outline of work:

a. Morse code taught by ear . Alphabet, in-
eluding "ch" (—— )

,

numerals, symbols for "break” (-,..-),
for correction and for end of message (.-,-.)
ho other symbols needed. Common mistakes in forming letters .

Spacing of words. Proper method of holding key, position of
arm and wrist. (See Stencil 584, " ARTILLERY COOPERATION
NOTES No. 7"; also Bulletin 198).

b. Practice in sending and receiving with buzzer
and Morse Recorder at least a half hour every day. Two or
three days of plain English. All of the rest of the work in
code. Letters and igures interspersed. Spacing of groups to
be emphasized. Cadets will be taught to write all messages
in block (printed capital) letters. Zero is: to be distinguished
from the letter 0 by a dot in the center (®) ;

figure 1 will
be written with a short upstroke (1) to distinguish it from the
letter I,

c.

c. Work with the Lamp and the Miniature
Panneau should not begin until . the seventh week, when men have
attained considerable proficiency with the buzzer. A
total of 4 hours is to be devoted to Visual Signalling. At
first, single letters to be received and written down; then
groups of three or more symbols. Requirements 4 words a
minute, (for description of panneau see Bulletin No. 27,
Oct 11, 1917, and Photograph # 140.)

d. Two lectures on use of Radio Apparatus,
in the sixth week. Parts and connections of apparatus.
Importance of directional sending. Safety plug. Winding
out and in or aerial. (See Stencil no, 580, pp. 5 ff

.

)

8. Men above average proficiency are not to be
held back. One group in a class may be working at better
speed than the rest. Men of previous experience may be used to
send to others.

9. The fast division of each squadron will be
given "passing out" testsaat the end of each week at the
rate of 8 words per minute, the outer requirements for pas-
sing the final examinations remaining the same. A cadet
wno passes out" passes the course provided he attends the





classes in Visual Signalling and Radio, and practices buzzer
as required at least fifteen minutes each day. He will be
tested in this practice at the end of each week and a record
of the test will be kept. If the record shows that his
work is falling off, more than fifteen minutes practice may
be required.

10. Opportunity will be given to groups of tsro

or more students to practice buzzer work by themselves,
if they care to, in any free time.

11. At the Concentration Camp, Camp Hick, weekly
tests will be given in buzzer and all cadets whose work
falls belSw standard will be put down upon a deferred list
for assignment to flying school, notice of this fact
should be posted by instructors in all Radio school rooms,
as it will also be posted at Camp Hick.

12 . Final Examinat ion

:

a. Sending: Morse Recorder used, Men to be giv
list of signals in code. Signals spaced and divided into
groups, with figures in different color from letters, as
an aid to foilowing the eye. Am minute's practice not
counted may precede the test. Each man sends for two min-
utes at the rate of 8 words per minute, 5 letters to a word.
Each letter of the alphabet and each figure to occur at least
onee in the examination. A cadet making more than 5 mis-
takes fails.

b» Receiving; Each cadet receives buzzer code
for two minutes at the rate of 5 words per minute 5 letters
to a word, A minute' s practice

,
not counted, may precede

the test. Men who receive 15 symbols wrong are graded at
the passing mark 60%>. Each mistake above 15 shall count
1-1/3 per cent off.

c. In both sending and receiving tests intervals
should occur irregularly and not imiformly at the end of
five symbols. An interval omitted or misplaced, should
count as an error.

d. There is to be no examination on Visual Signal-
ling or on the Radio lectures.

e. Ho cadet is to he passed in Signalling who does
noy pass the sending test. The grades made in sending and
receiving by each cadet in the Pilots' course who passes the
sending test are to be averaged to get his final grade in
Signalling and if this grade is 60% or above he is to be
considered as passing in Signalling.
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SYLLABUS BOB COURSE III AIRPLANES
UNITED S BS 3C IC LS OF. MILITARY

October 14, 1918

II • AI

Introduction.
The course in Airplanes for pilots will occupy 49

hours, exclusive of the hours of instruction in penguins,
-ifteen of the 49 are given to lectures, 31 are event in
practical work, and 3 are reserved for final examinations.
Laboratory periods are to be 3 hours in length, or more if
necessary to avoid interruptions in the performance of a
definite piece of work. The aim of the lectures is: (1$
to estabish in the cadet’s mind the fundamental principles
of flight, and the necessary contributing factors thereto,
so that he will have a clear understanding of the parts of
the skips and their working relation with each other;
(2) to make him thoroughly familian with the training type
of planes. The practical work is done with the object of
(l) giving a clear meaning to the lectures, since the
airplane parts referred to -are seen and handled in their
proper relation by the cadets themselves: (2) giving the
cadet a practical grounding in the making of repairs which
he may be called upon to make while in the field.

The lectures should be distributed through the
practical v/ork, in the order given. The lecture on
alignment should serve as an introduction to practical
work in that subject.

The course for bombers and observers consists
of the first two weeks of the Pilots’ course.

General References:

Signal Corps Training Manual Part I, Aviation
Section of the SignalCorps; Training Manual of the Boyal
Flying Corps, Part I; Air Service Handbook (Lt. Col.
L.V*.B. Bees), Vol. 1

PRIK CIP1B3 , LB CTUBBS .

1. Theory of Plight

Clear, untechnical instruction should be given on
the cardinal principles and conditions of flight. As
has been previously stated, esx>ecial emphasis should be
laid on the various kinds of stability and the methods used
for. obtaining thenu in order to give the cadet condideilcem his machine. Formulae and mathematics will be avoided.
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Under these restrictions instructors will follow their own
methods in teaching the subject, Belov; is a list of the
chief points to he covered:

a. Primary forces - lift, drift, gravity, thrust.
b. Secondary Factors - incidence, camber,

stagger, streamline, aspect ratio, etc.
c. Conditions necessary for flight; for speed;

for climb.
d. Balancing of forces; gliding angle; flying

position, etc,
e. Lift-drift ratio, and the factors affecting it.

f. Stability; various kinds and how secured.
g. Control.

References

:

The Aeroplane Speaks (E. Barber)
;

Aviation (Algeron E,

Berriman) ; Aerial,Navigation (Albert E. Zahrn)
;
Learning

to Fly in the U. Army (E. H. Pales)
;

The Eyes of the Army
and favy (Alvert E. Muii'day)

;
Acquiring Rings (William B.

Stout)
;
Air Service Handbook; Yol. 1 ( A. 3, Signal Corps}..

More technical, for instructors; First Annual Report of the
Rational Advisory Committee for Aeronautic^, pp. 25 - 110;
Second Annual Report of the foregoing, pp, 13-14, 555-629
Militarv Aeroplanes and Monoplanes and Biplanes (Grover C.

Loening)
;
The Mechanics of the Aeroplane (Capt, Buchene,

translated by J, S. Ledeboer)
;

The aeroplane (A, Fage)

;

The design of Aeroplanes ( A. W. G&dge)
;

Aerodynamics and
Aerodnonetics ( F. W. Lanchester)

;
Course in Aerodynamics

and Airplane Design ( Alexander Elemin and T. E, Euff,
published August 1916 -August 1917 in "Aviation"; Aricraft
Mechanics Handbook (F. H. Colvin)

.

Instructors are also advised to familiarize them-
selves with the following works, which constitute the most
accessible printed "sources" of knowledge on the subject:

S. P. Langley, "Experiments in Aerodynamics",
Smithsonian Institution, 1891, and "Researches and Experiments
in Aerial -Navigation" ,

Gov’t Printing Office, 1908.
Otto Lilienthal, "Birdflight as the Basis of

Aviation," translated by A, W. Isenthal, Longmans Green,
1911.

A. G. Eiffel, "The Resistance of the Air", and
Other Experiments Conducted at the "Champs de Mars Laboratory"
translated by .erome C. Hunsaker, Houghton Mifflin, 1913.

Octave Chanute, "Progress in Plying Machines",
M. L, Forney, H. Y.

,
19Q8

,
and "Recent Progress in Aviation",

Annual Smithsonian report 1910
. Wilbur Bright , "Experiments and Observation in
Soaring x light", 1903.

nomenclature.
This subject will

to fore, bjit in connection
not he taught separately
with Rigging and Theory

as here-
of Flight.

i
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A machine with all parts labelled should he used for this
lecture. Instructors will hear in mind that they should
he untechnical and their object should he to teach the
functioning of the parts rather than names, so that the men-
tion of the terms will bring to the cadet’s mind a whole
chain of puposes and interrrelations and not merely barren
verbal definitions. For further guidance on this subject
consult Bulletin ho. 144 for All Schools.

2 Rigging .

a. Alignment (Third Week) 1 hour

Its improtance in field work; necessity of pilot
being able to detect faulty rigging and to correct it.
Affects of flight of the most common faults in alignment;
why a machine flies one wing low!:, nose heavy, tail-heavy,
etc.

b. Materials and Stresses (^ourth Week) 1 hour.

Wood; different varieties used in airplane construc-
tion; comparative strength-weight ratios of various woods.
Why wood and not metal is chiefly used in airplane construc-
tion. Factors affecting the desirability of woods for
various parts; grain, seasoning, position in tree. Stresses;
strain, tension, compression, tosion, bending, shearing;
where found in an airplane. Factors of safety of various
members.

c. Fabrics and Dopes. (Fourth Week) 1 hour.

Qualifications of an ideal fabric; of those actually
used, linen and cotton. Strength and lightness. Process
of covering. Purposes of dope; explanation of nitrate and
acetate dopes; methods of application; inflammability. Use
of varnish.

References: The Aeroplane speaks, pp. 90-
114; Ilotes on rigging for Air Mechanics, (entire); Manuscript,
lecture Notes,. S. ft. A. (entire); Training Manual Royal
Flying Corps, Part 'I; Military Aeroplanes (C. C. loening)

,

pp. 121 - i50
;
Method of Aligning of the Curtiss JN4B.

(StBjacil356)

<J. Wire and Fittings ( Fifth Week) 1 hours.

Minds of wire; solid wire, aircraft strand, air-
craft cord; qualities and uses of each; comparatice strenght.
Streamling wires. Fittings, turn-buckles, looking de-
vices. Brief description of terminal snlices (practical
work under care and Renair of Machines:! comparative ef-
ficiency.





Propellers (Fifth Week)e 1 hour •

Explanation of pitch, pitch angle, ship (as untechnical as
possible), balance, degree of error, surface area, camber,
straightness, joints, condition of surface, mounting, care
of propellers. Why two-blade propellers are bent for light
motors, four-blade on large motors, Construction and
nomenclature.

a. Introduction (Third Week) 2 hours,

nomenclature and constrution of an airplane. Functions
of the various parts; of controls. Class gathered round a
label© lied machine. Brief outline of the contents and pur-
pose of Rigging; its importance to pilots. At this time
a few general instructions should be given on the use of
tools; which to use and not to use for certain purposes;
e. g. pliers on turn-buckles. Further instruction on tools'
to be given when their uses are considered. The student
should at this point be taught the effect of the various
controls on a ship while it is in flight, i. e. result if
elevator control is pushed forward or backward, action of
ailerons, rudder, etc,

b. Assembling and Alignments 18 hours,

(1 hour in the third week, 4 hours in the fourth
week, 4 hours in the fifth week, 6 hours in th sixth week,
and 3 hours in the seventh week)

.

A few hours will be devoted to practice in assembling
and disassembling wings, center section, empennage and
landing fear, in order to get the order firmly in Mnd.
When this has been done, practice on alignment may begin,
'This should include, first fuselage alignment (at least two
hours) and alignment of the landing gear, tail surfaces,
center section and control surfaces; setting and checking
lateral dihedral, stagger, incidence, Wash-in and Wash-out;
over - all measurements; ’’vetting". Every cadet will assist
in making all these alignments at least once, and if time
permits several times. Especial attention to be given to
the alignment of wings and control surfaces, by eye as well
as by measurement. It is to be noted that 5 hours of this
work come in the 3 rd and 4th weeks, 1 hour in the 3rd and
4 hours in the 4th, During this time the needs of bombers
and observers are especially to be borne in mind. After the
fourth week the course is for pilots only.

PRACTICAL

2, Rigging , continued 20 hours.

3 Repair of TR.ohin-:-.





11 hours

a. Inspection (Fourth Week) 5 hours.

(1) Detailed' Inspection. This part of the course
will consist of an actual systematic inspection of an air-
plane from the standpoint of its acceptance or rejection
as unsatisfactory. This inspection should he made complete
hy the cadet, using forms and methods of inspection fur-
nished all schools. Instructors will explain in ‘detail
what constitutes cause for rejection, especially with re-
lation to the wires and faulty grain of wooden members

.

(2) Inspection before Flight. This inspection should
he of such character as the inspection which should usually
he made hy a pilot before taking to the air. The instructors
should he very careful emphasize points to which the sheaves
or guides, landing gear fittings where they are secured to

the lower longeron, tension on landing and flying wires, etc.

In all cases of inspection, the plane should he in-
spected hy a different group of students than that which as-
sembled it. The form of inspection will he furnished all
schools promptly upon its completion.

b. Care of Machines (Fifth Week) 1 hour.

Directions for packing and unpacking, loading on
trucks and unloading. Rules for daily care of airplanes and
hangars. This must he done by practical demonstration^ ca-
dets assisting when necessary. ( See pages 59-42, Air
Service Handbook, Yol. 1)

c. Patching, ^ending and Doping (Fifth Week). 3 hours

^adets should he instructed hy demonstation and
actual work in making permanent and temporary patches, sew-
ing of tears, and patching with dope. Each cadet should
cover a small surface such as an aileron or rudder, sewing
cloth at open and and around ribs. See Pages 46-47, Air
Service Handbook, Yol. 1.

d. Splicing and Soldering. ( Seventh Week). 2 hours.

Cadets will he instructed hy demonstration in
making French and American running eye splices and the
relative efficiency of each. Give demonstrations of sold-
ering, brazing, welding, showing advantages and disadvantages
of each method, also hard and soft soldering processes,
and purposes and use of fluxes. Explain things to be a-
voided such as overheating, grease, air bubbles, etc. Each
cadet will make two splices.

e. Mending Longerons (Seventh Week) 1 hour?





m
Cadets will be instructed by, demonstration, in

methods of mending a longeron, cutting a joint, glue,
bolts, dowel pins, wrapping, varnishing, how to mend a rib
web, and how to repair the leading and trailing edges of
a wing.

f. Propellers (Seventh Week) 1 hour.

Explain by demonstration the use of balancing ways
and checking table, checking of pitch, track, curve or cam-
ber. Cadets will do this work in groups.

keferen.ee: Training Manual Royal Plying Corps,
Part 1, pp. 10-16; Signal CorpE Training uanual, Part I,
Chap. III. Manuscript lecture Rotes; Inspection Manual
Signal Corps, U. S. A.; Aircraft Mechanics Handbook -

Colvin

4. Instruments (Third Week! 2 hours.

References: Signal Corps Training Manual, Part I, Chapters
VI, VIIf; Training Manual Royal giving Corps, Part I, pp.
80-100; The Eyes of the Army and *avy ( A. E. Monday)
Chap. X; General Specifications, pp. 25-28, Second Annual
Report, Rational Advisory Committee for Aeronautics: Stencils
Eos. 565, 662: Manuscript Lecture Rotes; Instruction
Manual

, Instruments, issued by Air Information, Signal Corps.

Purpose and mechanism of the altimeter, barograph,
air speed indicator, tachometer, oil and gas pressure gauges,
gasoline gauge, drift meter, inclinometer, methods of use,
setting, errors and corrections. (The compass is fully cov-
ered in the course in navigation.)

5. Types (Fourth Week) 2 hoiirs.

Service Planes.

The object of this lecture Is to familiarise the
cadets, in a general way, with the construction and specifi-
cations of the machine now being used by the American Ex-
peditionary Forces ( See Bulletin Ro. 173 for All Schools),
and with French, British and German machines. To aid in
accomplishing the latter xourpose part of the second hour
should be spent on a test, using silhouette cards of an few
of the improtant types, (^ee Bulletin Ros. 100 and 110.)

References: Rotes on the Identification of
Aeroplanes; Silhouettes d’Avions: Brief Technical Descrip-
tions of Various Airplanes (Stencil Ro. 876).

6 Penguins
,

See Bulletin 327, Oct. 7, 1918.
Exarninat ion

12 hours.





A one hour written examination will he given at the
end of the fourth week after twenty-three hours instruction.
In the course for bombers and observers this will be the
final examination. At the end of the seventh week a two
period final written examination will be given in the
course for pilots.

Hote: Oral quizzes of short duration should
be given at the discretion of the
instructors and an examination of
one-half hour’ s duration might well be
given at the end of each week.



..



SYLLABUS 10R COURSE IK ENGINES IK
UNITED STATES SCHOOLS OE MILITARY AERONAUTICS.

OCT. 14 , 1918

Y. ENGINES 69 hours.

Introduction.

The course in engines will occupy 69 hours, of which
16 are to he spent on lectures, 50 on practical work and 3
are to he reserved for final examinations. Laboratory
periods should he 3 hours or more in length to avoid inter-
ruption in the performance of a definaite piece of work.

The aim of the theorical work or lectures will he;
(1) to establish in the cadet’s mind the fundamental prin-
ciples of internal combustion engines and their accessories;
(2) to give the cadet a clear understanding of the parts of
his engine; (3) to give the cadet a thorough understanding
of the working relations of each part with the object in
view or preventing trouble.

Lectures should be of a demonstration nature, it
being the aim of the laboratory work (l) to give a clearer
meaning to the lectures, since the engine parts ‘inferred
to are seen and handled by the cadets themselves, and (2) to
give the cadet the technical skill required so that he will
be able to make minor repairs and adjustments should be so
called upon to do so while engaged in field service.

It will be noted that the first f ur hours of lec-
tures and the first five hours of laboratory work must be so-

arranged as to make a complete fundamental course in engines
for bombers and observers

,
as these classes of cadets are

split off from the pilots at the end of the fourth week of
the course, and have no further instruction in Engines.

General References :

Signal Corps Training Manual Part I. (Aviation
°ection, Signal Corps)

Airplane Motos - Major Geo. U s A. ^allett.
Aviation Engines - Captain Victor W. Page.
Chart for Location of Airplane Power Plant Troubles -

Captain Victor W. Page.
Dyke’s Automobile and Gasoline Engine Encyclopedia.
Mechanical Engineers’ Handbook.
Aircraft mechanics Handbook - Colvin.

Special References:



7 ft

l f



Requirements of lubricant - body, fluidity - conductor
of heat, etc. etc. Must not vaporize from heat or coag-
ulate or leave injurious depaosits, etc. Kinds of lubricants,
- petroleum - castor oil. Pumps (Plunger, gear) gauge -

pressure relief valve - filter screen - sump - reclamation.
Lubrication Systems (force feed, full force feed, gravity
and splash)

.

e. Cooling 1 hour

Air cooling - water cooling - radiator - water Jacket -

pump (gear and centrifugal) - Thermo - syphon. Anti-freezing
mixtures. Advantages and disadvantages of air and water
cooling.

f. Trouble Shooting S hours.

Causes of noisy action - misfiring - overheating - losss
of power - failure to start - failure to stop - failure to
throttle down - back firing.

Outline method of locating troubles by elimination-
give causes and remedy for common troubles.

References: Curtis Hand Book on Standard Mcdet dk
Motors, pp. 29-54.

2 Type

a. Rotary Engines 2 hours.

Principles of rotary engines. Arrangement of cylinders -

crank shaft center - crank pin cener - rotation of cylinders
firing order - rotation of pistons - transmission of power -

length of stroke- reason for odd number of cylinders - cycle
of operations - carburetion- valves and cams - timing of val-
ves and magnetos. Method of lubrication - cooling materials
employed - advantages and disadvantages or rotary motos. Ex-
plain difference between various types of rotary motors - Gnome
-Le Rhone - Clerget.

Rote. This lecture is intended only to give
the cadets a general knowledge of rotary
notors, a detailed study of which will
be given at advanced flying school,

b. Hispano - Suiza 1 hour.

Retails of construction. iviethod of fitting
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Instruction "books of various manufacturers.

LECTURES

1. Principles 12 hours
a. Engine Action. 5 hours.

1. Essential requirements of aerial motors. (2)

Power requirements. (3) Advantage of gasoline engines. (4)
General principles of explosive type of motors. (5) Power-
13 ore - stroke- velocity - K.P.M. - source of power - heat -

pressure - transmission of power - piston - connecting rod -

wrist pin - crank pin (thro?/) - crank web - crank shaft - intake
and exhaust valves - location of valves -cam - cam shaft -

cam folllower - tappet rod 0 rocker arm - gears - gaskets
bushings - bearins - bearing clearance - shims - thrust bear-
ings. (6) Cycle of operations: (a) Intake stroke - positon
of valves - such! on - charge - intake manifold; (b) Compression
stroke - position of valves - compression - low compression -

piston rings - cast iron- heat - pre-ignition; (c) Ppwer
stroke - position of valves - combustion chamber - heat loss
back-kick - misfiring - exhaust valve lead; (d) Exhaust stroke-
positon of valves - heat loss - back firing - piston travel;
(e) Valve timing- meaning - purpose - methods. (7) Multi-
cyclinder engine -working strokes- smooth torque - arrangement
of cylinders (a) vertical; (b) Vee; - firing order.

16. Garbur e 1 1 on 2 hours.

Euel - principles of earburetion - principles of
the simple carburetor - float feed - Verturi tube - choke
and altitude adjustments - throttle - mixing chamber - rich
mixture (effect )

- lean mixture (effect )
- difficulties in use

of single jet carburetor - Zenith carburetor - man jet -

compensating jet - priming tube - priming well - effect of
altitude on earburetion.

c. Ignition 3 hours.

Elementary electricity - definition of terms and
units of measurements - electrical egnition systems - magnetos
airplane ignition(Berling and Dixie magnetos, Delco batter
system) - care and testing of magnetos - spark plugs - timing
ignition - (l) meaning

; (2) purpose; (3) method - sequence
of firing. Complet instruction of Berling and Dixie mag-
netos or equivalent; complete instruction on Delco ignition.

d. Lubrication 1 hours.

Importance of lubrication. Oil film - fluid fric-
tion.
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cylinder sleeves and .reasons why aluminum castings are used-
valve action - follow instruction book and bring out wherein
this motor differs from the usual Vee type.

c. liberty 1 hour.

Follow instruction booh - outlin cylinder construction
and material valve action - angle of cylinders and why so
placed - piston construction - generator installation - oil-
ing system - bearing installation - timing firing order, etc.

PRACTICAL WORK 50 hours.

3. Shopwork
Sketching,

Whenever practicalable student should be
required to sketch various parts of engines,
magnetos and carburetors as well as wiring
diagrams.

a. Engine StMies , 18 hours.
Cadets in groups of not less than four xar more

than six, will assemble and disassemble at least two engines-
check timing - elearance - lubricating systems - cooling sys-
tems - materials and specifications of each - note procedure
in tearing down and assembling. Instruct in use of tools in
connection with their use. Take apart nd studey oil and
water pumps, etc., cooling and oiling systems.

b. Cooling and Oiling Systems. 1 hour.

Cadets in groups of not less than four nor more six
should fit water connedtions and make paper gaskets. By demon-
stration show how to stop leaks temporarily by use of taps, etc.
Explanin setting of oil pressure relief valve, testing flow
of oil at various points.

Note: This work should be done in addition
to that which is done under Engine
Studies,

c. ^arburetor. 2 hours.

Cadets in groups of not less than four nor more than
six should take down Zenith carburetor, remove and clean all jets
cgeck float level, remove Venturi, reassemble and install car-
buretor on ipotor, make all gaskets and check for air leaks.

d. Ignition 6 hours





Have cadet take apart and assemble a Dixie or a Berling
magneto. In assembling cadet should assemble machine torn
d own by others, each magfreto when assembled to be tested. In*-

struct as to care of magneto, etc. -^ach cadet to prepare chart
tracing current from origin to pings. f

-?ake down and reassemble
Delco distributor and switch blocks Prepare chart showing
travel of current in Delco Liberty System. Check breaker points
for clearance and condition. lest and flush Liberty battery.

e, Valves and Cylinders. 2 hours.

Explain by demonstration . ho?/ to remove valves from
cylinder — - clean the carbon from valves and cylinders and
grind valves. Also demonstrate by comparison cylinders and
valves in good and poor condition. Explain causes. Re-
assemble valves in cylinder and sihow method of testing for
leaks.

f. Pistons 1 hour.

Explain by demonstration, when a piston is in poor
and when in goodQcondition. Sho method of cleaning thoroughly
and brushing with mineral wool. Outline importance of clean-
ing ring grooves thoroughly and having proper elasticity to
the rings, and not too much side play in grooves. Demonstrate
good and bad rings, explain clearances , Show method of fit-
ting oversize rings.

g. Bearings 1 hour.

Explain what is meant by bearing clearance, why dif-
ferences are allowed in various motors, why some bearings have
oil grooves and other are plain. By demonstration show how
to fit a connecting rod bearing and cap. Explain the use of
bearing scraper and how to secure clearance. Pamiliarize
cadet with amount, of pull necessary to turn over motor in ?/hich
bearngs are properly fitted.

h. Inspection before Plight. 1 hour.

Outling systematic method of inspecting motors and
accessories previous to flight. The form for this inspection
is being made up and will be furnished all schools.

4. Engines Running ,

Trouble Shooting.

Cadets will locate and correct faults in carburetibon
and. ignition system of motors on test blocks, set oil pressure
reliex valves

, Tina causes of overheating, irregular and back
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firing, etc. Motors should he prepared for trouble shoot-
ing by instructors in such troubles as bent valve, improper
timing, insufficient valve clearances, bent rocker arms, plug-
ged carburetor jets, short circuited plugs, water in carburetor
bowl, etc., and the method of adjustment explained!, Cadets
should be required to. adjust motor so as to have it function
ing properly at the required number of SPM with standard pro-
peller or brake installed.

Reference: Curtiss Hand Book on Standard Model OX Motors,
pp. 29 - 34.

Bxaminati ons

A one horn: written examination,will be given at the
end of the fourth week after nine hours of instruction. In
the courses for bombers and observers this will be the final
examination. At the end of the ninth week a two period final
written examination will be given in the course for pilots.

Quizzes

:

HOTS: Quizzes of short duration should be given
at the discretion of the instructors and
an exarninaton of one-half hour’s duration
might well be given at the end of each
week.





SYLLABUS FOR COURSE II GUNNERY III UNITED STATES
SCHOOLS OR MILITARY AERONAUTICS

(Revised October 14, 1918

FOR PILOTS

Subjects of instruction will be as follows;

1

,

Lev/ is Cun Time allotted.

a* General description and nomenclature 3 hours
b. Mechanism (notes to be given in full

from stencil) 6 ”

c. Stripping 4 "

d. Drill" 1 "

e. Stoppages and immediate action (Indoor
7/ork) 2 2

Care and Cleaning (notes to be given
in full from stencil) 2 "

Points before and after firing on range 1 t?

Testing magazines, ammunition, etc. 1 u

20 hours.

f.

2.

Marlin Gun.
a. General Description
b. Mechanism (notes to be given in full

from stencil)
c. Stripping
d. Drill (Loading and unloading)
e. Stoppages and immediate action
f. Care and cleaning
g. Points before and after firing on

range

.

3, King Sights , lorman Vane Roresight and Aiming 5
(Under Ring Sights may be in-
cluded the necessary instruction
in the applicaton of the Ring
Sight to Trap Shooting.

)

4. Traps with Ring Sights 10
lot to exceed 25 rds .. per period. )

23 hours
TT

5. C, C. Gear
(Nomenclature and Mechanism only) 2

Examination

Total 62 hours,

No range work will be carried out at Ground Schools





FOR BOMBERS

Subjects of instruction will be as follows;

1. Lewis Gun Time alloted.
a~. General description and nomenclature 3 hours.
b. Mechanism (notes to he given in full from

stencil) 6
”

c. Stripping 4 n

d. Drill
,

2 "

d. Stoprage and immediate action (Indoor
.York) 3 "

f. Care and Cleaning (notes to he given in
full from stencil) 3

”

g. Points, before and, after fifing .. 6n . range 2

h. Testing magazines, ammunition, etc. 2
i!

25 hours
2. Ring Sights, Norman Vane Foresight and ijiafaing 5

,T

(Under Ring Sights may be included, the
necessary instruction in the application
of the Ring Sight to Trap Shooting. )

3. Traps . with ring sights
Not to exceed 25 rds, per period)

Examination
!otal

FOR OBSERVERS, CORPS D 1

.

Subjects of instruction will be as follows;

Lewis Cun Time allot&dd
a. General description and nomenclature 3 hours.
b. Mechanism (notes to be given in full

from stencil) 6 hours.
c. Stripping 4 !I

d. Drill 2

e. Stoppages and immediate action (Indoor Work) 3 n

f. Care and Cleaning (Notes to be given in full
from Stencil) 3 ”

g. Points before and after firing on range 2 "

h. Testing magazines, ammunition, etc. 2 M

25 hours

2. Ring Sights , Norman Vane Foresight and Aiming
(Under Ring Sights may be included
the necessary instruction in the
application of the Ring Sight to
Trap Shooting)

Traps

,

with ring sights
tB'Ot to exceed 25 rds. per period)

Examination Total

10 "

42 hours,





FCIi FIGHTING obsrkvrbs

TH@ requirements as to instruction and the
final examination in Gunnery for fighting observer
candidates will he the same as those in the course
observers.

No range work will be carried out at
Ground Schools.
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UNITED STATU SCHOOL OH MILITARY AEROHAUTICS

.

October 14, 1918

VI. OBSERVATIOH 66 hours.

1. Maps
This course consists of two parts, fa) Maps, lOhours

andfb) Geography, 8 hours, with an examination of 1 hour cov-
ering both subjects.

a.Maps 10 hours.

^ef^rences.: As given in Stencil Ho. 157; also
Stencil Ho. 1. S. 300; the page references in the description
of the course which follows are to the capers of Stencil Ho. 1.
S. 300.

Each lecture should be of one hour's duration, fol-
lowed by one or morehours of laboratory exercises as suggested,
in order to apply the principles explained in the lectures and
drive them home by reiterated application.

Lecture 1, (pp. 1-5, omitting Orientation) 1 hour
Laboratory, 1 hour.

Exercises based on the above lecture, including
not only such examples as are given on p. 6, but also examples
on distance and time scales, and problems in the use of R. F.

Lecture 2. (pp. 7 - 13 i 1 hour.
Laboratory, 2 hours

Exercises based on the above lecture, one of which
should be devotSd to sketching a contour map to conform to a
complete detailed description. This description should' be such
as to require the use of the more common conventional signs as
well as various combinations of contours.

Lectuse 3 (pp. 14-17) 1 hour.
Laboratory, 1 hour.

Exercises on pin-pointing and practice m th the
British system.''

Lecture 4. (pp. 17-19 and the paragraphs on Orient-
ation, p. 2.) 1 hour.

Laboratory, 1 hour.
Problems with French maps, and one-half hours

quiz on the course to this point.

Laboratory, 1 hotar.
Exercises in Orientation and pin pointing on the

rotary map.





Examination. One-half the examination provided in the
fourth week will he devoted to testing the cadets in the fore-
going work.

h. Geography. 8 hours.

Purpose

:

(l) To give the cadets some introductory knowledge
of maps.

(2) To give the cadets a thorough knowledge of the
salient features of the geography of Northwestern Europe.
The ability to make a freehand map of this region, showing the
chiefmountains

,
rivers and cities, and the boundaries of the

countries studied, will be considered an essential test of
the cadet 1 s mastery of this part of the course.

(3) To give the cadets a sufficiently close know-
ledge of the Western Front to enable them to understand and re-
member the general course of the War in that region.

(4) To acquaint the cadets with German industrial
geography, routes of transportation, centers of distribution,
etc.

Distribution of Time.

Lecture on maps in general. 1 hour.
Lecture on the freehand map of the Northwestern Europe. 1
Drill in black-board work, etc. on the freehand map. 2 hrs

(See attacked photograph!
Lectures on the geography of the Western Front and the
course of the War to date in that region. 3 hours.

Lectures on German industrial geography. Transportation,
coal and iron deposits, industrial centers, etc. 1 hour.

Examination ,

One half the hour to be devoted to maps undone half to
the foregoing course in Geography.

Details of the Course in Geography.

(l) Maps.
(a) Finding North.

By night; the North Star, and the neighboring con-
stellations.

By day; the sun and the watch; the usual orientation
of churches in Eurppe; theflow of rivers of Northwestern
Eurppe.
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(b) Meridians.

Merca,tor T
s projection and other compromises.

(c) Parallels of latitude, latitude and longitude,
Valve of a degree.

(d) Scales.
R. P.
Comparative areas, Europe and U. S.

latitude of European comSitries compared with U.S.
(Davis, Page 3)

(£', The Geography of Northwestern Surppe.

a. Mountains and plains.
1 . The Alps

.

2. The Vosges.
3. Mountains of Germany.
4. The Ardenpes,
5. The Paris basin.
6. The coastal plains of

a. Prance
b. Belgium.
c. Holland

7. The great German Lowlands.

b. Rivers.
1. General remarks (Character, direction of

flow, etc)
2. The' seine and its system.
3. The Somme,
4. The Meuse and the Sambre.
5. The Moselle,
6. The Rhine and its other tributaries.
7. The weser.
8. The Elbe.

(c) States and boundary lines.
Shapes and directions emphasized.
Instruction in drawing the freehand map.

d. Routes of travel and communi cation
1. Distributing centers.
2. Ports.
3. Railways and bridges.
4. Main high-roads.
5. Canals.

3. Drill on the freehand map. 1 hour.

This drill should be done with small sections of not
more than 15 cadets. Each shouls receive thorough drill at the
blackboard and on paper. The map should be drawn again and again.





starting from all sorts of; points of departure - such as*''*
a boundary line, a city, a mountain range, etc, etc,, Special
care should he given to relative proportions and directions,

4. Continuation of drill on freehand map, 1 hour.

The location on the map of the rivers named in if2

and of the foilwing ;own should he made with a good deal of
accuracy.

1. St. Nazaire. 12. Antwerp
2. Le Havre' 13. Brussels
3. Paris 14. The Hague
4, Nancy 15, Strashurg
5. Metz 16. Frankfort
6 Amiens 17. Coblenz
7. Calais 18. Cologne
8. London 19. Bremen
9. Dover 20 . Hamburg

10.3outhampt on

.

21. Berlin
11. Plymouth. 22. Berne.

Practice should he given in estimating distances, both
from memor^y and from the map itself. ,

(5), (6), (7). The Western Front. 3 hours.
i|

The discussion in these three lectures should not
f!

attempt to deal with tactixs hut with the effect of the local n

topography on the general course of operations on the Western
||

Front from 1914 to the present date. An excellent basis for
these lectures will_ he found in the following, two hooks:

j

Johnson, j$. , "Topography and Strategy in the War"
pp. 1=49 jl

Davis, W. M,
,
"Handbook of Northern France."

Any standard works on the course of the War in the
West will assist the instructor to work out an authoritative
outline of the sequence of events, hut it should never he lost
sight of that the object of the whole study is to show the close
relation between topography and strategy.

The battle fronts should he located on the freehand map,
and then studied more in detail, The positions of famous points
should he emphasized, such as:

Hartmannswillerkopf
Pont-a-Mouss on
St. Mihiel
Verdun
Marsh of St. Gond,
Chateau Thierry
Forest of St. Gohain
Cambrai
Arras

.

Ypres and the -Passchendaele Ridge,

The Marne.
The Yesle
The Aisne
The Ailette
The Oise.
The Somme.
TJig Canals.
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Lines of communication should be discussed, and some
understanding given of the limitations to the use of numbers
of troops on a limited front.

(8) Industrial Geography of Germany. 1 hour

The object of this lecture is to familiarize the ca-
dets with the general distribution of German industries, and
with the German railway systems. A secondary object is to
assist on airplane to find its bearings on the German side
of the lines, end for this purpose emphasis should be placed
on the location of congested manufacturing districts and
their’ relations to rivers and railways; on the location ,:and

extent of agricultural districts; mining regions; the Rhine
bridges; cathedral towns and their surroundings; main high-
roads; etc., etc.

•Mi
/

Examination 12 hour
m —

2. navigation

References: Stencil ho. 1. 3, 268 (Page references in
the following outline of lectures are. to this stencil.)

It is to be noted that the division of the subject
matter into five lectures as here outlined is not obligatory
hut that the instructor alter the divisi ©ns or the number
of lectures if experience proves it desirable. In all,
fifteen hours are to he devoted to Navigation; it is believed
that the best

'

results :willb6 obtained by giving the larger
part of this time to the working out of problems with the
floor map and rotary map. Problems in Navigation may be
combined with the problems nos. 4 and 5 for the rotary map
outlined in Bulletin No. 299.

Lecture I. (pp. 1-10, through paragraphVII)
Lecture II. (pp. 25-27 and 10-15)
Lecture III. (pp. 20-34)

Review and Prpblems
Lectures IV &V (pp. 14-1$)

Use of instruments and application to
problems.

Ten hours to be given in the miniature range on pro-
blems in Navigation. Problems like those described on page
20, Stencil No. 157, numbers X, XI, XI I, and XIII should be
used, with the addition to each of a wind factor. Also a
problem dealing with a ship headed on a certain compass hear-
ing, with a given air. speed, observed to be actually making
good a somewhat different course, at a different ground speed,
the problem requiring the force and direction of the wind.





Izaminatl or
T final examination of one hour in r

3 ion
will "be given in the sixth week of the observers 1 and bombers’
courses. In the pilots 1 course a final examination of one
hour in Navigation and Meteorology will be given in the
eight week.

5. Meteorology

The reference for these two lectures will be found
on page 13 of: Stencil No, 157. The outline of the ground
to be covered, on page 14.

fixaminatl on
* A final examination of one hour will he given on
the combined subjects of Navigation and Meteorolgy in the
eight week of the pilots’ course. 1 hour

4. Or: - - at L i ti —"till if -- I 1 3S (E

observers only) 5 hours.

Range
a. Explanation of range and french kilometer grid.

Use of coordinates, 1 hour

b. Preliminary practice in
written; all the class observing, 1 hour.

c. Reporting of points (bursts) by buzzer. Half
class may act as observers and half as wireless officers,
the latter receiving the reports from the former, wilting
them down and handing them in to the instructor. Class
changes places every half hour. If this is impossible, some
other arrangement may be made, with the purpose always in
view of giving every man the longest possible time at
the key. 2 hours.

Examination
1 final examinati on of one' hour will be given on

Cooperarion with Artillery in the seventh week of the
observers’ course.

(In the course for bombers 9 hours in Bombing will be
given in place of the course in Cooperation with Artillery.
The outline for this course is to be forwarded later.)

5. Pho tographi c Int e rpre tati on . Bor pilots &
bombers 18 hrs

for observers 38 hrs
The outline of this course will be forwarded later.
Examination 2 hours

.
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TEE HOUSING OP THE 7/hen instruction was first
SCHOOL

started, Hand Hall of Cornell

University was used for Engines,

Roekefeller Hall for Radio and lectures in other subjects,

and the Baseball Cage for Airplanes and Miniature range.

Buzzers were installed In Schoelkopf Hall, and some classes

were held there. Schoelkopf Hall was also ns e fit for admin-

istration offices and store rooms. Gunnery practice was

held on the Cornell University Rifle Range about a mile from

the Campus. After a few weeks, buzzers were installed in

the " Old Armory’1

, thereby relieving Schoelkopf

deal of unnecessary noise. The Medical Department used the

space of the Cornell University Medical Department , in the

gymnasium and arrangement were made to care for the sick in

the Cornell Infirmary.

The Cornell University Athletic Association was

very generous with its property. Its headquarters build-

ing, Schoelkopf Hall, was used as barracks first by the

flying Cadets and later by the photographic Cadets. Its

Baseball Gage was used as an Airplane Laboratory and

Miniature Range and later as a Y.M.C.A. headquarters. The

Engine Test Shed was built on a foundation belonging to the

Association and the Mess Hall was built on Its property. The

upper and .lower drill fields used by both the School of

Military Aeronautics and the School of Aerial Photography

were contributed by it.
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In September 1917 the Trustees of Cornell Univer-

sity authorised the expenditure of $32,000 for special con-

struction of Hess Kali, latrines ,
Engine Test Shed

,
etc.,

for the school and shortly thereafter the sum was increased

to $52,000.

On September 22, 1917, the school was moved to

the ”ilew York State Drill Kail”, on the Cornell University

Campus, which had been sufficiently completed for occupancy.

One-half of the large drill space was floored to be used as

laboratories for engines, machine guns
,
airplanes, and min-

iature range. The original plan was to have the cadets

sleep in the tower rooms. The administration offices of

the Commandant and President of the Academic BoardWere . in

the large room on the first floor of the north Tower,. The

top tower rooms were to be used as class rooms and the hall-

way under the balcony was to be used for mess, and rooms in

the south end of the first floor for kithhens.

The Engine Test Shed, built on the concrete found-

ation of an old barn south of the hew Drill Hall, - was com-

pleted and put into operation on September 24, 1917.

Aftout this time a latrine was built shuth of, and adjacent

to, the Drill Hall to. supplement the lavatory in the build-

ing.

The Office of the Chief Signal Officer now asked

if Cornell could take seventy-five cadets per week," and

plans were at once made to enlarge the laboratories and -



I
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other facilities. The entire drill space was floored

over and partitioned off, the western half to he used

as sleeping quarters, the southeast quarter as an air-

plane laboratory, a third of the northeast quarter for e

engines, a third for machine guns, and a third for minia-

ture range. The Commandant took the entire room on the

first floor of the Horth Tower and the President of the

Academic Board the room north of the middle entrance on

the first floor. When the Mess Hall, constructed south

of the Hew Brill hall was completed, Hovember 24, the

rooms on the south side of the middle entrance on the

first floor were used as offices for the Military Depart-

ment and Signalling Department. The large room on the

first floor of the South Tower and the balcony along the

west end of the armory was fitted up for signal practice

and instruction. The Horth Tower was given over to offices.

Medical Department, on ground floor; Administration

first floor, Quartermaster, second; Engines and Aids to

Plight on the third; and Airplanes and Observation on the

fourth. Gunnery had the ground floor room in the South

Tower. Store rooms for the Quartermaster were constructed

in the basement. A Post Exchange and receiving room were

established in rooms in the basement. The rooms in the

South Tower were used for class rooms. On the north side

of the Drill Hall a second latrine with thirty showers was

constructed.
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A sixteen foot pathway leading to the laboratories

was partitioned off thru the middle of the sleeping quarters.

A post office, tool and stock room, and small government

storeroom were constructed opening into this pathway, no-

tices of all kinds and the marks for the cadets were posted

in this pathway, dubbed "Ho Man 1 s Land” by the cadets.

Ihe space udder the balcony was fitted up with tables for

study. A machine shop was installed and from three to six

mechanics, electricians, and capenters were constantly em-

ployed in making models, tools, and other equipment for the

school.

A building was constructed in the latter part of

November, 1917, for machine gun firing. It was situated in

the Cascadilla Creek Gorge about five hundred yards from

the hew Drill Hall.

A trap shooting range was constructed north of

Hall Creek about three -fourths mile from the lew Drill Hall

and put into operation in the latter part of April 1918.

A fireproof warehouse was furnished just north of the Drill

Hall on July 5, 1918.

A Medical Research Laboratory was started in the

forestry Building in October 1918, but never completed,

and about the same time a canvas hangar for Penguins was

set up on the field east of the Hew Drill Hall

PHYSICAL HQUrailHP Engine instructions was begun

on a Curtiss OX already in the
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possession of Cornell University and engine parts 'borrowed

from the Thomas -Morse Aircraft Corporation, Another Curtiss

and a Hall Scott motor sent by the Schools Division arrived

just after the instruction started. This equipment was

added to from time to time until at the close the School

had forty-six engines: 14 Curtiss OX 1 s; 2 Curtiss v-2 , s

(8 cyl. ) ;
9 Hall Scotts (6 cyl)

;
8 Sturtevants (8 cyl.J;

6 he Bhones (9 cyl,); 1 Gnome (9 cyl.)'; 1 Clerget (9 cyl.);

1 Hispa.no Suiza (8 cyl.); 3 Liberties (12 cyl, ); and 1

L’ Aviator (Scyl.). Of these 1 Curtiss, 1 Sturtevant, and

2 Hall Scotts were set up for running in the Engine Test

Shed.

The Government also furnished a number of extra car-

buretors and magnetos. The Engine Department, with the

aid of the School’s Mechanics, constructed various models

showing the parts and operation of simple gasoline engines,

the action of Gnome engines, the Delco ignition system

for Liberty engines, and the functioning of magnetos, car-

buretors, and of the water circulation systems. Also this

department prepared about thirty large colored charts show-

ing engine parts. Blue prints of most of these charts were

sent to the other Schools of Military Aeronautics at the re-

Quest of the Ground Schools Branch of the Training Section.

The Airplane Department’s equipment consisted of

six Curtiss J N 4’s; two Curtiss fuselages; 2 Standards;
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1 Burgess, 1 Sturtevant Sea Plane; 1 L.W.P. (never assembled

because bracing wires never reached the School)
;
and one

Thomas -Morse Scout. In addition the University furnished

wire, torches, and soldering irons for wire splicing, wood

and carpentering tools for longeron splicing, material and

dope for wing covering and repair, and tools, etc., needed

for rigging and alignment, and propeller testing outfit.

Also it constructed an ampitheatre into which a stripped

airplane, propeller testing apparatus, or other equipment

could be brought for demonstration.

•The work in Gunnery began on an old Colt machine

gun belonging to the Cornell R.D.T.G. A British model

Lewis gun arrived shortly. When the School was discon-

tinued it had twenty-five American Lewis Aircraft Guns and

twenty-two Marlin Aircraft Guns, At one thime there were

twenty-two Lewis ground guns. Six Vickers machine guns

were shipped here, but were never used for instruction be-

cause orders came cancelling the work on them. In addition

to these guns, the laboratory had tripods for mounting them

and paraphenalia for striping guns and holding the parts.

Targets and sights were used for sighting practice and a

mounting for holding the Lewis gun in the plane was set up

in the laboratory for a time. A large number of colored

charts were prepared by this department to supplement those

sent by the Government. Shotguns, clay pigeons, and
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ammunition for the trap range completed this equipment.

When the miniature range was first constructed in

the baseball cage, there was one landscape with a platform,

to hold a single man> about 10 feet over it. The later

equipment consisted of a tower 16 feet high and 25 feet square

with a platform 5 feet wide around it, with the map on the

floor in the center, four men were seated on the platform

on each side of the map in models of fuselages. These

models were Covered to represent the actual fuselage and

were fitted with map boards, sending hews such as are used

in service, connecting plus
, mlate letting-

out of the wireless aerial, and head receivers. The in-

structors desk below was fitted up with the necessary elec-

tric apparatus to give practice in prearranged and impromtu

shoots, showing ground signals, etc. The completed range

consisted of six of these towers arranged together so that

sixteen men could be seated around each of six landscapes.

Five of these landscapes were prepared, but never more than

four were used at one time. A rotary landscape was installed

in one of the towers in the last part of Hay. 1918.

The Map Heading Department had maps of Cornell

university and Vicinity on a scale of 5
n to the mile mounted

on thin boards two feet square. These maps were used in

taking the men on walks around the country, the topograi&y
°f wnich was excellent for instruction in this branch.
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A large collection of charts and lantern slides were'

used and several models of most of the instruments used in

airplanes were in stock and were exhibited to the cadets.

The office of the President of the Academic Board

was equipped with materials and instruments for making large

wall charts used in instruction. A man was employed for

the purpose of making them.

Subscription to a number of magazines of interest

to men in the Air Service were kept up and the books were

available to the instructing staff.

In addition a stock room ?/as maintained in the

office of the President of the Academic Board where all

kinds of office supplies could be obtained by the staff.

At another stock room examination blanks and quiz sheets

could be obtained.

The first cadets were quartered in Schoelkopf Hall,

QUAPlTAHS but the school soon outgrew its quarters there and

the Junior Wing was moved to the 1 :>Id University

Armory. When the offices were moved into the Hew Drill

Hall, the Senior Wing took up quarters in the rooms in the

towers, but soon the entire corps was housed on the main

drill floor. The lavatory facilities were too small for

the increased number of cadets, so additional latrines and

showers were constructed north and south of the Hall, near

stairways adjacent to the sleeping quarters. At the head
of and between ^each two cots a frame with two rows of hooks





and two shelves for "boohs was placed for the convenience

of the cadets. For a while the Quartermaster issued looker

trunks for the use of the cadets while they were in the

School, "but this was discontinued later.

A guard room was maintained in the "basement.

As a rule the officers and instructors found

quarters in the various rooming houses near the campus.

During the summer of 1917, a few of the men clubbed to-

gether and rented a house on the campus near the School.

This came to be called the Officers 1 Club because most

of the men who lived there were officers. In September

1918 and Officers’ Club was really formed by the officers

in the School of Military Aeronautics, Photography School,

tional School, and Students’ Ari T Corps, which

were running in the University. The Telluride Association

gave the club free use of its house.

The first squadrons were marched to the

THE MESS University cafeterias in the Domestic

Economy Building and in Cascadilla Hall.

When the University term closed in June,.

1917 the dining room "in Sage Dormitory for women was used.

The cadets went back to the cafeteria in Cascadilla Hall

when Summer Shhool opened. This cafeteria was open to

the public each day after the cadets had finished their

mess. Instructors and officers who desired ate with the

cadets. When the school moved into the Hew Drill Hall





the cadets were all messed together, on the cafeteria plan,

•under the "balcony. The cooking was done In Sage Dormitory

nearby, and only coffee urns and reheaters were kept in the

rooms used as kitchens in the Dew Drill Hall.

A large "building to accomodate one thousand was

no?; constructed across the road south of the School. The

kitchen occupied a Section "between two dining rooms arranged

to form a letter ”H". This "building was ppened November

24, 1918. The cafeteria plan of serving was still foiloiled.

The , University furnished kitchen help and only waiters and

mess sergeants were taken from the cadet corps. The

mess sergeant helped check up numbers and supervised waiters.

The cadets from the School of Aerial Photography ate in the

same Hall. A table ?/as reserved for such instructors arid

officers as cared to eat there.

.

On July l, 1918, the uess was taken over by an

officer of the school and run according to the ordinary

army plan instead of by the University. It ?/as very sue-

cessful from the beginning,

A post commissary for officers and enlisted men ?/as

also maintained. At the close of the School of Military

Aeronautics the Mess Officers v;ere transferred to the

School of Aerial Photography.

An excellent mess for Officer was maintained at

the Officers’ Club in the Telluride House after its estab-

lishment.





Prom the beginning, one of the chief
previous

difficulties lay in obtaining instructors
EXPEBIEliCE

with previous experience in both teaching
OP IDSTRUCT IDES

and aeronautics. The school was very

fortunate, however, in securing the services of a few men

from Cornell University staff who were highly trained along

lines which made it comparatively easy for them to take up

their new duties. Prom the College of Mechanical Engineer-

ing, Professor P. 0. Ellenwood and Professor C. A. Pierce

of the Heat-Power Engineering Department came to take charge

of tire work in Engines. Professor Ernest Blaker of the

Physics Department .of the College of Arts and Sciences came

to take charge of Radio, Theory of Plight and Meteorology

and later of the entire "Airplanes" group. Professor

D. A. Lawrence left the Department of Surveying of the Col-

lege of Civil Engineering to take charge of Instruments and

Compasses, Map Reading, Astronomy, Photography, etc., and

later of the "Aids to Plight” and "Observation” groups.

Under these men the various departments of Y/hich they were

in charge became highly efficient.

G. M. James of the English Army Service Corps who-

was convalescing in Ithaca when the school was established

took charge of the work in Miniature Range, Bombs and Bomb-

ing, and Co-operation with Artillery, He continued in

charge of that work until Peb. 1, 1918, when he left to
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to take a position with a Chemical Company.

A wounded Corporal of a Canadian Machine C-un

Company had charge of the work in Gunnery hut was not

satisfactory on account of poor education and a convivial

temperaent.

With the expansion of the school it became necessary

to enlarge the teaching staff continually. A number of

difficulties .were encountered. Men of proper calibre

wanted to go to Officers 1 Training Gamps so they could be

commissioned. The monotonous character of the work, which

was the same from week to week, did not anneal to th . J

However, Professor Barnard built up a corps of •>

highly trained and efficient instructors. It was not so
jj

difficult to secure men for the Engine Department, A few

of the staff of the College of Mechanical Engineering were
jj

secured. The others were for the most part recent graduates

who had had experience in automobile construction or other

internal combustion engine work.

It was difficult of course to secure men for

gunnery. Dor awhile a cadet who had had some flying ex-

perience was relieved of his studies and assisted. A man

was employed and sent to the plant of the Savage Arms Company

to learn the lewis Cun. Two men were sent to the Hoyal

Plying Corps School at Toronto for instruction. Before

they returned the man had returned from the Savage Arms

Company and had taken charge of the work so they were used
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in other departments. After this, men of technical

training or special teaching ability were employed and

studied in the department until competent to begin giving

instruction. This method was very satisfactory.

At various times members of the departments were

sent elsewhere for special training; two went to study

the Lewis 1%chine Gun at the Savage Arms Company, one to

the Springfield Arsenal, •'four to Ellington Pield, and one

to Princeton for a special course for officers in charge of

gunnery instruction.

In the spring of 1918 a number of enlisted men

from a gunnery school in Texas were sent to the school.

e,as a rul<
;

with their deportment .'in the laboratory and when off duty

made their teaching efficiency low and soon lost them the

respect of the cadets, 'who were men (

In the Airplane .Group a similar plan was followed

for training instructors at the school. A few men "who had

studied aeronautics as a pastime, and several who had

worked in the Curt has factories formed the nucleus of the

f:. 0: had

factory. Several of the earlier instructors were replaced

,
who were better qualified, became available.

The Signalling staff began with some students of

the Cornell S. O.T.C. They were added, to from time to

time by men who had had experience in wireless or tele

graphy,.
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She
:

first instructors in. -the Military Department
1

were civilians- who had ' been officers in the Cornell E. 0 , i\

Shey were gradually commissioned or replaced by officers

sent here by the Schools Division.
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STATUS 03 II 31 I SIC S3,

When the school started there

were no commissioned or enlisted

instructors. The Commandant issued an order that all in-

structors would receive from cadets the same courtesies,

obedience, and consideration accorded, officers. This did

not include saluting’ in general , although a cad€ . e-

quirea to salute an instructor when addressing him outside

of the class room.

At this time some of the instructors, especially

those in the military 'department wore uniforms, with leather

puttees, officer’s hat cords, and the Signal Corps crossed

flags ,

Then it was found that there would be few, if any,

commissions for the instructors and that the only way to

hold the men who were drafted was to have them inducted as

privates. This created an embarassiag situation from the

very start. The cadets receiving instruction from these

men were rated as first class privates, and while most of

them were of the type of men who could overlook the dif-

ference, some of them made it unpleasant for the instructors

at time. The instructors were even arrested in the town

occasionally hy the M, P. for not having passes.

In the spring of 1918 the situation was relieved

somewhat hy promoting a few of the men to corporals and

sergeants.

Orders were received requiring the enlisted in-

structors to drill, and on March 27, 1918 a faculty
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• company was organized under one of the civilian instructors

who had had considerable military experience and who had been

discharged from Officers 7 '.Training Gamp on account of

physical disability. All members of the faculty who had

had no military experience, including civilians, commissioned

officers
,
and all enlisted men -were formed in one company

and drilled twice a week for an hour.

On August 7, 1918 this company was discontinued and

a company consisting of all of the enlisted men on the

post (Detachment 814 D.A.S.) was formed under one of the

officers of the Military Department, to drill twice a week,

Dor a while no officer had this detachment regularly. The

detachment consisted of instructors, chauffeurs, Quarter-

master clerks, and others. The enlisted instructors had

been allowed to live out of barracks in order to increase,

their efficiency. One of the officers greatly injured the

spirit of the teaching staff on one occasion by severely

criticizing the detachment and threatening them with having

to live in barracks and other punishment for some moral ex-

cesses of one of the chauffeurs. An officer was shortly

detailed to have permanent charge of the 814 D.A.3. and an

improvement resulted.

A number of new officers were detailed to the post

d September who were ,
of course, unfamiliar with

the status of some of the enlisted instructors. In nearly

every instance these instructors were men who would have gone
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to training camps and who would have undoubtedly been com-

missioned but they were prevailed upon to stay here and ac-

cept induction because of the difficulty in filling their

places* They were men of standing in th&s community, of

exceptional education, technical experience and patrotism,

and the .lack of consideration and harsh treatment they re-

ceived at the hands of some of these officers quickly re-

duced the esprit de corps which Professor Barnard had

built up so painstakingly.

Priction and ill feeling among the civilian in-

structors

t matters to . crisis in
'C&H4> Cff

September 1918, when Professor Barnard addressed a meeting
A

of the officers upon the subject. He outlined the situation

and explained the cause of the difficulty and the status

of these men carefully.

An immediate improvement resulted and that, com-

bined with the promise from Washington of some commissions,

revived the spirit of the instructors to a great extent.

The situation may be better appreciated if it is

kept in mind that many of these men had been doing their

work well for nearly a year - work that easily became monot-

onous because it was repeated week after week. Being in-

structors, making reports on the men, and having more or less

the status of officers in their responsibilities they keenly





felt the slights of unthinking officers, such as being made

to wait in line with cadets when they wanted to speak to the

officers, having to wait after teaching hours till the cadet

were paid before receiving their money, and then having an

hour’s drill after a heavy day of teaching - whifc&h is far

more fatiguing than most other work. And yet in spite of

this the work of the graduates of this school testifies to

the fact that the efficiency of the instructors was kept up

to the top notch till the' very last.

A vacation allowance of four weeks per
VACATIONS.

year ?/as granted to the civilian instruc-

tors and arrangements were made for giv-

ing enlisted and commissioned instructors the same allowance

in ten day periods, (This latter arrangement was made in-

accordance with a Bulletin from the Officer in Charge of

Ground Schools, "Under the provisions of Army Regulations

and instructions from Adjutant General’s Office it is not

permitted to issue leaves of absence to officers for periods

longer than ten days at a time ahd then only in cases of

emergency. It is believed, however, by this office that

a rule such as this should be liberally interpreted by the

Commandants at the schools on account of the fact that of-

ficers who are engaged in instructional work, repeating the

same lecture week after week, certainly need a little time

off now and then. The benefits of such procedure undoubt-

edly accrue both to student and instructors")
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The organizarion of the in-

structing staff, exclusive of

the Military Department w§s

under the President of the Academic Board. He employed

new men and made such changes in the staff as he found neces-

sary from time to time.

Each department or "Examination Group” came under

a head of department chosen hy the President of the

Academic Board. The Engine department had two assistants

who alternated as head of laboratory instruction. In the

laboratory each instructor supervised the work on two engines.

The "Airplanes” Department had an assistant head in

charge of laboratory. This man was a Cornell graduate who

had worked for the Curtiss Compan;/ in Buffalo to prepare

himself specially for this work.

The Gunnery Department had two assistants heads

of department, one incharge of the Marlin laboratory and

one in charge of the Lewis Laboratory.

In" Observation" an assistant had charge of the

Miniature Range and "Cooperation with Artillery". The

departibient had from two to five instructors for miniature

range operators and two lecturers besides the department head

for "Map Reading" and n "Navigation"

.

The Signalling Department had a "chief" instructor

and an assistant chief instructor who supervised the work

or three or more instructors, each in charge of about fifteen

ORGADIZATIOH OP THE

IHSTRUCTIHG STAR]?

cadets



J
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The Military Department was ladder the direction of

a "Senior Military Instructor", and the Military Studies,

(Paper Wor£, Courts Martial, Organization, etc# ) was under

the "Head of Military Studies".

Military rank was not considered in the Academic

Dgpartment. In some departments officers and enlisted men

x were subordinate to civilian department heads, and in some

cases second lieutenants in charge of departments had first

lieutenants under them. There was never any friction from

this arrangement.
Engines

The instruction in/under

METHODS OP INSTRUCTION Professor P. 0. Ellenwood began

with lectures. The names and

functions of important parts of motors, explanation of "cycle",

cooling and oiling, magnetoes and carburetors, types of

motors, and "trouble shooting" were taken up syste i ally

as the student advanced. The lectures 7/ere illustrated

with large wall charts of parts and types of motors, showing

cyclic changes, carburet i'on, ignition, oiling etc., and with

engine parts and models of carburetors and magnetos. In the

laboratory the cadets worked in small groups.
,
of ten or twelve

under the immediate 'supervision of an Instructor^ Each

cadet worked on the dismantling and assembling of two dif-

ferent makes of motors. The laboratory work also included

short periods of drawing and sketching of engine parts.

Carburetors and magnetos were inspected and assembled by

small groups under an instructor who led a discussion on them.



'
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In the test shed the cadets were taught to start and to

o cerate motors, to tell whether cooling systems were func-

w'" g, if w: ... i--; 0 If e cause, and to find the causes

of misfiring, stopping, and ir

In the laboratory the work was scheduled in such

sequence that upon reporting the cadets found the engines in

the same condit ion, in which they were left At the end of

the preceeding period.

The "Airplanes" course under Professor Ernest

Blaker began with lectures with slides, wall charts, small

wings, and air blasts, on the principles of flight. The

work in the laboratory began with a leethre on nomenclature

with the cadets assembled about stripped airplanes. It was

then continued by small groups under an instructor for each

group, to the assembling, rigging, ana alignment of a ship.

Short lecture's on fuselage alignment, propellers, woods and

other structural materials, dopes, and wire were given in

the laboratory. The cadets were given practical ezperiance

in longeron and wire splicing and in wing covering and re-

pairing. Lectures weregiven on ’Types of Airplanes” in-

cluding visual characteristics aiding in quick identification.

An inspection of a ship - both general and flying - com-

pleted the work. Lectures in meteorology were given concur-

rently.
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In Gunnery, Lt. R. 0* Compton Idegan with a lecture

on the gun in general and the remainder of the work was done

in the laboratory. Eight to ten cadets seated around tri-

pods with an instructor for each tripod, first learned the

names of the parts of the guns, the principles of gas oper-

ation, the functions of the various parts and groups of parts.

Each cadet was carefully instructed in stripping and as-

sembling the gun, stoppages and jams, and practiced in mag-

azine drill. Work was given with ring sights and wind

vane foresights.

For a while the machine gun range was used, the

cadets firing ten shots for grouping and having practice in

finding and correcting wset-up lf stoppages. The use of the

machine gun range was soon discontinued in accordance with

orders from the Govern* ment. On the trap range the cadets

were instructed to shoot with ring sights on their shotguns,

^
The work in Observations under Professor 1. A,

Lawrence began with lectures on Map Reading with large wall

charts for illustrating contours, profiles, etc. To

supplement the lectures on scales, orientation, and contours

the cadets were taken on walks around the country, each man

being provided with a large scale map of the area. Enlarge-

ments of maps showing the British and French systems of pin

pointing to scale of 1/2500 were used. In Navigation the
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principles were outlined in lectures and laboratories were

arranged where the men received practice in the use of

protractors and scales. The work was completed on the

miniature ranges and rotary map by having the cadets estimate

distances and directions, and work out problems in Navigation

involving the corrections for wind and compass errors, speed

and time of flight, and distances. The Co-operation with

Artillery work was taken care of in lectures which outlined

the systems, codes, and purposes of Aerial Observation. This

work was supplemented on the miniature ranges with practice

in pin pointing, prearranged and impromtu shoots, etc., the

men acting both as aviators and ground officers.

The work of the Signalling Department under It.

E. P, Day was for the most part simply practice in. sending

and receiving. An introductory lecture was given and then

instructors took charge of small groups. The men sent to

instructors individually and the instructors sent to whole

groups. Sending was taught with silent keys and receiving

by the sound method instead of by dots and dashes. Buzzers

were arranged to sound in head receivers. The keys were

similar to those used in airplanes large knobs and no elbow

rests. Morse inkers were used for instruction and examina-

tions in sending. A few hours practice were given with the

men sitting in models of fuselages, and a few hours in pan-

^neau and flash receiving'.





The Military Subjects, such as Paper Work,

Courts Martial, and Organization, were given in lectures.

Infantry Prill and Ceremonies, Bayonet Practice, las Mask

Work, etc., were given in the field under experienced drill

masters. Instruction and practice in guard duty were

supplemented hy having a guard on the Building from 4 P.M

till 7:50 A.M, , except Saturdays and Sundays when the guard

was on all day. All officers at the post took turns as

’’Officer of the Day”, By roster.

Memoranda and special instructions from Washing-

ton from time to time caused slight changes to Be made in the

instruction. Instructional sheets such as conventional

signs for maps, nomenclature for airplanes, etc. were given

the cadets By different departments.

Discussion continued on page 156
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UN ILED 3 TATES AFJilE*

SCHOOL OF IUITTARY AERONAUTICS
AT CORNEIl UNIVERSITY, i&iACA) N.Y,

FINAL EXAMINATION
t

Sept., 2, 1918.

OBSERVATION 5QUABR&N ”M” CLASS 6F Sept, 7, 1918.

1, a) What is the 100/6 zone? h)Of what impor taiice is it in
artillery Work?

2'. What are the duties aero .squadrons assigned to (a) Divisional
artillery, (b) Army corps Artillery, (c)General in Command
of Army Corps Artillery?

3. What is a zone map? (b)How is this used for allotment. of
artillery along a front and f*r cooperation between *he
artillery and the airplane?

4. Give the pin-points of the following churches; at Vlamertinghe,
at Elverdinghe, at Reninghelst.

5. Using the variation given on themap and deviation table given
on the board, what will the compass courses be from:
(a) The church at Eickebusch to church at Vlamertinghe
(b) From church at Vlamertinghe to church at Elverdinghe

6. Explain how a deviation table is made,

7. Give the conventional signs fbr the following: ( 1
^Adjutant

General, (2)Sentry, (3) Battle, (4 )Palisades ,
(5)Barbed wire

fence, (6)Truss Bridge, (7)Church, (8)0rchard, (9)RR in cut,
( 10 ) Grass meadow land,

8. The course you wish to fly is 150 degrees. There is a 30 mile/
wind blowing from the north. The speed cf the machine is 90 M.P.K.
Find the corrected map course.

9. a) If the scale is 5 cm. = 1 km. hfw many miles separate
A nd B if they are 64 inches apart on the map? (b)The scale
is 1 inch * 8 miles. How many kilometers spa separate A and B
if they are 25 centimeters apart on the map? (c) The scale
*f a map is 1/15000. X is 15 inches from Y. On another map
frf the same country X is 3 inches from Y. What is its R.F r ?
(d)lf the scale is 1/20000 how large on the map in inches
would you want a field to land in?

10. (a)Draw a sketch showing two streams joining, a hill between,
gently sloping ground on the right and rough steep slopes
on the other side. (b)Kow can you tell a valley from aridge
by the contours?





UNITED STATES ARMY
SCHOOL OF MILITARY AERONAUTICS

AT CORNELL UNIVERSITY, ITHACA, N. Y,
» o—»-

FINAL EXAMINATION
,

AUGUST 19, 1918,
OBSERVATION SQUADRON "M" CLASS OF AUGUST 24, 1918.

1. a)What are the six typfesj. of shells most used in artillery work?
b)What types of fuses are used with these?

2. a)What types of ordnance are included in Divisional Artillery?
b)Explain, using a diagram, the organization of the French
Divisional artillery and its allotment to zones.

3. a)How is a counter "battery program made up?
b)What three things must he remembered in making up such a program?

4. a)What are cQntdurs? b)What does the spacing #f contours shew?
c)Kow can you tell a valley from aridge by the contours?

5. a}Describe two ways of orienting a: map? b)lf you come out »f a
cloud suddenly how can you tell what village you are over?
c )What are the first things to look for on a new map?

6. You are ordered to make a recconnai&ance, starting from the
church in Dickebusch and going t« the church in Reninghelst,
then to the Busseboom Crossroads, and then back t» the starting
point. The speed of your plane is 100 miles per hour. There
is a constant wind from the Southwest with a velocity of
25 miles perhour. Make a neatly arranged table giving the
following information for each line: Map Course, Corrected Map
Course, Magnetic Course, Compass Course, length in kilometers,
time of flight in minutes. Use the deviation table »n the board,
(Counts 50)
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SCHOOL OR MILITARY AERONAUTICS

AT
COR 1TELL UNIVERSITY
ITHACA HEW YORK

ElHAL EXAMINATION Squadron L-58 September 19, 1918,

Airplanes Graduation date September 28, 1913 ___

1. Define: ^a) fin, (b) critical angle, (c) aspect ratio, (d)choriU
(e) fineness ratio, (f) sweepback, (g) safety wire,
fh) rudder, (i) leading edge,

( j ) raking,

2, How is the center panel aligned ? Illustrate.

3* (a) What are the primary essentials of a bombing palne ? How
are they obtained ?
(k) What are the essential features of a speed scout ? How may
these be obtained ?

4, (a) Explain the structural differences between non- flexible',
flexible, and extra- flexible cable,
(b) Eor what purposes are each used ?

5, How is a longeron repaired ? Illustrate/

6, Give in logical order the steps in assembling and aligning an
airplane,

7, (a) How is the efficiency of a wing indicated ? How does it vary
as the angle of incidence varies ? Why ?
(b) Two wings have the same surface, aspedt ratio and angle of
incidence; one has a larger camber and the other a smaller
camber. Compare their lifts and efficiencies,
(c) Define ’lift coefficient’,

8, (a) Explain why washin ahd washout are sometimes used,
(b) A ship is flying horizontally. Its speed is kept constant
but the angle of incidence is decreased* What will happen ?

'Why ?

(c) What are the conditions for bhet climb ?

9, (a) Define isobar, isotherm, pressure gradient. Give Symbols
for clear weather with no wind, Rain with wind from North-
west, Thunderstorms,
(b) What characteristics of a weather map may indicate high
winds ?

(c) What are Air Layers ? How may they
u
be indicated ?

10, Draw a sketch of an altimeter and explain how it works.
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UNITED STATES ARMY
SCHOOL OF MILITARY AERONAUTICS

AT
CORNELL UNIVERSITY,

„
ITHACA, NEW YORK

Emal Examination june 18, 1918,
Squadron "M"

’’Engines” class of June 22,1918,

1. In an engine, having a water jacketed intake manifold, (a) the
water for this jacket is taken from what part of the cooling
system ? Why ? (t>) To what part of the cooling system is this
water delivered ? Why ?

2. Explain how to clean a Zenith carburetor, giving the chief pre-
cautions to he observed,

3. Of what materials are the following parts usually made:-(a)The
connecting rod ? Why ? (b)Cylinders ? Why ?

4. Give in order the steps to be followed in timing the magneto,
without using the marks on the gear teeth,

5. Explain how to grind a valve properly.

6. What is the purpose of: (a) The safety gap ? (b)TJae magnets ?

What are the approximate values of the following distances in a
magneto ignition system: (a)Spark plug gap ? (b)Safety spark
gap ? (c) Interrupter gap ?

8. The distance from A to B is 480 miles. The time required to go
from A to B was 4 hours. The gasoline required to go from A
to B was 72 gallons. The gasoline weighed 6 lbs. per gallon.
The h.p. of the engine was 200. The oil consumption of the
engine was .035 lbs. per h.p. hr. Find : (a)Average speed of
the plane. (b)Average number of miles per gal. of gasoline.
(c)Lbs. of gasoline used per h.p, hr. (d)Lbs.of oil required for
the journey .

9. Why do the exhaust gases not enter the crankcase of the monosou-
pape Gnome when the ports are uncovered on the expansion stroke ?

10. Make a sketch showing the cross section of a spark plug, indi-
cating which is the insulating material.

11. What are the troubles that may occur with the water cooling sys-
tem of airplane motors ?

12. Explain how to determine whether or not a spark plug is short
circuited in an engine having a single ignition system.

13. How may the intake manifold be tested for a leak ?

14. What troubles may arise from overlubrication ?
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UNITED STATES ARMY
SCHOOL. OF MILITARY AERONAUTICS

AT
CORNELL UNIVERSITY
ITHACA. NEW YORK

final Examination August

Subject—Signalling--- Squadron 11— Grad* Date »«*August 24,1918 a

Receiving—Buzzer-- Speed » 50 per minute-- 2 minute e>iam
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vfod xsaze jg56ek

Sending on the Morse Inkers speed « 40 per minute-- 3mlnute exam *
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UNITED STATES ARMY
SCHOOL OF MILITARY AERONAUTICS

AT
CORNELL UNIVERSITY
ITHACA, NEW YORK

final Exam Tima : 'Two Houra Nov. 8, 1918*

>abject: Gunnery

I Meeh. (10) (a)

(b)

II Desc. (16) (a)
(b)

III Deso. (5)

(a)

(b)
(o)
(a)

{«)

IV Stop. (5) (a)

(b)

V Care (5) (a)

(b)

VI CC GEAR (5)

VII Sights (10) (a)

(b)

Squadron M - 64 Grad. Date Nov. 9, 1918.

LEWIS GUI

Give "Action of Bolt and Extraction."
Tell ttie function performed by every feature of
the feed operating arm during the forward movement.

Describe the guard of the American Lewis gun.
De crib© four pawls found on the British model Lewis.

Give two parts of the gun that actuate each of the
following:
Rebound pawl;
Stop pawl;
Ejector;
Sear;
Gear stop.

Explain how a separated case may result in a stoppage
CTf a jam.
Describe each step you would take from the time your
gun stops until a jam due to a broken cartridge guide
has been verified.

GENERAL

After a flight in which 400 rounds have bean fired,
your barrel is found to have metal fouling deposit.
Tell how you would clean the barrel under the cir-
cumstances.

lame parts of the Marlin that should be oiled after
cleaning.

Describe the filling of the C.C. gear with oil.

Exactly how would you position the enemy plane as
regards the ring backsight of your fixed gun if he
were flying at 30 degrees to your path and at a speed
of 1 1/8 that for which the sight is designed.
Give reason for statements using sketch ir desired*
Explain how the windvane foresight corrects for
speed of your plane regardless of position of gun.
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UNITED STATES ARMY
SCHOOL OF MILITARY AERONAUTICS

AT

CORNELL UNIVERSITY
ITHACA. NEW YORK

|Lnal Exam Time: Tm Hoars Hov. 8, 191t
s

abject: Gunnery 3 aadron M - 64 Grad* Pat© Hov, 9, 1918

MABLIH GUI

III Peso* (10)
(a)
(b)

X Mech* (10) (a)
(b)

I Mech* (10) (a)

(b)

;i stop. (10)
(afr

(b)

(o)
fa)
(e)

III Practical

( 10 )

Give the oar© , location, and function of *

the principal f©a tares of the barrel;
the gas cylinder*

Give the action cf the carrier.
Just where is the second round to be fired when the
empty shell is being ejected ?

Explain the action of the moving parts of the lock
container*
Give the action of "Firing of the First Shot."

Just what will happen if -

the trigger spring broke;
the feed lever were improperly assembled;
the firing pin broke;
the sear* trigger pin latch were unlatched;
a primer were defective ?

100

Sign the Statement,
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Squadron F. -72
Final Examination
Subject: Military Studies

Page 1
November 22, 1918,

' V8>lue

INFANTRY DRILL

1, (a) Explain fully the movement, Squads right, March.
(b) Describe the position of Parade rest. £*

2. (a) What is the position of the First Sergeant when the Company#
is in line, and what does he do when directed to dismiss the
Company, and what are his commands ?

(b)state when the fixed pivot is used, when the moving pivot is0
used.

INTERIOR GUARD DUTY .

34 (a) Give a diagram of a relief showing the post of new and old JJ.

Corporals, New Relief marching out. Old Relief marching in.
(b) Give diagram posting a sentinel, showing the position of $
old and new Corporals.

4, (a) You are Sergeant of the Guard and the Corporal on watch $
informs you that the sentinel on Post No. 7 has called Fire.
QUESTION: What action do you take ?

FIRST AID, HYGIENE & SANITATION

5, (a) What is meant by First Aid?
(b) What is the contents of a First Aid Packet ?

( c ) State three important points in caring for health.
(d) What are some of the duties of the sanitary officer and why I
are they important ?

ADMINISTRATION & ORGANIZATION U.S. ARMY

6, (a) State three specific duties of each of the fallowing Air $
Service Squadrons. Observation Squadron. Bombardment Squadron.
Pursuit Squadron.
(b) In what three ways may an Observation Squadron be employed 15

(c) Give number of observers and what is the ratio, with refer- 0
ence to Artillery, Infantry, and Staff,
(d) State the duties of the Adjutant General f s Department.

DISCIPLINE <£L COURTESY

7, (a,) What is discipline and what is its object ?

(b) Explain the importance of military courtesy.
(c) You are sending an orderly to a subordinate officer with 4
a message for him to report to you at once, QUESTION: What
instructions (give wording) will you give the orderly and
what will the orderly do after delivering the message ?





FINAL EXAMINATION
SUBJECT : MILITARY STUDIES

Page 2 15

SQUADRON P-72 NO^EMBE^ 22 ;'

t;<^RMY REGULATIONS & PAPERWORK tf0&

8. (a) Prom what is a Squadron Fund derived ?

(b)Who comprises the Squadrom Council ?

(o)How often does the Squadron Council meet and what are its
duties ?

(d) Who may disburse money belonging to the Squadron Fund and
what authority is necessary for its disbursement ?

(e) How is the Squadron Fund transferred from one officer to
another ?

9. How is unserviceable property classified, with reference
to its disposition ?

10. What authorieties may authorize the discharge of an enlist-
ed man before the expiration of his term of enlistment- ?

11

.

(a) Explain the purpose of the Individual Equipment Record,
(b)What disposition is made of the Individual Equipment Record

when an elisted man is transferred ?

12.

(a)What data is contained in the Morning Report ?
(b)Who prepares the Morning Report and what signature and

initials are required to complete it ?

13.

fa)You are a non-commissioned officer in 645th Aero Squadron
ordered transferred to the 67Qth Aero Squadron at the same
station. QUESTION: Who would be the authority competent
to order your transfer?

(b)If you were to be transferred retaining your present rank:
what must be stated in the order transferring you ?

14.

(a)What is meant by a voluntary allotment ?
(b) What is meant by a compulsary allotment ?
fc) Under what conditions may an officer allot part of his pay

to his family ?

15. You are appointed Survey Officer to survey a damaged
aeroplane. State briefly your duties as an officer acting
in that capacity,

16. In the case of a discharged soldier what disposition is
made of the following records: Service Record* Individual

Equipment Record. Pay Card.
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The Commandant was the government representa-

tive at the school. He was responsible for the policy

of the school and the judge as to whether the University

was living up to its contract. All of the correspondence

with Washington was thru his office, whether originating

in the Military Department or in the office of the Pres-

ident of the Academic Board. He was assisted by a Post

Adjutant, an assistant Post Adjutant, a Personnel Adju-

tant, and a large staff of civilian and enlisted clerks

and accountants.

The Quartermaster and Supply Officer had charge

of all issuance of equipment and transportation and all

disbursements. He reported directly to the Commandant.

The President of the Academic Board had charge

of all instruction except in the Military Department, pur-

chase of all supplies not furnished by the government, all

construction in and about the Drill Hall, employment of

civilians, turning back of cadets for failures in academic

work, and all other matters pertaining to the Academic

Work of the school. He reported to the Ground Schools

Branch of the Training Division thru the Commandant. He

was assisted in matters such as preparation of schedules

>

promotion of instructors, turning back of cadets, and
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matters of policy toy the Academic Board. He was assist-

ed in matters such as room schedules, plans for new con-

struction, and supplies toy an Assistant to the President

of the Academic Board., who was not a member of the Board.

The Senior Military Instructor was in charge of

all military instruction and discipline. He reported di-

rectly to the Commandant. He was assisted toy a Regimental

A djutant. During the last few months the theoretical sub-

jects were grouped and formed a department under the head

of "Military Studies."

Major Howard C. Davidson, A.S.S.C. was Commandant

of the School from the Beginning till October 2, 1917. (He

came to the school as 1st lieutenant, and received his pro-

motion to Major while here.) He was succeeded toy Major

D.M.Cheston Jr., A.S.S.C. who continued in command till

August 22, 1918. Lt. Col. George R. Harrison, A.S.A. as-

sumed command on Sept. 1, 1918 and continued in command

till the closing of the school.

Major Harral Mulliken, A.S.A. took charge of

tia Quartermaster’s Office on October 9, 1917, and contin-

ued in that position till the School was closed. He act-

ed as Commandant between the time Major Cheston left and

Lt. Col. Harrison arrived. He received his promotion to

Major while at the school.

Professor W. N. Barnard of the Department of

Power Engineering of the College of Mechanical Engineering,

Cornell University, held the position of President of the
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Academic Board from the time of the establishment of the

Board until the closing of the school. The Academic Board

consisted during the entire period of Professors F.O. El-

lenwood, Ernest Blaker and L.A. Lawrence of Cornell Univer-

sity.

1st Lt. W. F. Bull » A.S., S.R.C. was in charge of

Military Instruction until Nov. 7, 1917, when he was trans-

ferred to Ohio State University. A man of no military ex-

perience whatever arrived on Nov. 11, 1917 to be Senior

Military Instructor. He held the position, with the as-

sistance of the lieutenants under him, till Dec. 17, 1917,

when he was relieved by Captain Bayard C. Hoppin
, A.S.,

S.R.C. Captain Francis N. Iglehart, A.S.S.C. took charge

on Feb. 25, 1918 and during his stay until April 29, 1918,

materially improved the discipline and smartness of the

cadet corps. 1st Lt. H.L.Deming, A.S.S.C. acted as Senior

Military Instructor until May 27, 1918, when Captain George

R. Phipps, A.S.S.C. arrived. He continued in the position

till the closing of the school.

The frequent change in personnel of the Military

Department and the inefficiency of many of the commission-

ed officers sent to the school in the early days was det-

rimental to the efficiency of instruction in this depart-

ment .

A disciplinary office under the charge of a com-
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missioned officer handled matters pertaining to breaches

of rules and regulations until Captain Iglehart took charge

of the Military Department.

Uiscussion continued on Page 171
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THE CADET CORPS

The general plan followed in the organization of

the Cadet Corps was for each class to he a military unit.

Eor instance, an entering squadron would he "Squadron A,

Class of Dec. 1" and the following week “Squadron B, Class

of Dec. 1." Later the classes were given numbers and would

he known as Squadron A-70, S quadron B-70 ,
etc. The first

plan was to have the first three classes organized into a

battalion called the “Junior Wing" and the last five into

another called the "Senior Wing". The Cadet Regiment had

a full compliment of cadet officers. An officer took

charge of a squadron when it entered and acted as its com-

pany commander till it graduated, having charge of all dril^

minor disciplinary action, special privileges, etc.

Cadets in the “Junior Wing" did not receive week

end passes and were used for the majority of the guarding,

policing, and fatigue work.

Each cadet wore a plate with his name under a cel-

luloid cover over his left upper coat pocket. The “Junior

Wing" cadets had their names on white, the “Senior Wing"

on yellow, and S ergeants on pink cards.

When the school went on the twelve week schedule

the division into Junior and Senior wings was abolished.

The organization when the school closed had been





Ill

"begun along different lines. Six permanent companies

and a recruit company were being built up. The incoming

men were put into the recruit company until they were

proficient in Infantry Drill, and then assigned to a com-

pany. Under this system the company never graduated as

a whole and a permanent organization was maintained.

The cadet regiment had retreat parade under ca-

det officers three days a week. On Thursday a parade was

held under officers from the Academic Department who had

not had a great deal of military experience. On Fridays

the regiment had review and inspection under its regular

officers

.

A field music unit was organized under Captain

Iglehart and appeared at mess, parades, and reveille.

In the fall of 1918 an excellent football teem

was developed in the school and won games from Cornell S.

A.f.C. and School of Aerial Photography. Inter-squadrons

games of baseball, basketball, tennis, and push ball were

features of the organized sports work. Several boxing and

wrestling contests were arranged by the Y.M.C.A. which

maintained an organization for the service schools in Ith-

aca.

Beginning in September 1918 a number of very suc-

cessful entertainments were given on Friday nights in the

University Auditorium, Bailey Hall. In combination with
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the Photography School, musical and comedy sketches were

arranged. The Y.M.C.A. furnished moving pictures.

The Cadet Corps maintained an "Honor System" in

regard to examinations. Each incoming class subscribed to

the system. The Honor System Committee consisted of the

first S ergeants of the several classes. They tried a man

who was reported for cheating and recommended guilty ones to

the Commandant for discharge.
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the cadet personnel

NUMBERS OE CADETS. When Cornell University was first

asked to train aviators in ground

work it was expected that in all about one hundred men

would be sent here, and when the school closed more than

three thousand men had been graduated.1

After concrete plans had been made for the school

it was planned to send twenty-five cadets per week and grad-

uate about twenty-five per week, keeping a total of about

two hundred men under training at one time. The number per

week was gradually increased and on September 18, 1917, Cor-

nell was asked to take seventy-five per week beginning Nov-

ember 17, 1917. Even this number was finally exceeded,

and in January 1918 the total number under instruction was

eight hundred twenty- three , counting about fifty Student Of-

ficer Engineers. The number fell off for a while and reach-

ed a maximum again in July 1918. Shortly after this no new

men arrived for squadron A and on August 5, 1918 Cornell

University was notified that on account of the training of

personnel exceeding the production of equipment, it had been

decided to discontinue the School of Military Aeronautics at

Ithaca. Shortly after this the following letter was received





by the Acting President of the University:

•»1. In discontinuing the School of Military
Aeronauti cs ,

Cornell University, Ithaca, New
York, in compliance with the directions of the
General S taff, the Department of Military
Aeronautics desires to express its very sincere
appreciation of the excellent service rendered
by Cornell University in the maintenance of
both this school and the Photographic School.

"2. All requests of the Air Service have been
most cheerfully complied with at all times by
the University and the instruction furnished
has always been regarded as of a high quality
and thoroughly satisfactory. The services of
Professor W. 'Iff. Barnard, President of the Ac-
ademe Board, have been particularly efficient.

”3. The discontinuance of the School of Military
Aeronautics at Cornell University was due to no
lack of efficient support and co-operation on
the part of the University.

By direction of Major General Kenly:

(Signed) Milton F. Davis
Colonel, Signal Corps,

Chief of Training.”

On Aug. 22, 1918, the following telegram was

received

:

‘'Letter being sent today to General S taff re-
questing authority to continue your school.
Advise holding your corps of instructors.

(Signed) Kenly."

A new Commandant was assigned and on September

13, 1918 official notice of the continuing of the School

was received from the Adjutant General of the Army.
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CADETS TURNED BACK Under regulations prescribed
AND DISCHARGED.

from time tc time cadets were

turned back or discharged for failures in studies, dis-

cipline, health, and efficienty (qualities which in the

opinion of the instructors, showed a man’s probable suc-

cess as an officer in the Army.

)

Marks were reported every week in scholarship,

efficiency and discipline. At first the Academic Board

recommended cadets for discharge and to be turned back,

and the Commandant acted as he saw fit. If he decided to

discharge a man, record was made of the reasons and the

data forwarded to Washington and the man sent home to a-

wait official discharge. Later the authority was given the

Commandant to discharge cadets directly.

On September 15, 1917, the Commandant was ordered

to form an Examining Board to decide on the fitness of the

cadets. This board consisted of the Commandant, the Pres-

ident of the Academic Board, and one or more other officers.

The piboceedure followed from that time on was more system-

atic. The Academic Boa,rd went over the records of the cad-

ets when the marks were turned in on Saturday. All men who

had low marks in general, failures in final examinations,

who had been on the sick report, or who , in the opinion of

the Board, should repeat their work, were ‘’turned back” to

the week they had just finished instead of being allowed to
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continue with their squadrons. They did not necessarily

take all of the work of that week. Such remarks appeared

on the "Turn Be.ck Sheet" as: "To take all of , L*“, "To

take Engines, Observation and drill with H" , "To take

Airplanes and Signalling", "To take Gunnery and all pos-

sible signalling."

When the record of a man was conspi cuously low,

or he had been turned back before, or was absent from clgss

without leave, etc., a star was placed before his name on

the "Turn Back Sheet" which meant that he was to appear be-

fore the "Examining Board" on Monday afternoon. . Sometimes

a man with a poor record in efficiency and discipline would

be ordered before the "Examining Board" but not turned back.

The Examining Board interviewed the cadet and de-

cided whether he would be discharged, allowed to go ©head

with his squadron, turned back in all subjects, or discip-

lined. Some cadets were allowed to resign, or be relieved

from aviation training for commission, at their "own request."

Men who had entered the school from the Signal En-

listed Reserve Corps, upon discharge were given their option

of assignment to an Aero Squadron or being returned to civil

life, and their Draft Boards notified. Enlisted men who had

come from other branches of the service were given their op-

tion of being returned to their former organizations or to

an aero squadron.





DISCIPLINE. As a general rule, very little trouble was

had with men thru breaches of discipline.

Minor offences were punished thru the office of the Senior

Military Instructor by confinement to quarters, fatigue

work, and ^kitchen police.” Serious breaches of discipline

such as cheating in examinations, stealing, and A.W.O.L.

were referred to the Exsmiining Board for action. Men were

usually discharged for such offences.
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MEMOBAKDA RELATING TO DISCHARGING ABX>

TURNING BACK CADETS

MEMORAHDUM No. 167. September 15, 1917.

“2 A student may "be discharged at any time during
his course of training by reason of failure to pass tests
or examinations, by giving evidence to his Commanding Of-
ficer that he is unfitted mentally, morally, or physical-
ly for the duties of a flying officer, or for any other
reason which shall, in the opinion of the Examining Board,
subject to such approval as is necessary, render his ser-
vices no longer desired.

3. Bo candidate will be sent to a Flying School who
has not passed all final examinations in the Ground School,
and candidates who fail but have excellent records for con-
duct and diligence may, at the option of the Commandant, be
permitted to repeat examinations. Those who fail to pass
or whose record for conduct and diligence is not creditable
will be recommended for discharge.

4. The Board of Examiners when dealing with recom-
mendations for discharge shall consist of the Commmdant
and at least one other commissioned officer. This board
will summon candidates proposed for discharge. The Sen-
ior member will explain to the candidate the charges, as
for exmple, failure in studies, unmilitary conduct, in-
difference, inefficiency, etc. The candidate will have
the opportunity to reply. Kis reply will be noted in the
proceedings of the Board and will be forwarded to this of-
fice as part of its record.”

MEMORANDUM Bo. 196. September 26, 1917.

”1. ....... The Adjutant General has issued orders author-
izing Commandants to discharge any student who evidences
unfitness for his duties by reason of his habits, lack
of character, ineffi ciency

, or who is guilty of miscon-
duct .

”
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MEMORANDUM No. 295. April 5, 1918.

1. A cadet is liable to demotion under the fol-
lowing conditions: (exception Par. 8)

(a) Two failures in one week.

(b) One failure and two low marks (60-65) in one week.

(c) Failure in any final examination.

(d) Two consecutive failures in the same subject.

2. Failures and low marks except as mentioned
above and in paragraph 4, should not be considered cause
for demotion or discharge.

5. A cadet should be demoted the first time he
is liable to demotion and should be discharged the second
time

.

4. Exceptions to paragraphs 2 and 3 above may be
made at the discretion of the Examining Board for extraor-
dinary reasons. (Memo. #232, Oct. 30, 1917.) In such
cases a special report shall be furnished this office un-
der the heading "Remarks" of the Board Proceedings.

5. A cadet may be discharged at the discretion
of the Examining Board as heretofore if he is evidently
unfitted to be made an officer. (Memo. #232. )

6. Failure in Efficiency should count as failure
in one subject with respect to demotion and discharge.

7. A cadet’s mark in Efficiency shall be deter-
mined each week by a Board appointed by the Commandant.
It shall be based on -weekly reports from the cadet’s in-
structors, etc., and shall represent their estimate of
the cadet’s fitness as an officer as shown by his spirit
and military bearing both on and off duty. Account is to
be taken of the cadet’s alertness, initiative and persev-
erence. His ability to command a unit in the drill shall
be especially noted. In determining the mark in Efficien-
cy, acadet’s record in technical subjects is to be disre-
garded.

8. Hereafter failure in Signalling prior to the





end of the course shall have no effect on the demotion or
discharge of cadets. At the end of the course, a cadet
failing in Signalling, hut in other respects desirable
officer material, shall be retained at the School for one
week and given intensive work in Signalling. For this
purpose no special classes need be formed but the cadet
should be required to attend classes already in operation
in order to avoid putting on extra burdens on the instruct-
ors in Signalling. If, at the end of this extra week, the
cadet’s work is still unsati sfstory

,
he should be discharg-

ed. It is assumed that a cadet has been faithful in his
practice. If a cadet shirks his work, he should be demoted
or discharged as heretofore.

By direction of the Chief Signal Officer:

George A. Washington,
Ca,p tain, Si gnal Corps,

O.I.C.
, Schools Branch,

Training Section.

EEMOEAHDUM No. 305. May 15, 1918.

1. The following is for the information and
guidance of all concerned and in particular the Department
of Signalling.

2. It is important that both pa.rts of the rule
concerning failures in Signalling, Memorandum #295, par-
agraph 8, should be enforced:

1.

"Failure in Signalling prior to the end
of the course should have no effect on
the demotion or discharge of cadets."

2.

"If a cadet shirks his work (in Signal-
ling) he should be demoted or discharg-
ed as heretofore."

The first reason for (l.) above, is that progress in Sig-
nalling means physiological rather than mental develop-
ment and it follows that a cadet who is faithful in his





practice should, be allowed to attain this development
naturally. The purpose for (2.) above, is to insure,
as far as possible, as faithful work in the Department
of Signalling as in any other department. The judgment
of the Department of Signalling will be accepted as to
whether or not a cadet has been "faithful” in his prac-
tice.”

3. The duties of different classes of pilots
require different degrees of proficiency in Signalling,
some more, some less. For this reason it is desired that
every cadet should have the best opportunity of meeting
the minimum requirement in Signalling which is made of
all cadets. With this in view the Department of Signal-
ling is allowed an advantage which is shared by no other
department in that it is possible at the end of the course
to retain a cadet at the school and give him intensive
work in this department.

4. In connection with the above, the fullest co-
operation of the Department is desired.

By direction of the Chief of Air Service:

Geo. A. Washington,
C aptain, Signal Corps.

MEMORANDUM No. 306. May 15, 1918.

EFFICIENCY

1. The following is for the information and
guidance of all concerned:

It is believed that marks in efficiency will fall
naturally into three classes:

1. Marks of men isrho have shown conspicuously
that they are the best officer material in
the Bchool.

2. Marks of average men with respect to whose
desirability as officer material relative
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to other men in fhe school no definite pro-
nouncement is given either pro or con. The
data concerning these men will not Toe suffi-
ciently accurate to allow their marks to be
made out with great exactness. Therefore no
great effort need be made by the instructors
to obtain such exactness.

3. Marks of men who impress their instructors as
being undesirable officer material because they
do not show "alertness, initiative, and per-
severence" and do not give evidence of the
proper "spirit and military bearing."

It is believed that the number of cadets in class 1 and
class 3 will be small.

2. Any exception made in accordance with para-
graph 4, Memorandum #295, will be consistent with the cor-
responding efficiency reports.

3. The purppse of paragraph 7, Memorandum #295,
on efficiency and also paragraph 4 of the same Memorandum,
is to allow the school, in choosing officers, a certain
reasonable discretion which may be covered by more exact
rules issued from this office.

4. In this connection, the fullest cooperation
of the schools is desired in the interests of the Air Ser-
vi ce.

By direction of the Chief of Air Service:

Geo. A. Washington,
Captain, Signal Corps,
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THE C L Q S I N G 0 F THE SCHOOL

By the end of November 1918 the school had

begun on the curri cufcum which provided for the separate

instruction of observers, pilots and bombers after their

fourth week.

After the signing of the Armistice the Comman-

dant was notified to retusxn to their draft boards all re-

cruits who reported directly from the draft boards. This

reduced the size of the entering classes materially.

On November 20th the following telegram was re-

ceived from Major General Kenly:

"Orders have been requested transferring
all cadets, Lieutenants Lowell Mason, Percy G.McVetty,
G.M. Rogers, D.L.Dargue, Harold J. Fisher and Sergeants
A. C. Davis , Jr. , and Robert I. Blackman to Austin, Tex-
as, to leave Cornell November 23rd, two officers to
a c company cade t s .

"

The following telegram was also received:

"All cadets now in training at Air Service
Flying and Ground Schools will be given option of im-
mediate discharge without commission or of completing
their training .

The orders did not arrive in time for the men

to leave on November 23rd but fifty-eight of them left

on the 26th for the U.S. A. S.M.A. , at Austin, Texas. The

remaining one hundred seventeen asked for discharge and





were sent home.

The work of dismantling the latoratories and

packing the equipment began at once. By December 7th

nearly all of the civilian staff had been discontinued

and the commissioned and enlisted staff was rapidly fin-

ishing up the work of the Administration Department.
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UNITED STATES ARMY
SCHOOL OF MILITARY AERONAUTICS

AT
CORNELL UNIVERSITY

ITHACA, NEW YORK

March 20, 1918.

Instructions No. 1 .

1. These instructions replace those previously issued.

2. They will be followed by all officers, enlisted men and

civilian employees connected with the staff of this

School, so that there will be uniformity in the

matters covered.

3. Instructors will familiarize themselves thoroughly with

the Regulations for Cadets, as many of the rules

contained therein apply to instructors also and are

not repeated here.

4. When the term “instructors” is used herein, it refers

to military instructors as well as to those who are

civilians.

W. N. Barnard,
President ofAcademic Board.

Approved.

D. M. Cheston, Jr.,

Maj. , S. C., Commandant.

xi. Army School. It is very important to keep in mind
the fact that this is an ARMY school preparing leaders
upon whose ability as officers our success in this war may
depend. Instructors should impress this upon the flying
cadets and have them understand that the standards of
this school are much higher than those of the usual col-

lege and the purposes different.

x2. Object of the School. The chief objects of the
School are stated in the Foreword of the Regulations for
Cadets.

X3. With these objects in view, it is important to
lay great stress on military discipline, accuracy in state-

ment and of observation, reliability and punctuality.

X4. Methods. The instructors by their conduct, bearing
and methods, whether in or out of class, should at all

times serve as examples as to what is desired of future
officers in the Aviation Corps.

X5. Instructors are expected to devote substantially all

of their time to the work of the School. When several
instructors are assigned to the same subject, it is, in
general, intended that the squadrons be divided into
groups so that cadets will have more personal attention
and so that instructors may better form opinions of the
conduct and efficiency of the cadets as well as of their
scholarship.

x6. All work in classrooms and laboratories should
be conducted as nearly on a military basis as conditions
permit.

X7. All instructors must be careful to permit no laxness
in discipline in class rooms and laboratories.

x8. The Instructor is not to enter into discussions with
cadets at the end of the period. This delays formation
of the squadron and causes lateness at the next class.

X9. Instructors must be careful not to continue classes





beyond the end of the period. Dismiss the squadron
Promptly in the manner prescribed in the Regulations
for Cadets.

xio. Classes will begin io minutes past the hour and
will continue to the end of the hour, except that examina-
tions scheduled for the first period of the afternoon may
start at 2 p.m.

xii. First call (warning) is sounded 5 minutes before

time to dismiss classes.

xi 2. Examinations and Quizzes. All examination and
quiz questions should be prepared with the greatest care

so as to avoid ambiguity or lack of clearness and they
should be carefully written so that a student will have no
difficulty in reading them. When there are several parts
to a question they shall be lettered a, b, c, etc.

,
so that no

part will be overlooked.
xi 3. The same questions must be repeated as seldom

as possible. When a question has proved effective, there
is, of course, no objection to using it again, only sufficient

time must have elapsed so that it is a new question to the
squadron which is being examined.

X14. Each department should prepare with the greatest
care a collection of standard questions from which to
make selection for examinations and quizzes. These
questions should be revised whenever the character of
the answers shows that they can be improved. The
Engine Department has prepared such a collection and
has an excellent system for preventing repetition of the
same questions with any one class.

X15. Each examination and quiz should have enough
questions so that missing a single answer will not result
in a failure in the test.

xi6. The method of conducting examinations and
quizzes and of disposing ol the papers afterwards, should
receive the greatest care.

4

X17. The questions as written on the blackboard should
correspond exactly with the copy which is used in con-
nection with the marking of the papers.

xi8. Instructors should call attention of the class to

the requirement that the Honor Statement be signed.
This may be done by adding a note at the end of the
examination and numbering it as if it were a question,
so it will not be overlooked. This item, however, is not
to be considered as a question in grading, as the paper is

to be marked zero as a whole if the statement is not

X19. Instructors should be present at all times during
the examination to interpret and answer questions, and
to see that all papers and other material are handed in in
accordance with the Regulations for Cadets.

x2o. Instructors should avoid any semblance of spying
during examinations, otherwise the cadets will feel that
the Honor System is discarded. However, Instructors
should take cognisance of any.case of fraud coming to
their attention.

x2i. The questions should be erased from the black-
board immediately after the examination has been com-
pleted.

X22. In order to insure uniform grading of all examina-
tion papers in a set, the same question in all of the papers
should be marked by the same instructor.

X23. Each department should establish standard grades
and uniform methods of grading, so that there will be no
variation in the standards from week to week, even
though changes in instructing personnel occur. Where
one instructor has charge of the same group of cadets for

several weeks, it is especially important that the in-

structors work in the same standard.

X24. Two copies of each set of final examination ques-

5

REGULATIONS

U. S. Army
School of Military Aeronautics

Cornell University
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tions shall be seut to the President of the Academic Board
each week. The heading for these questions, as specified

by the Schools Section, is as follows :

UNITED STATES ARMY
SCHOOL OF MILITARY AERONAUTICS

AT
CORNELL UNIVERSITY

ITHACA, N. Y.

Final Examination Date

Subject Squadron Graduation Date

X25. Papers for final examinations, together with
question sheets and analysis sheets should be turned into
the office of the President of the Academic Board before
Monday 12 M. for forwarding to Washington on that
day. ^

X26. An Honor System (See Regulations <£ 12) some-
what similar to the one at West Point, is in force in this
School. In this system, the students themselves see to
it that there is no cheating. The instructor remains in
the room during the examination to answer questions and
should, of course, take notice of any cheating which may
come to his attention. The presence of the instructor is

not to be considered as relieving the men from being on
their honor. The instructor should be particularly care-
ful not to give any semblance of spying, otherwise the
cadets may assume a wrong attitude toward the System.

X27. Cases of fraud should be referred to the cadet
Honor System Committee.

X28. Marks. In reporting weekly marks on the
standard sheets it is important that the several copies be
exact duplicates of the original and that all be legible.
It will be necessary to use the proper grade of carbon

paper, to use heavy enough impressions to make the last

copy clear, and to see that all sheets register accurately.

On the copy which is to be posted on the bulletin board,

the remarks and the marks in conduct and efficiency may
be omittted, leaving only the report on scholarship.

X29. No marks are to be reported between 55 and 60.

The cadet’s grade is not to be raised to 60 unless it is very
apparent that he deserves the increase.

X30. Under “Remarks” the instructor should call

attention to men who are particularly lacking or who
show unusual qualifications. He should also explain the
reason for the omission of any mark after any of the
names. The Military Department should show, under
remarks, which are the cadet officers.

X31. When a mark much below passing is given,

especially in conduct and efficiency, some very brief ex-
planation is desired under “ Remarks ” in the report.

X32. Instructors are not to inform the cadets as to the
marks made nor as to whether or not the subjects have
been passed. The reports will be posted on the bulletin

X33. A mark of 80 in Efficiency or Conduct will be in-

terpreted as meaning that nothing has come to the atten-

tion of the instructor to show that the cadet is either
above or below normal. Any mark except 80, will mean
that the instructor has especially observed the cadet.

X34. Efficiency. ( See Foreword in the Regulations for

Cadets. ) In general, marks in efficiency should range
from 70 to 90 for a squadron, it being recognized, of

course, that exceptional instances may arise where all

cadets in a squadron are nearly on a par or where the
squadron as a whole ranks higher or lower than the aver-
age, or where individual cases fall outside of these limits.

Men who should not be graduated because of low effi-

ciency, including lack of general education, should re-

ceive marks in efficiency below 60.





x35- The grading in efficiency from week to week
should be on the same standard even though the per-

sonnel of the instructing staff changes. Each Depart-

ment should watch its standards.

X36. In deciding on efficiency, keep in mind that the

school is not training mechanicians and that although a

cadet may be an expert mechanic he may not be a good
officer-material

;
also, he may be an excellent man in the

ranks but nof suitable for higher position.

X37. As an aid in grading men in efficiency, decide

which man in the squadron you would prefer to select as

officer in command of an important mission against the

enemy, which would be your second choice and so on
and grade the men accordingly.

X38. Conduct. Unmilitary conduct, breaches of disci-

pline, and misdemeanors, including such matters as gum
chewing, smokingwhen and where not permitted, having
blouses unbuttoned, etc., must be reported by the Heads
of Departments to the Regimental Adjutant, who will

refer the cases to the Military Instructors in charge of the

respective squadrons for action. In making these re-

ports use the special cards which may be obtained from
the Regimental Adjutant.

X39. Hereafter, the Military instructors in charge of

squadrons will be the only ones to make reports on con-
duct (see instructions under Marks).

X40. Time Missed. Heads of Departments will make
written reports each Monday to the President of the
Academic Board regarding time missed in the preceeding
week by instructors, clerks, and other employees, in

their departments. A standard form will be used for

this purpose.

X41. If it is necessary for an instructor, clerk, or other
employee to be off duty he will make arrangements in

advance with the head of his department regarding the
matter. If the duration of the absence is more than a
day, commissioned officers on active duty, will also

obtain the approval of the Commandant, others must
have the permission from the President of the Academic
Board.

X42. Before going off duty for more than one day in-

structors and other employees will sign the Register in

the Adjutant's Office.

X43. Giving Out Information. All connected with the
School are to be particularly careful not to give out
information of any kind regarding this School. No
photos are to be taken except on special orders from
Washington.

X44. Visitors. Instructors are not to bring alumni,
faculty members, relatives or others into the School as
sight seers. Passes will be issued only under very ex-
ceptional circumstances. Such passes are issued by the
Adjutant only.

X45. Speaking at Public Gatherings. No one connected
with the school is to give public addresses that will inter-

fere with their duties at the school, or that will divulge
information about the school, unless they have the
approval of the Commandant, or of the President of the
Academic Board.

x-46. Official Time. The clock on the front of the
Balcony in the Drill Hall is the official time piece. No
one is to wind or regulate it unless especially delegated
to do so by the President of the Academic Board.

X47. Bills. The University Treasurer will refuse to
pay any bill contracted by any member of the instructing
staff of this School if it has not been covered by a
University order made out before the purchase is made.
In consequence it will be necessary in every case to secure
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a University order from the office of the President of the

Academic Board before making any purchases.

X48. Supplies. All requests for the purchase of special

supplies for departments shall be made through or by the

Heads of the Departments concerned.

X4Q Examination and Quiz Blanks, tools and supplies

used regularly will be kept in the Tool Room if supplied

bv the University, or in the Room of the Military Store

Keeper, if issued by the Signal Corps. Receipts are re-

quired for all material issued.

X50 Do npt throw away damaged or worn out equip-

ment, but return same for official survey.

«i. Office supplies may be obtained from the office of

the President of the Academic Board. No one is to help

himself to supplies without permission, as a record is

kept of all supplies issued.

X52. Rolls of drawing paper, lettering pens, magazines,

etc borrowed from the Office of President of the Aca-

demic Board shall be recorded in the Book of Loans, and

are to he returned promptly.

xst. University and Government supplies are not to be

employed for personal use. Letter heads are not to be

used for scratch paper. Effect such economies as are

possible.

x54 . The Head of each Department will requisition the

supplies needed for his Department during the week and

will keep such supplies in a definite place in his desk or

locker. (Do not leave supplies lying around loose.

)

X55. No one is to be admitted to the Tool Room except

the following : Clerks on duty in the Tool Room, Com-

mandant, Quartermaster, Heads of Departments, and

such others as are authorized by the President of the

Academic Board.

X56. Machine Shop. All except the mechanicians of

this School and those supervising their work, will be ex-
cluded from the Machine Shop, unless authorized by the
President of the Academic Board.

X57. Work for others. No work of a personal char-
acter will be done by employees for themselves or others
while on duty. J4

X58. Sale of Material. The rule (see ($ 18) preventing
instructors from engaging in sale of materials to cadets
also applies to all employees of this school. No ex-
ception to this rule will be made without official approval
of the Commandant and President of the Academic
Board.

X59. Watchman. The watchman is responsible for the
condition of the front part of the basement of the Drill

complied with, without delay.
(b) He will not permit parking of automobiles and

other vehicles, except those belonging to the Signal
Corps, inside of the building nor in front of it.

(c) In general he will not permit vehicles, except
those belonging to the School, to enter the driveway in
the building.

x6o. No vehicles are to enter the east door of the
building.

x6i. Library Privileges. The privileges of the Uni-
versity Library are extended to the members of the Staff
of the U. S. Army School of Military Aeronautics at
Cornell University the same to be certified to the Libra-
rian by the President of the Academic Board.

X62. Smoking. Instructors are not to smoke in places
where cadets are prohibited from smoking. They should
confine their smoking to their offices when in the
building.

'L
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X63. Uniforms. Instructors, clerks or other employes
who are civilians or who are enlisted men not on active

duty, are not to wear uniforms unless they receive the

special approval of the Commandant to do so. Requests
for permission to wear uniform, officers’ hat cord, or

leather leggins, are to be made through the Department
Head and the President of the Academic Board. Those
already equipped with military wearing apparal may con-

tinue to use same until further notice, but are not to buy
new equipment unless they receive similar approval.

Enlisted men on active duty are not to wear any except

the regulation uniform for enlisted men, that is, they

are not to wear officers’ hat cords or leather leggins or

other apparel or insignia of officers.

Each man wearing a uniform must see that it conforms
strictly to regulations.

X64. Turn Backs. Instructors are not to advise cadets

regarding the work to be taken by men turned back.

This should be noted especially by members of the Mili-

tary Department who are the ones most frequently, but
erroneously, consulted about such matters. If the in-

formation on the Turn Back List is erroneous or not

clear, refer all such cases to the Office of the President

of the Academic Board and instruct the cadet to submit a

military letter regarding the matter.

X65. Fire. In case of fire, or other emergency, classes

will be dismissed promptly and the Squadron Command-
ers will conduct the squadrons to their quarters.

7015
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U. S. Army
School of Military Aeronautics

Cornell University
Ithaca, N. Y.

General Orders No. 4.

February 6, 1918.

T. The information contained in this book is furnished
for the guidance of all concerned.

2. The regulations contained therein will be observed.
3. Any previous orders from this office in conflict are

hereby revoked.
By Order of Major Cheston :

Robertson Griswold
Capt., A.S., Sig.R.C.,

Adjutant.

Revised: (2), 3-i8-’i8 (3), s-9-’i8 (4) 7-20-18.





DIRECTORY
Commandant,

Maj. D. M. Cheston, Jr.,—Room 12, North Tower

Post Adjutant,
Capt. Robertson Griswold—Room 12, North Tower

O.M. and Supply Officer,

Capt. Harral Mulliken—Room 13, North Tower
ourueuu, „

Major J. R. Harris—Room n, North Tower
Senior Military Instructor,

Capt. Geo. R. Phipps—Room B, under Balcony

Mess Officer,

Lt. W. C. Severinghaus—Room 12, North Tower
Insurance and Allotment Officer,

Lt. J. B. Markley—Room 12, North Tower
Personnel Officer,

. _
Lt. G. R. Abel—Room 12, North Tower

Regimental Adjutant,
Lt. F. W. Cady, jr.,—Room B, under Balcony

President of Academic Board.

W. N. Barnard—Room A, under Balcony

Registrar,
R. H. Denman—Room 12, North Tower

Pay Clerk,

J. M. Hoefflin—Room 13, North Tower
Clerk of Academic Board,

Miss Sanford—Room A, under Balcony

Notary Public,
Mrs. E. Robinson—Room A, Under Balcony
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FOREWORD

There are two facts that men entering this school
should get firmly fixed in their minds and keep always
before them while here and those facts are that this is a
U. S. Army Post and that its purpose is to prepare leaders
on whose ability as air officers our success in this present
war may vitally depend. Also it must be realized at once
on reporting for duty here, that the requirements of this
school in standardofmarks necessaryfor graduation ate
higher than those of a college or academy and that the
purposes of the school are entirely different.
The main objects of this school are (1) to make good

soldiers, (2) to eliminate poor officer material as fast as
possible, (3) to discover exceptionally good officer
material, and (4) to give preliminary training to future air
pilots and observers.
Unless a man fully realizes all of the above and enters

this school with a fixed determination to “make good

”

under all conditions, to conform to military discipline
absolutely, and to strive always to increase his own
efficiency as well as the efficiency of the whole school,
he does not possess the qualifications necessary for the
making of a good officer and his discharge will be but a
question of a short time.
A cadet’s conduct here must conform to recognized

social and military standards at all times, both on and
off duty.
A man, though brilliant as a scholar, may be useless as

an officer, and efficiency is the term used in this school
to indicate a man’s probable success as an officer.
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The following are some of the characteristics con-

sidered here in determining a man’s EFFICIENCY: (1)

Ability to command and lead others, ( 2 ) initiative, ( 3 )
keenness,

(4) ability to make accurate observations and concise and

accurate reports of such observations, ( 5 )
attentiveness, ( 6

)

perseverence and ( 7 )
moral, physical and mental personality.

The relative importance of these characteristics is not

necessarly in the order named.
Cadets who are dishonest, tricky, lazy, indifferent,

conceited, insubordinate, disobedient, of a general weak
character, or lacking in education will be considered as

failing in efficiency and unfit to become officers in the Air

Service.
In the service of the U. S. Army, orders are orders,

finally and absolutely. Ignorance of them is no excuse.

Listen to verbal orders, read posted orders, absorb and
obey both.

REGULATIONS

A. ENTERING CADETS

1. Each entering cadet will first report to the Registrar’sdesk where he will show his authoritv for reporting
here, and will be registered.

' ^ 6

2. Each cadet will next report to the office of the
Quartermaster, in Room 13, in the north tower, and obtain

Ld!l?ck
r

er
ndUm reCdpt f°r h'S COt

’
beddinS’ overcoat

3- He will take this receipt to the Stock Room, in
the south end of the basement, sign it, and receive his
cot, bedding, overcoat and slicker. This room is open
daily from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., except Sunday.

4. Having received these things, each cadet will re-
port to the Sergeant in Charge of Quarters, and be as-
signed a place for his cot.

5- Finally, each cadet will report to the Officer of the
Day, to be assigned to duty.

6. Claims for reimbursement of traveling expenses
must be made on the Quartermaster immediately upon
arrival at this Post. The claims must be made in dupli-
cate and must be accompanied by cash receipts

7. The following data must be furnished before a claim
can be recognized: (a) Name and rank, (b) Present
station, (c) Dates of travel, (d) Authorization for travel
(e) Amount of fare paid, (f) Reason for not using
Government transportation, Ig) Number of transporta-
tion request, or railroad ticket, and name of railroad is-
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suing ticket (h) From and to what points traveled and

8. Claims for expenses for meals while enroute are to

be made on separate vouchers (in duplicate).

9. Vouchers for transportation expenses or meals are

to be signed and sworn to before the Post Adjutant or

a Notary Public with seal.

10. Proper vouchers may be obtained from the Pay
Clerk.

B. DISCIPLINE

1. This is an officers school and every cadet is a candi-

date for a commission. Cadets are not expected to be
guilty of breaches of discipline, and while sentences are

imposed for the offenses that are committed, they are

given more as reminders than punishments, and should
be considered as such. Efficiency is what counts in the

Army, and a man’s efficiency is judged, largely, by the

degree to which he is amenable to military discipline.

2. Cadet Non-commissioned Officers are vested with
the authority usually incident to their respective ranks
in the Army and will report any breaches of regula-

3. Any cadet desiring to speak to an officer or academic
official, in any of the offices, will first obtain permission
from his squadron commander. On entering the office he
will salute and say “ Sir, Cadet has the Squadron
Commander’s (or some other commissioned officer’s)

permission to speak to .” Special permission is not
required for speaking to an academic instructor at a time
which he has designated for consultation.

4. Hats are to be removed on entering any office.

5. No cadet will enter any of the offices, at any time,
unless in full uniform.

6. Salutes will be exchanged between officers and
cadets except when in military formation, or at drill,

mess, work, or games. On stairways cadets will come
to attention when an officer passes, but will not salute.

7. Members of this command will not salute with
pipes, cigars, or cigarettes in their mouths.

S. Smoking will not be permitted in the Mess Halls,
in the laboratories nor east of the driveway in the base-
ment of the Main Building. The University may at any
time withdraw the smoking privileges in other parts of
this building, and this will be done if risks of fire and
of damage to property, such as burning edges of tables,

are not carefully avoided.

9. Cadets are not to smoke in other University
buildings.

10. Every smoker will provide himself with an ash
tray that is not easily upset, which he will keep by his
bunk, and he will see that this is emptied at least once

11. No alcoholic beverages will be brought into this

Post. All members of this command are forbidden to
drink any alcoholic beverage

.

12. No gambling is allowed.

13. Cadets are forbidden to have any firearms, or live

ammunition, in their possession, other than those issued
to them at this school. Anyone having such articles in
his posession will turn the same over to the Regimental
Adjutant and can claim them on leaving this school.

14. There may be an inspection of quarters at any time
that the Senior Military Instructor sees fit. Every cadet
is responsible at all times for the proper policing of the
area immediately surrounding his bunk.
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15. All lights in quarters will be turned out and all

men will be in bed at taps.

16. Squadrons marching to and from classes, mess, and
other formations will march at attention.

17. Men turned back will report to the squadron to

which they are turned back, and will stand all formations
with this squadron.

18. Men awaiting discharge or transfer will stand all

formations, except school call, with the organization with
which they have been serving. They will be governed
by the regulatious of this Post as long as they are here.

19. As a precautionary measure, military police are de-
tailed each night to patrol the downtown section of the
city. These men are to report any disorders, drinking,
etc.

,
and have authority to arrest any enlisted man caus-

ing a disturbance.

20. Cadets are not required to salute the instructors or
officials in civilian clothes unless they are spoken to by
such, or address them, in which case the cadets shall ex-
tend the same courtesy as in dealing with officers.

21. No person not connected with the School is al-

lowed inside the building unless he has a pass author-
ized by the Commandant and issued by the Post Adjutant.
Passes will only be issued to persons connected with the
Government in some capacity. Cadets finding anyone
in the building without a pass will take such person to
the Officer of the Day.

22. No soliciting or vending in or about the Drill Hall
is permitted except in cases where the Commandant has
given a license for such practices.

C. UNIFORM
1. All members of this command will wear the pre-

scribed uniform at all times, whether at the Post or away
from it. Every man should realize that it is an honor to

wear the U. S. uniform, aud should take a proper pride
in his appearance, both as to neatness, and as to having
on the proper uniform. The wearing of all sorts of
clothing that is not regulation not only makes the wearer
conspicuous, but it cheapens the uniform.

2. The prescribed uniform must be worn complete,
without additions or substitutions.

3. At all drills, and other duties, the complete service
uniform as issued will be worn, consisting of : Service
hat, with Air Service hat cord and regulation, white piqu£
hat band

;
O. D. shirt

;
O. D. coat and breeches

;
aud can-

vas leggins. When a man can not obtain canvas leggins
from the Quartermaster he will be allowed to wear cloth,

spiral puttees.

4. When so directed, by the Commanding Officer, the
service coat may be omitted. It may, also, be removed
in the class room, at the discretion of the instructor in

charge. Any one leaving the immediate vicinity of the
Post, of duty, must wear blouse.

5. When the service coat is worn over the O. D. shirt,

the collar of the latter should be worn turned down neatly
over the coat collar.

6. No ties will be worn.
7. Leather leggins are not regulation ’for an enlisted

man and will not be allowed at any time. Spiral puttees
may be worn when off duty only.

8. All articles of uniform are to be worn buttoned up
throughout. This applies, particularly, to overcoats and

9. If a sweater is worn, it should be of the regulation

color and it must be worn underneath the shirt.

i.





10. There is no authority for belts ou the issued over-
coats, nor for any but regulation insignia.

11. Every cadet will be given two name badges, one
for the shirt and one for the blouse. The badges
will be worn over the left breast, and one shall be visible
at all times when the cadet is on duty. These badges
must be turned in before the cadet leaves the Post.

D. QUARTERS

1. Clothing. Extra clothing should be kept in foot
lockers. If a Cadet has two uniform blouses they can
both be put on the same hanger, and should hang from
the hook on the edge of the lower shelf. They should be
buttoned up throughout. The slicker on a hanger
should hang from one of the high hooks on the end of
the rack. Service hat should also hang on the end of
the rack, and not be left on the bunk, or on the shelves.
All clothing must clear the floor by at least two inches.
Pajamas should not be rolled up in the bedding roll, but
should be put away. Bath robe should hang on the hook
along side the slicker.

2. Shoes. All shoes in a Cadet’s possession should be
out at all times. They should be lined up so that the
toes are even with the end of the foot locker, and the end
of the row of shoes should be touching the foot locker,
and not several inches away. While it is not expected
that Cadets will £eep all shoes polished at all times, it is

expected that they will be kept reasonably clean and
dusted. Where there is only one bunk to a rack, shoes
should be lined up on the side away from the Orderly
Room. Shoes in all cases should be lined up pointed
OUT. * *

3. Rifle. The rifle should be slung from the bunk on
the same side on which the shoes are placed. Butt of the

rifle should be toward the foot locker, and about two
inches from it. The rifle should not be hung by the
sling. The rifles should not be cocked, nor should they
have the cut-off up. They should be kept cleaned and
dusted at all times.

4. Shelves. Shelves should be kept dusted, and should
not have any more articles put on them than is neces-
sary. Books should be piled neatly at the end of the
shelf, and the necessary toilet articles, if not kept in a
case, should be neatly arranged. Bottles of medicine,
etc.

,
should be kept out of sight.

5. Bedding. Bunks will be made up for morning in-
spection as follows : The mattress should be rolled from
the foot to the head of the bunk, the pillow inside of the
roll. Blankets and sheets will be folded in eighths, so
as to be of the same size, and placed on top of the roll
with a blanket on top, then a sheet, another blanket,
second sheet, and the rest of the blankets on the bottom.
Folded edges should be toward the front and the outside.
Bunks will be left in this manner until noon. Between
noon and two o’clock they will be made up for sleeping
in. Extra blankets will be folded in eighths, and placed
across the foot of the bunk. Pillows will be laid out at
the head of the bunk. Pillow cases should be reasonably
clean.

6. Miscellaneous. No reading matter should be kept
on the shelves unless it is something pertaining to the
Cadet’s work. No food of any kind is to be kept in the
barracks. Trunk lockers should be placed at the foot of
the bunk with the hinges toward the company street

;

they should be kept closed and latched. Suit cases and
traveling bags should be kept at the head of the bunk,
and suit cases should be laid on their side.

7. There are two hooks on each one of the braces that
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support the lower shelves of the racks. The barrack bag
should be hung from the upper hook, and the belt should
be hung on the lower hook. If there is a laundry bag it

can be hung from the same hook as the barrack bag, and
both of these bags should clear the floor by at least two
inches. Towels should be neatly folded and hung on
same hook as the barrack bag.

8. Cadets must not be seen outside of the enclosures
surrounding their sleeping quarters, unless fully dressed.
(No partly dressed men are to be seen under the balcony
or in the passage-way between barracks.

)

9. Only the side stairways are to be used in going to
and from the showers.

E. QUARTERMASTER.

1. The Quartermaster’s duties at this Post, in so far as
they pertain to the cadets, are to see that the men are
clothed, supplied with bedding, paid, and furnished
with transportation to their next post. The Quarter-
master is responsible, financially, to the Quarter-
master General, for all clothing, bedding, etc., issued at

this Post. All quartermaster articles are signed for by
this Post Quartermaster, on their receipt, and must be
accounted for, either by having the articles in stock, or
having vouchers to show that these articles were issued
to persons legally entitled to receive them. One form
of these vouchers is the Bedding and Clothing Slip,

signed by a cadet when receiving clothing, etc. As soon
as a cadet signs a slip he becomes “ responsible ” for the
articles issued. That is, he assumes the entire re-

sponsibility for them and in event of loss or damage,
must pay the value of the lost or damaged article and
becomes amenable to the 84th Article of War. Such a
payment does not, however, release the Quartermaster
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from his “ Accountability ” as be is answerable for so

many of each article and not for dollars and cents, and
even though a lost article is paid for, his property ac-

count is still charged with the lost article. This state-

ment will show how necessary it is for a cadet to

safeguard, with great care, all quartermaster property.

A claim by a cadet that he did not receive the article

for which he orignally signed, or that he could not find

such articles, will only serve to create an unfavorable
impression as to the man’s efficiency.

2. Damaged equipment and supplies originally issued

by the Quartermaster must not be thrown away under
any possible circumstances, but must be turned in to be
officially surveyed.

3. Men discharged from this school will turn into the
stock room all quartermaster clothing and bedding in

their possession.

4. To anticipate discharge, all men will retain in

their possession proper civilian clothing in which to

leave. In the event of a man being discharged, under
no circumstances will he be allowed to wear any quarter-
master clothing home.

5. Clothing that has been issued to graduates and non-
graduates will, on the transfer of suchmen to other posts,

be transferred to the new Post Quartermaster.

6. Attention is particularly directed to the following
portion of the 84th Article of War: “Any soldier who

through neglect injures or loses any cloth-

ing or property issued for use in the military service

shall be punished as a Court Martial may direct.”

7. No alteration to any issued clothing is allowed.

8. All men are responsible for the loss and condition
of the bedding issued to them by the Quartermaster.
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9. Mattresses, mattress covers, pillows, pillow slips,

blankets, slickers, barrack bags, and trunk lockers, are
issued on Memorandum Receipt, and in every case they
shall be turned in to the store room before men leave by
reason of graduation or discharge.

10. Trunk lockers are for use in the barracks only,
and must, under no circumstances, be removed there-
from.

1 r. Before leaving men must turn in, with their bedding,
one clean pillow slip and one clean sheet. Men will,

therefor, make their laundry arrangements accordingly,
so that these articles shall not be left in the laundry.

12. When bedding is turned in, the mattress covers,
blankets, sheets and pillow slips must be folded in the
manner in which they were received from the store room.

13. The shortage of clothing and bedding, due to men
going overseas and into the National Army, is a very
acute one and men should bear this in mind when making
demands on the supply sergeants for clothing.

14. No personal requests to the Quartermaster will be
considered. All such matter must be taken up through
the Squadron Supply Sergeants.

15. The Squadron Supply Sergeants will make a com-
plete list, including sizes and measurements, of clothing
needed by men in their command.

16. Squadron Supply Sergeants will exercise goodjudg-
ment in requisitioning clothing and not permit a man,
who has a good supply of outer uniform clothing, to ob-

17.

Read paragraph 4 again.





F. SUPPLY OFFICER

1. The Supply Officer is responsible for all Signal

Corps property, aeronautical engines, airplanes,

machine guns, radio and signalling apparatus, and text

books. Each Supply Sergeant will requisition and re-

ceipt for text books needed by his squadron and will

return all issues to the Military Storekeeper immediately
after his squadron has finished using these books. This
is important so that the next lower squadron may have
its text books furnished promptly by the Military Store-

keeper. Any mutilation of books is a serious military
offense and cadets so doing are subject to Court-Martial
proceedings.

2. Damaged equipment and supplies received from the
Supply Officer must not be thrown away, under any possi-

ble circumstances, but must be turned in to be officially

surveyed.

G. PAY

1. The pay-roll will be signed as near the last day of

each month as possible.

2. When ordered to report to receive pay, men will ap-
pear on time

#
aud will line up according to instructions.

If for any good reason a man is absent at pay time, he
will report to the Quartermaster as soon as possible
thereafter, explaining why he was not present at the
regular time.

3. Any unnecessary noise or boisterous behavior, while
in line to receive pay, will not be tolerated. Men may
be punished, therefor, by being placed at the end of the
line or by having their pay withheld for another day.

4. Men shall in every case count their money in the
presence of the Quartermaster.

5. By Army Regulations it is not permissable to ad-
vance a man any of his pay before the regular pay day.
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Cadets will, therefore, not make any requests for advance
pay.

6. No checks will be cashed by the Quartermaster.

7. Men wishing to do so, may deposit money with the
Quartermaster for safe keeping.

H. ACADEMIC DEPARTMENT
1. The work in class rooms will be conducted as nearly

on a military basis as conditions will permit.

2. Upon entering a class room the cadets are to stand

at attention, if the instructor is present. The First Ser-

geant will salute and report. The instructor will return

the salute and say “Seats.” The First Sergeant will be
the last man to enter the room and will close the door if

it is so desired. If the instructor is not present when
the class arrives the First Sergeant will order the men to

be seated. When the instructor enters the room the

First Sergeant will give the command ‘
‘ Attention. ’

’ The
cadets will stand at attention until ordered to be seated.

3. Upon entering a laboratory the cadets are to stand

at attention until the First Sergeant has made his report

to the chief instructor and they receive assignment to

work.
4. At the end of the period the instructor will give the

command “ Attention ” and the cadets will rise and stand

at attention. The instructor will then give the command :

“ First Sergeant, take command.” The First Sergeant
will then assume command.

In laboratories a whistle call may be given as a signal

for the squadron to assemble.

5. A cadet desiring to ask a question during a lecture

will raise his hand and say : “Question, Sir.” If the

instructor believes it desirable to permit the interruption

at that time he will say “What is it? ” Otherwise he
will continue with the lecture.
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6. No quibbling will be permitted. When a cadet is

instructed to do a thing, it is essentially a command and
he must do it at once.

7. In all weekly and final examinations, the Cornell
custom should be followed, namely, to have the men sit

in alternate seats so that the student will not be under a
constant effort to keep his eyes from wandering, uncon-
sciously, in the direction of his neighbor’s paper. If the
seating capacity of the room is not sufficient to permit
this arrangement, separate questions (A and B) may be
assigned for alternate seats respectively. The student
shall state on the cover of his paper which set of questions
he has answered, or he may be required to give his seat
number.

8. No special examinations or quizzes will be given
for making up such tests missed or failed, nor will men
have to take such examinations as “make-ups” in the
succeeding week, unless so ordered by the President of
the Academic Board. If there is an accumulation of de-
ficiencies in weekly grades or absences, the case may be
referred to the Examining Board.

9. Standard Examination Books, furnished by the
School, will be used in all final examinations. The
following directions are printed on the covers of the
books

:

“ 1. Sit in alternate seats unless otherwise directed
by the officer in charge of the examination.

“ 2. Use this form of examination hook, and no other
except in case of special permission.

“3. Before beginning the paper, fill out the blanks
in the middle of this page.

”4. Use no loose sheets for computations, notes or
sketches. Do all of your work on pages of this paper and
cross out the parts on which you do not wish to be

“5. The conciseness and completeness oftheanswers
as well as the general appearance of the paper, may have
influence in determining the cadet’s mark in efficiency.

*
‘ 6. After completing the examination sign the fol-

lowing “Statement :— I have not given nor received
unauthorized aid in this examination.”
N.B. Piifiers turned in without signed slatemetits will

tiot be considered.

10.

Standard Quiz Sheets, furnished by the School*
are to be used in all weekly quizes. The instructions
printed 011 these sheets are as follows :

“ 1. Do all your
work on this sheet, —use no ‘ * scratch ’

’ paper for computa-
tions, sketches, etc. 2. Cross out the work on which you
do not wish to be graded. 3. If your work is continued
on the back of the sheet add the word ' Over ’ at the
bottom of the page. 4. Sign the following statement
after completing the paper: I have neither given nor
received unauthorized aid in this quiz. N.B. Papers
turned in without signed statements will not be consid-
ered.”

ir. After finishing an examination each cadet is, him-
self, to hand his paper to the instructor, and at the same
time is to hand in mimeographed sheets or other material
that has been issued for use during the examination. The
cadet will then remain quietly in the room, preferably in
the rear, until the instructor dismisses the squadron in the
usual manner.

12. The Honor System which is outlined below will
be in force. Each squadron shall receive an explanation
of the system from the Chairman of the Honor System
Committee during its “ A ” week. After such explana-
tion the squadron will vote on accepting the agreement.

“ An Honor System Committee composed of the Cadet
Acting First Sergeants, the Cadet Wing Commanders,
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and the Regimental Commander, have full authority

for the administration of the system provided that the

Commandant approve the findings of the said Com-
mittee. The Committee shall elect a chairman who
should be a man who can present the Honor System
properly to Squadron 4 A

‘
‘ The professors and instructors will understand that

their presence in an examination room is primarily for

the purpose of answering questions relative to the ex-

amination, but not to spy on the cadets. The presence
of the instructor is not to be considered as relieving the

cadets of being on their honor.
“ Each man shall, at the end of an examination, sign

the statement :

4

1 have neither given nor received un-
authorized aid during this examination.’ The pledge
shall be written or printed on the first page of the book
and is to be signed after completing the examination.

“ After the questions have been given to the cadets their

attention shall be invited to the declaration. Unsigned
papers will be marked zero.

44 Each man is in honor bound to report all violations

of the agreement that may come under his notice. ’ ’

13. The passing mark in all examinations and quizes

is 60%. A general average below 70^ is considered un-
satisfactory.

14. A mark of zero will be given when a cadet fails to

hand in his paper or when he does not take a prescribed

examination and has not been excused from it, or when
he fails to sign the Honor Statement, or when he has
been dishonest in the examination.

15. No marks, or information regarding success in ex-

aminations, will be given out by instructors. The re-

ports will be posted ou the bulletin board.
16. Notebooks may be inspected in the various courses

in order to aid the instructors in determining the effi-

ciency of the cadets, importance being placed upon the
following : conciseness, completeness, legibility, and
clearness. Voluminous notes are not desired but they
should include rather complete outlines of the lectures
with such amplifications as seem necessary. The note-
books should be ready for inspection at all times.

17. No instructor is permitted to tutor any cadet in
any subject taught in this school. It is not desired to
give weak students any advantage over the others.

18. No instructors shall for their own profit or gain,
directly or indirectly, engage in the sale of materials to
cadets.

19. Men that are turned back for failure in their
studies will conform exactly to the instructions on the
Turn Back Sheet. N.B. No changes in these instruc-
tions will be authorized unless in writing and signed by
some member of the Examining Board.

20. Requests for information regarding a cadet’s marks,
status, etc., shall be made in writing, and shall give the
cadet’s squadron letter and class, and all information
bearing on the case. The request shall be in the form of
a military letter, which is to be left at the Office of the
President of the Academic Board.

I. EXAMINING BOARD
1. The Examining Board meets every Monday to act

on the discharge of cadets aud to consider appeals from
actions given on the Turn Back Lists.

2. Cadets making appeals must report to the Board in
person, and must have handed in to the Clerk of Records
in the office of the President of the Academic Board a
written statement of their case before 12 o’clock on Mon-
day, so that complete copies of their records may be
prepared in time for the Board meeting. These state-
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ments must give the cadet’s squadron letter and class

and must contain complete information about the case.

3.

Cadets are cautioned against appealing their cases

unless it can be shown clearly that injustice has been
done—mere requests for leniency will not be tolerated.

Sickness is not recognized as an excuse unless the cadet’s

name is on the Sick Report.

J. CONFIDENTIAL MATTER

1. Men in this School must realize that a great deal of

the information received here is of a strictly confidential

nature and is becoming more and more confidential every

day. All cadets should be on their guard, at all times,

against giving out any information that would be of value.

Remember that, altlio a thing may seem to you to be very

trivial it may be of great value to the enemy, and that

your own life and the lives of thousands of other soldiers

depends on your ability to keep things secret. Guard
your speech and correspondence at all times and never

discuss any matters pertaining to the Army with any one.

2. Men discharged from this School are required to

turn in all notes that they have taken during the course

here and any other material that has been given out to

them here.

3. No photographs will be taken in the Drill Hall.

K. MEDICAL DEPARTMENT

1. All men who are not able to do full duty are re-

quired to report to the Surgeon at “Sick Call.” All

cases marked “Sick in Quarters” must report daily

at “Sick Call ” or as directed.

2. Treatment and dressings will be given daily at ‘
‘ Sick

Call.” Except in cases of emergency men will not

request treatment at any other time.
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3. Men reporting to the Medical Office at any hour
must be accompanied by the Squadron Sick Report with
proper entries made therein.

4. The men entering this school will be vaccinated
against the typhoid fevers and smallpox and sent for at
the time noted on the schedule. All men who claim credit
for vaccination against typhoid fever and smallpox must
claim such credit before the time set for such vaccina-
tions. Otherwise these claims will be disregarded.

5. Just before leaving the school, all men will be ex-
amined by the Medical Officer for evidence of communi-
cable diseases.

6. Men who expose themselves to infection with vene-
real disease must report at once on their return to the
Post, to the medical dispensary for prophylactic
treatment prescribed. Failure to do this renders a man
liable to Court Martial, even though no disease follows.

In the event that venereal disease is contracted, the at-

tempt, by the surgeon, to prevent the same does not
affect the soldier’s status

;
the disease is still, not in the

line of duty. (G. O. 45. June 1912.)

7. As from $10,000 to $20,000 may be spent by the Gov-
ernment on a cadet before his training is complete, each
man should consider it a duty to keep himself in good
physical condition at all times and should have no
hesitancy in reporting to the Surgeon for treatment.

8. A claim that sickness interfered with a cadet’s work
will not be considered unless the man’s name is on the
Sick Report.

L. ABSENCES

1. Except as noted below no passes will be granted for
later than 8:00 p.m. except on Saturday and Sunday
nights. On these nights passes may be obtained until

taps.
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2. Men awaiting discharge or transfer may obtain passes
from 6 p.m. to 9:15 p.m., but applications for these passes
must be made to the Regimental Adjutant before Retreat
of the evening for which the pass is desired.

3. On Friday night, passes will be given to the gradu-
ating squadron, until 11:00 p.m.

4. After the D-week, cadets whose work is satisfactory,
may obtain week-end passes from Saturday noon to Mon-
day at 8a.m. Applications for these passes must be
handed to the Squadron Commander before Friday noon
of the week that the pass is desired.

5. Flying cadets returning from pass must turn in their
passes to the Regimental Adjutant immediately on re-

porting back. The passes must be signed and must
have the date and hour of return.

6. Between reveille and retreat, all members of this
command, at the Post, will stand all roll calls, whether

7. Cadets reporting sick and ordered to Hospital will,

before they leave, turn in to the Squadron Supply Sergeant
all personal property, either in locker trunk or barrack
bag, ( overcoat to be placed in barrack bag). All bedding
will be turned in to the Q. M. and a receipt given the
Squadron Supply Sergeant.

In urgent cases, where men are unable to attend per-
sonally to this, the Squadron Supply Sergeant will be
notified and take necessary action.

M. MESS

1.

There is a commissioned officer in charge of the
mess who is known as the Mess Officer. Upon his recom-
mendation a Senior Mess Sergeant is appointed by the
Senior Military Instructor. There are, also, four other
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mess sergeants and four mess corporals appointed. Each
squadron acts as mess detail in its “ B ” week.

2.

No cadet will be allowed to fall out of ranks, while

marching to mess, to go off the Post for meals .

N. PHOTOGRAPHS.

1. In accordance with orders from the Office of Di-

rector of Military Aeronautics, certain group and indi-

vidual photographs will be made at prescribed times.

Cadets will report promptly at the times and places

designated for the taking of these photographs and they

will pay, in advance, for the individual pictures.

O. LAUNDRY

1. All laundries in good standing will have equal

chances to do business in the school. This also applies

to private parties doing laundry work.

2. The University provides a locked enclosure where

the returned laundry will be kept.

3. In every case, before laundry is returned, it shall be

paid for
;
in other words the business will be conducted

on a strictly cash basis.

4. All laundries or private parties co-operating in this

scheme shall provide laundry bags properly labelled.

These will be issued to the cadets on a deposit of 20c

which will be refunded when the bag is returned. No
free bags will be given out.

5. A list of the laundries co-operating will be posted

and cadets will not be allowed to ask which laundry to

patronize, so that all laundries will have an equal chance.

6. Outgoing laundry will be deposited in the Receiving

Room in the basement and the person in charge will see

that each laundry gets the bags bearing its name.
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7 The room for returned laundry will be open at the
fo llowing times :

Daily except Saturday and Sunday.
1:00 to 2:00 p.m.
6:00 to 7:30 P.M.

Saturday.

1:00 to 3:00 P.M.

P. POST OFFICE
1. A Branch Post Office is operated at the School by the

U. S. Government, with facilities for handling registered
letters, money orders, parcel post, insurance and the
sale of stamps, envelops, etc.

2. Separate sets of boxes are placed in the main passage
in the Drill Hall for letters, for newspapers and for
notices to call at the window for parcel-post packages,
registered mail and special delivery letters. The boxes
are not to be used as depositories for rubbish.

3. Before leaving the School every Cadet should leave
his forwarding address at the Post Office window.

Q.

RECEIVING ROOM
1. All incoming and outgoing packages, except parcel

post and incoming laundry, are handled from the Re-
ceiving Room in the basement.

2. All outgoing laundry which is to be called for, is to
be left at the Receiving Room.

3. Notices of receipt of packages are deposited in the
boxes next to the Post Office Window. These Notices
must be receipted and left at the Receiving Room when
packages are called for.

4. All outgoing express packages must be securely
packed and must have the sender’s name and address on
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the outside. The shipper’s name and address must also
be placed on the inside of the package and a statement of
the contents must be given to the Receiving Clerk. All
express is sent collect.

R. LOST AND FOUND BUREAU
1. All articles found about the Armory should be

turned in at the Lost and Found Bureau, next to the
Post Office, where the owners may claim them upon
proper identification.

Office Hours :

Week Days—1:45 to 2:00

7:30 to 7:45 (except Saturday’s)
Sundays— 9:00 to 9:15 a.m.

S. TELEGRAMS AND TELEPHONE CALLS

1. Cadets are not permitted to use office telephones for

their personal convenience. Use the public phones.
2. Telephone calls for Cadets will be received only be-

tween 1 : 00 and 2 : 00 P. M. and between 6 : 00 and 7: 30
P. M. ( except Saturday afternoon and Sunday ) and then
only on the following phones : Bell 867 : Ithaca 2090.
Parties calling Cadets must give their numbers

;
the

cadets will then be notified at the earliest opportunity
and will use the public phone. If the cadet canuot be
found, a notice will be left for him in the box with his

3. Messages for cadets will not be accepted over the
telephone except in cases of very great urgency.

4. Telegrams may be received at the School by phone.
Telegrams delivered will be placed in the boxes with the
mail, if the cadet can not be found. Collect messages
will not be received. Telegrams can be sent over public

phone and charges dropped in the coin box, or they may
be sent collect by phone.
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T. LEAVING

1. Before leaving this Post each enlisted man must
square his accounts with the Quartermaster and the
Supply Officer. See instructions under the headings
Quartermaster and Supply Officer.

2. All enlisted and discharged men before leaving the
Post will obtain from the Registrar a “ Registrar’s Card ”

which they will take to : i. the Clerk of the Academic
Board, 2. the Q. M. Supply Sergeant, 3. the Assistant
Pay Clerk, 4. their Squadron Supply Sergeant, 5. the
Regimental Adjutant, and 6. the Registrar. In each
case the officials above mentioned will inform the man
as to what will be required of him.
When a graduating squadron is leaving, one man will

collect the Registrar’s Cards for the squadron and will
take them to the Clerk of the Academic Board

;
afterward

the squadron will report in a body, in alphabetical order,
to the Supply Sergeant, Assistant Pay Clerk and Regi-
mental Adjutant.

3. Men who are discharged by the Examining Board
from further training at this Post will report to the Regis-
trar not later than nine o’clock on the morning follow-
ing the meeting of the Examining Board.

4. Men discharged from the School must deliver to the
Regimental Adjutant all notes that they have taken
during the course here, all instructional material issued
to them, and two identification badges (name plates) .

complete.
5. Men transferred to other posts must be examined

by the Surgeon tor communicable diseases before leav-
ing this School. Upon request, Cadets will be given
vaccination certificates by the Surgeon.

6. Graduates and discharged men should leave forward-
ing addresses at the Post Office window.
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7.

All bills contracted in the city will be paid before
departure.

U. FIRE REGULATIONS.

The following instructions will be observed by this

command in case of FIRE or other EMERGENCY.
1. The Officer of the Day will act as Marshal.

2. At “ Fire Call ” or “Call to Arms’’ all Squadrons
will form in their respective streets and await further
instructions.

3. If “Fire Call” be sounded, each Squadron Com-
mander will detail the necessary number of men of his

Squadron to procure the fire extinguishers, axes, and
fire buckets in the immediate vicinity of his Squadron
quarters. These men will then proceed to the scene of

the fire, reporting to the Fire Marshal or senior officer

present.

4. If the alarm be “ Call to Arms,” all Squadrons will

form in their respective streets, under arms
,
and await

instructions.

5. In case of fire or other emergency the Guard will

form, under arms, and await instructions.

6. In case either of the above-mentioned calls are

sounded while classes are in session, instructors will at

once dismiss their classes and Squadrons will then be
conducted to their respective streets as rapidly as possible

and without cotifusion.

7. It is strictly enjoined upon all members of the
command that in case of either of the above mentioned
calls being sounded, all unnecessary noise be avoided.





V. Y. M. C.A.

The Y. M. C. A. is here to serve the men
possible way. Entertainments, socials, moving pictures,
and religious meetings are frequently arranged. Writing
material is supplied to any who want it. A Secretary is
in charge who will gladly co-operate in promoting any-
thing hat will benefit the men.

POST EXCHANGE.
The Post Exchange is operated according to Post Ex-

change Regulations of the Army, and is for the con-
veniennce of the men at this Post. So far as possible the
prices are kept considerably below the retail trade prices.
The profits are used for squadron benefit and the purchase
of such things as athletic equipment and field music in-
struments. Small sales must be strictly cash, but larger
items silch as foot lockers and text books may be charged,
but must be paid by the soldier on next pay day.
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Sh'P *® C.U. Order No.

U. S. ARMY SCHOOL MILITARY AERONAUTICS

CORNELL UNIVERSITY

ITHACA, N. Y.

Attention of

RECEIVED from Stock Room. Date

QUANTITY Mark, No.
or Size

Name of Material To be re-
turned when 1

REMARKS

Signed _ __ _

U. S. A., S. M. A., Cornell Dep’t
8413
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8292

Sheet No

Total Sheets.
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U. S., C. U. (bought for School), Borrowed from MAKE A CARBON COPY AND KEEP IT.
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RECEIPT FOR
LETTER

FROM

COMMANDANT’S FILE

I have in my possession and

will be responsible for letter number

1 will return same to the clerk

in charge of the letter file as soon

as 1 am through with it.

{Signature)

Date. .191

U. S. School of Military Aeronautics

Ithaca, N. Y.

Received





Weekly

Absence

Report

221

Name Weekending 1918

The above named employee has missed time as given below

:

REMARKS Reasons, Etc.

These reports are to be sent to the
office of President of the Academic Board
on each Monday for the preceding week.
If no time has been missed in the Dept,
the fact is to be reported on one of these
slips. i

Signed

U.S.A., S.M.A.
Head of Dept.

(i,ast name) (initials)

CHECKING OUT SLIP

Before leaving the employ of this school the following is to be filled out.

1. Have you returned all Government property issued to you ?

2. Have you returned all University property issued to you ?-

3. Have you returned your button ?

4. Have you returned your pass ?

5. Have all keys been returned to the office of P. A. B. ?

6. Is it required that the Draft Board be notified of your leaving ?

(If so, give necessary information)

7. Your future address is :

8. New position is :

Date of leaving—

U.S.S.M.A.

Signature
8433





PASS

CD
CD

<
a,

u. s. ARMY SCHOOL OF MILITARY AERONAUTICS
AT CORNELL UNIVERSITY

No. A Issued

Pass...

To the NEW DRILL HALL

|
This Pass is good only for 19

I when signed by the Adjutant, Lt. W. L. Saunders or W. N.

I Barnard.
By order of the Commandant,

6149

U. S. ARMY SCHOOL OF MILITARY AERONAUTICS
AT CORNELL UNIVERSITY

No.
[
Gallery only

J
Mess Hall only

Pass to
|

Quarters only

^ Building

This pass is good only for 1917
when signed by the Adjutant, Lt. W. L. Saunders,
or W. N. Barnard.

By order of the Commandant,

Return this pass to Adjutant immediately after date of expiration.

NOT TRANSFERABLE





y.S. Army School of BVSilitary Aeronautics

CORNELL UNIVERSITY

ITHACA, N. Y.

191—
Name Company

Requests permission to be absent

from

to

for the purpose of

-

Jlddress will be

Forwarded recommending -

-

Approval
Disapproval

Approved :

—

Commanding Company

Commanding Detachment

‘Returned 191 -
, M.

Signature

( Return to Regimental Adjutant)

Pass Permit
8602
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Delinquency Report

Name of -Delinquent
,

Date Time

Delinqnency
~

. *
'

•
•

Reported by

Finding

Sentence

6675 Court Ofticer

|

Surname Initials Sq. Class ~iq7 Class Sq. Class Sq. Class Sq. Class Sq.

|

Unsatisfactory Record in : To take the following : Week beginning : Remarks

Date of Finding

U. S. A., S. M. A—Cornel! mm BACK SLIP 7386
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Name — —

—

(Surname) (Initials)

Class of No.

MAP READING

Squad CLASS WORK OR QUIZ Mark
Reported Eff. Date Inst. REMARKS

H
—

I —
K

—
L

M

DEPT. OF OBSERVATION U.S.A..S.M.A.

Name-
C/ass of

(Initials) Engines

Period 1 2 3 4 5 6
|

7
i

8
1

9 10 11 12 13 Squad. s E

Squadron

b _ B
Date

C
Scholarship D
Efficiency

E
Instructor

1

19 20

[ F
Period 14 15

1

16 17 18 21 22 23
j
24 25 26 G

Squadron H
Date

I

Scholarship

_ K
Efficiency

sUS— L
Instructor M
Remarks :

ENGINE RECORD—U. S. A. School of Military Aeronautics at Cornell University.
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Name

Class of-

5667

Subject

Instructors

Period - - 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 Final

Date

Scholarship . _

Discipline

Attitude

.

1

Gen’l Knowledge

’

1
1

*Avg. for Period __ !

Remarks:-

*Weekly Report

INSTRUCTOR’S RECORD—U. S. A. School of Military Aeronautics at Cornell University
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(Surname) (First name) (Middle name)

Address P

Enlisted at by

Reported per Date.

Class graduating Turned back to

(Rank)

Enl. Period.

.Clerk Acad. Board1 . Case disposed of

2. Amt. due for Q. M. property Asst, to Quartermaster

charged
3. C/r signed; C/r due Asst. Pay Clerk

paid

4. Case disposed of

5. Records entered

Regimental Adjutant

Registrar

On leave (graduated, special) 191

Transferred to

Per S. O Hq.U.S.A.S.M.A., Ithaca, N. Y 191

Per Left 191.

Discharged per( ) '191

Mail Address

Trans, furnished, not furnished

To

Remarks

U. S. A. School of Military Aeronautics at Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y. 7643 REGISTRAR'S CARD.—

3

U.S.A.,

S.M.A.—

GUNNERY

RECORD

IN

EFFICIENCY.





U. S. Army School of Military Aeronautics at Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y. HONOR SYSTEM QUIZ SHEET“^r
Name Squadron Date of Quiz

(Surname) (First name) (Initial)

Subject Graduation Date Time Allowed

.

Instructions, (i) Do all your work on this sheet,—use no “scratch” paper for computations, sketches, etc. (2) Cross out work on which you do not
wish to be graded. (3) If your work is continued on the back of the sheet, add the word "Over" at the bottom of the page. (4) The conciseness and com-

1 pleteness of answers as well as the general appearance of the paper may influence the cadet’s mark in efficiency. (5) Sign the following statement after
completing the paper :

I have neither given nor received unauthorized aid in this quiz
N.B. Papers turned in without signed statement will not be considered.

Signature.
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HONOR SYSTEM

FINAL EXAMINATION

U. S. ARMY
SCHOOL OF MILITARY AERONAUTICS

CORNELL UNIVERSITY
ITHACA, N. Y.

5

Student’s Name 6
(
Surname

)
(First Name) (Initial)

Date of Examination.
7

8

Subject
9

Squadron Graduation Date
( Letter No.)

IO

DIRECTIONS TO STUDENTS

1. Sit in alternate seats unless otherwise directed by the officer 12

in charge of the examination.

2. Use this form of examination book, and no other, except in case *3

of special permission.

3. Before beginning the paper, fill out the blanks in the middle of 14

this page.

4. Use no loose sheets for computations, notes or sketches. Do all 15
of your work on pages of this paper and cross out the parts on which
you do not wish to be marked.

g
5. The conciseness and completeness of the answers as well as the

general appearance of the paper may have influence in determining
the cadet’s mark in efficiency. 1 7

6. After completing the examination sign the following :

—

18

STATEMENT I have neither given nor received unauthorized aid in this examination.

19

Signed by cadet after completing examination.

N.B.—PAPERS TURNED IN WITHOUT SIGNED STATEMENTS WILL NOT BE CONSIDERED.

20

























• ANALYSIS OF FOAL EXAMINATION QUESTIONS
• SCHOOL OF MILITARY AERONAUTICS

, IflRlLElL UNIVERSITY, ITHACA, N.Y

SUBJECT ------- --SQUADRON — CLASS OF -WEEK ENDING
231

QUESTION NO
i
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ANALYSIS OF .EXAMINATION

at
U. S. S. M. A.

at the

(University)

(Place

}

Subject. Instructor

DATE OF EXAMINATION
1

SQUADRON
... ...

CLASS OF

f
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HIGHEST GRADE i

i

LOWEST GRADE

AVERAGE GRADE 1

90-100 "PASSED WITH HONOR"

80-90

70-80

mSSING GRADE 60,65 to 70

FAILED

NUMBER OF MEN

TWrite nothing below double line: for Inspectors only)

CHARACTER OF EXAMINATION REMARKS

.





MEN TURNED BACK
21? 3

WEEK OF

The following men are not advanced to the next squadron

NAME Squadron Class of
Unsatisfactory Record

in the following
1 Turned back to take drill and the following work

and no other during week given above
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^•Report to the Examining Board in the Commandant’s Office at

N.B. NO CHANGES IN THE FOREGOING WILL BE AUTHORIZED UNLESS IN WRITING AND
SIGNED BY SOME MEMBER OF THE EXAMINING BOARD.

U. S. A. School of Military Aeronautics

Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y.
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Squadron Date Subject

Class of Report for the week or for final examination ?

Instructor making report Total No. in Section.

‘Give the remarks on the reverse side of sheet if there is not sufficient room on the front 8266
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AT

WEEKLY CLASS REPORT

Squadron of Class Graduating 191
;
Week Ending 191

A. B. C; D. E, F, G, or H

NAMES
(In alphabetical order)

Military Studies

Signalling

and

Radio U

O
Aids

to

Flight

Airplanes

Engines

Aerial

Observation Calisthenics

Infantry

Drill

Conduct

Efficiency
Passed

in

all
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Demoted

Discharged
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V G, Very Good=yo-ieo
G, Good=75-89 « , ,

f, Fair=6o—74
Commandant.

Passing Grade=60
p, Poor

—

50- 59 Efficiency by
M, Thoroughly Unsatisfactory = below 50
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Squadron of Class Graduating .

A, B, C, D, R, F, G, or H
Week Ending 191

NAMES
(In alphabetical order) Military Studies

Signalling

and

Radio

Gunnery

Aids

to

Flight

Airplanes

Engines

Aerial

Observation

Art.

Obs.

Infantry

Drill

Conduct Efficiency
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F, Fair=60-74

Passing Grade=60
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.

Commandant.
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